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FORGET PROFITS;
WIN

THE

WAR

President Wilson Appeals to Business Interests of Country.
JUST PRICES IS HIS DEMAND
Business Should Not Take Toll Off
Men In Trenches, 6ays the Chief
Executive Ship Owners
Are Condemned.

wards paid In money, not In the mere
liberation of the world.
"I tuke it for granted that those
who argue thus do nut stop to think
what that means.
"Do they mean that you must be
paid, must be bribed, to make yout
contribution, a contribution that costs
you neither a drop of blood nor a tenr,
when the whole world Is In travail and
men everywhere depend upon and call
to you to tiring them nut of bondage
and make the world n fit plnce to live
In again, amidst peace and Justice?
Appeals to Honor.
"Io they mean that you will exact
a price, drive a bargain, with the men
who are enduring the agony of this
wnr on the battlefields, In the trenches,
amidst the lurking dangers of the sen,
or with the bereaved women and pitiful children, before you will come forward to do your duty and give some
part of your life, In easy, peaceful
fashion, for the things we are fighting for, the things we have pledged
our fori lines, our lives, our sacred honor to vindicate and defend liberty
and Justice and fair dealing and the
peace of nations?
"Of course you will nut. It Is inconceivable. Votir patriotism Is of the
same
stuff as the patriotism of the men dead or maimed
on the fields of France, or else It is
not patriotism at all.
Full Dollar's Worth.
"Let us never speak, then, of profits
and of patriotism In the same sentence, but face facts and meet them.
Let us do sound business, but not In
the midst of a mist.
"Many a grievous burden of taxation will be laid on this nation, In this
generation and In the next, to pay for
this war; let us see to It that for
every dollar that Is taken from the
people's pockets It shall be possible to
obtain a dollar's worth of the sound
stuff they need.
"Let me turn for a moment to the
ship owners of the United States and
the other ocean carriers whose example they hove followed, and ask
them if they realize what obstacles,
what almost Insuperable obstacles,
they have been putting in the way of
the successful prosecution of this war
by the ocean freight rates they have
been exacting.
Making War a Failure.
"They are doing everything that
high freight charges can do to make
the war n failure, to make It Impos-
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as to Greece's status in the world
war was cleared, away with the receipt of official Information that the
Greek government not only has sev-
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DRIVE.

Washington. President Wilson apInpealed to the country's, business
terests Wednesday to put ustde. every
selfish consideration and to give their
aid to the nation as freely us those
who go to offer their lives on the battlefield.
In a statement addressed to the coal
operators and manufacturers he gave
assurance tliat just prices will be paid
by the government and the public during the war, but warned that no attempt to extort unusual profits will be
tolerated.
"Your patriotism," said the president's appeal, "Is of the same
stuff as the patriotism of the
men dead and maimed on the fields of
France, or It Is no patriotism at all.
Let us never speak, then, of profits
and patriotism In the same sentence.
"I shall expect every man who Is not
a slacker to be at my side throughout
this great enterprise. In It no man
can win honor who thinks of himself."
Condemns Ship Owners.
The president declared there must
be but one price for the government
and for the public, lie expressed confidence that business generally would
he found loyal to the last degree, anil
that the problem of wartime prices,
which he declared will "mean victory
or defeat," will be solved rightly
through patriotic
In unmeasured terms, however, Mr.
Wilson condemned the ship owners of
the country for maintaining n schedule
of ocean freight rates which has
placed "almost Insuperable obstacles
In the path of the government.
President's Call.
sible.
The president's statement follows:
"I do not say that they realize this
"The government Is about to attempt or Intend It. The thing has happened
to determine the prices at which It naturally enough because the commerwill ask you henceforth to furnish vacial processes which we are content to
rious supplies which are necessary for sen operate In ordinary times have
the prosecution of the war, and variwithout sufficient thought been conous materials which will be needed In tinued Into a period where they have
the Industries by which the war must no proper plnce.
be sustained. We shall, of course, try
"I am not questioning motives. I
to determine them Justly and to the am merely stating a fact, and stating
best advantage of the nation as a It In order that attention may he fixed
whole; hut Justice Is easier to speak upon It.
of than to arrive at, and there are
"The fact is that those who have
some considerations which I hope we fixed war
freight rates have taken the
shall keep steadily In mind while this most effective means In their power to
Is
of
Justice
being defeat the armies engaged against Gerparticular problem
worked out.
many. When they realize this we may,
Promises Just Price.
I take It for granted, count upon them
"Therefore I take the liberty of to reconsider the whole mntter. It is
stating very candidly my own view of high time. Their extra hazards are
the situation nnd of the principles covered by war risk Insurance.
which should guide both the governWarning Is Sounded.
ment and the mine owners and man"I know, and you know, what re
ufacturers of the country In this dif- sponse to this great chullenge of duty
ficult matter.
and of opportunity the nation will ex"A Just price must, of course, he
pect of you ; nnd I know what repaid for everything the government sponse you will make.
T!y a Just price I mean a price
buys.
"Those who do not respond, who
which will sustain the Industries con- do not
respond In the spirit of those
cerned in a high state of efficiency,
who have gone to give their lives for
provide a living for those who
us on bloody fields far away, may
them, enable them to pay good safely be left to be dealt with by
wages, and make possible the ex- opinion nnd the law for the lnw must,
pansions of their enterprises which of course, command those things.
will from time to time become neces"I am dealing with the matter thus
sary as the stupendous undertakings
publicly and frnnkly, not because I have
of this great war develop.
any doubt or fear as to the result but
Must Face the Fact.
only In order that In all our thinking
"We could not wisely or reasonably and In all our dealings with one an
do less than pay such prices. They other we
may move In a perfectly clear
are necessary for the maintenance air of mutual understanding.
and development of Industry, and the
Must Have Same Prices.
maintenance and development of in"And there is something more that
are
for
the
task
necessary
dustry
great
we must add to our thinking. The
we have in hand.
public is now as much a part of the
"Hut I trust that we shall not sur- government as are the army and navy
round the mutter with a mist of senthemselves ; the whole people in all
timent. Facts are our masters now. their activities are now mobilized and
We ought not to put the acceptance
In service for the accomplishment of
of such prices on the ground of patrithe nation's task In this wnr; It is
otism."
In such circumstances Impossible Just"Patriotism has nothing to do with ly to distinguish between Industrial
profits in a case like this. Patriotism
purchases made by the government
and profits ought never in the present and Industrial purchases made by the
circumstances be mentioned together. managers of industries, and It is Just
"It is perfectly proper to discuss as much our duty to sustain the Indusas a matter of business, with a trials of the country with nil the inview to maintaining the integrity of dustries that contribute to its life as
capital and the efficiency of labor in It Is to sustain our forces In the field
these tragical months, when the libnnd on the sea.
erty of free men everywhere und of
Think Not of Self.
Industry Itself trembles in the bal"We must make prices to the pubance; but It would be absurd to dis- lic the same as the prices to the govcuss them as a motive for helping to ernment. Prices mean the same
thing
serve and save our country.
everywhere now. They mean the effi"Patriotism leaves profits out of the
ciency or the inefficiency of the naquestion. In these days of our sution, whether it Is the government that
we
hunwhen
are
preme trial,
sending
pays them or not. They mean victory
dreds of thousands of our young men or defeat.
mean that America
across the seas to serve a great cuuse, will win herThey once for all among
no true man who stays behind to the foremost place
free nations of the world
work for them nnd sustain them by or that she will sink to defeat and bewill
his labor
ask himself what he is come n second-rat- e
power alike in
personally going to make out of that thought and in action. This Is a day
labor.
of her reckoning nnd every man among
"No true patriot will permit himself us must personally face thut reckoning
to take toll of their heroism in money along with her.
or seek to grow rich by the shedding
"The case needs no arguing. I asof their blood. lie will give as freely sume that I am only expressing your
and with as unstinted
own thoughts what must be In the
as they. When they are giving their mind of every true man when he faces
lives, will he not at least give his the tragedy and the solemn glory of
money T
the present war, for the emancipation
Assails "Bribery."
of mankind.
"I hear It Insisted that more than
"I summon yon to a great duty, a
Just price, more than a price that great privilege, a shining dignity and
will sustain oar industries, must be distinction. I shall expect every man
paid ; that It Is necessary to pay very who Is not a slacker to be at my side
liberal and unusual profits In order to throughout this great enterprise. In
stimulate' production ; that nothing It no man can win honor who thinks of
but pecuniary rewards will do re himself."

An official
Berne, Switzerland.
telegram from Berlin says that Gen Camps Honor Men Who Have Fought
eral von Stein, the Prussian minister
in Wars Buffalo Bill and Exof war, has resigned.
plorer Lewis Remembered.
MEN SLAIN IN BISBEE ROUNDUP
The Prussian war office is In realARE BURIED.
perthe
war,
of
Imperial ministry
ity
Copenhagen. The selection of a
forming the functions of that office for Western Newspaper Union Nows Service.
successor to Foreign Secretary
the empire. Gen. von Stein recently
Washington. Names of American
was still unsettled Tuesday. Foreigners In Missouri
Lead Belt excited
the antagonism of the Social- military heroes of past wars, includPressure was being brought from two
Forced to Leave Flat River Disactivities op- ing several Confederate leaders, have
ists by his
trict by American Miners.
directions, to block, first, the proposed
been given by the War Department
posing peace efforts.
nomination of Count Brockdorff-Rant-zau- ,
to. thirty-twcantonments in which
the Gorman minister at Copen- Western
,
Amsterdam. Count Michael Karol-yi- the national army and the National
Newspaper t'nlon New Service.
hagen, and to substitute Admiral von
Columbus, N. M., July 16. Saturday
leader of the Hungarian Indepen- Guard will be mobilized for training.
Hintze, minister to Norway, or Count night the United States army was dent party, speaking in the House of
In each case the name selected is
on Bernstorff, former ambassador to host to Arizona's
deported miners, deputies, says a telegram from Buda- that of a man from the section repreWashington.
mill men and small merchants who pest, declared: "The central point of
sented by the troops concerned. Short
A dispatch from Berlin says the ma
encamped on the "plains of death," the present German crisis Is the ques- names were chosen for convenience
to
bloc
present peace half way between Columbus and the tion of peace. Everyone in Germany
jority
plans
names like Washington and Lincoln
Rome. Report of the Russian octerms In a resolution to the Reichs Mexican border. A small city of can- wants
peace, but it Is not enough to were omitted because of the tempo- cupation of Dolina (in Galicla) was
tag Thursday and to demand from Dr, vas sprung up on the site of the Mex- desire it; the nation must negotiate
rary nature of the camps, and other received here. The Austrians, it was
Michaelis a statement that he accept ican refugee camp, established by for it.
names were avoided because they are said, had been thrown back into the
it in principle, otherwise
Gen. Pershing, and 1,140 men slept on
"Count Czernin
men now liv- Carpathians.
is impossible.
beds for the first time since they left foreign minister) has not confined duplicated by prominent
These men were rounded up himself to mere words but has openly ing. Among the names chosen for the
Bisbee.
national army are:
Washington. German troops are
Vienna.
ideas on and deported from Blsbee, Lowell and declared
that, we are ready for peace
Camp Grant, Rockford, 111., for being withdrawn In large numbers
peace were made known to the con- other settlements of the Warren dis- without annexations. One of the prefrom Illinois. After Gen. U. S. from the Italian and French fronts
stitution committee of the Reichsrath trict early Thursday morning, were
conditions of peace is the troops U.
S. A., who served as colonel and sent to Riga to start a counter
In an address by the premier. Dr. von brought to Columbus Thursday night, requisite
Grant,
democratization of every country."
of the Twenty-firs- t
Illinois infantry at offensive against RusBia, according to
Seldler. After referring to the un- their guards forced to return with
dispatches at the Russian embassy.
the beginning of the Civil war.
breakable unity between Austria and them to Hermanas, N. M., where they
14.
cor
The
Reuter
London,
July
her allies, Dr. von Seldler declared were left after the locomotive pulling
Des Moines, Iowa, for
Dodge,
Camp
date
under
at
Amsterdam,
respondent
in
Canadian Army Headquarters
Parliament would work for "the aim the special freight train had returned of
July 13, says the Bavarian Kurler troops from Minnesota, Iowa, Nebras- France. The western part of Lens,
for which Austria is fighting, namely, to El Paso. They returned here unand
North
Dakota.
Dakota
South
ka,
WestRhelnische
what
the
publishes
particularly that known as the Cite du
the unassailable, Bacred right of her der escort of United States cavalry,
fallsche Zeltung calls "an almost In- After Maj. Gen. Grenville M. Dodge, Moulin, was subjected to a gas atpeoples to decide for themselves their
who
volunU.
Iowa
S.
commanded
V.,
to
revelation"
credible and sensational
tack Monday morning.
eternal destiny.
Bisbee, Ariz. Four thousand mem- the effect
on June teers in the Civil war.
"This task, at the same time, will bers of the Citizens' Protective 30 wrote that Prof. Harnack sent to
in a letter which he
Camp Funston, Fort Riley, Kan., for
On the
Lemberg
Washington.
be a long stride in the direction of an League and the Workmen's Loyalty Munich
an account of an interview he troops from Kansas, Missouri and front German troops are being shifted
honorable peace which we desire to League marched Sunday in the fubefore with Dr. Colorado. After Maj. Gen. Frederick back and forth by means of heavy auhad bad a few
create on the basis of justice, moderaneral procession of Orson P. McRae, von Bethmann-Hollweg- . days
According to Funston, U. S. A., and colonel of the tomobiles in an attempt to prevent
tion and conciliation the firm unity a miner and deputy sheriff, killed In
this account the chancellor informed Twentieth Kansas, U. S. V.
further advances by Gen. Kornlloff.
of all civilized peoples and their uniof more than 1,100 Industhe round-uclosely
Fort Sam Houston, On the southern front in the CarpathTravis,
Camp
form endeavor to abolish those cir- trial Workers of the World, striking Prof. Harnack that his views Scheide-mann,
Tex., for troops from Texas, Arizona, ians, the Austrians are said to be in
cumstances which brought about the copper miners and their alleged sym- approximated those of Philip
Dr. Eduard David, Socialists, New Mexico and Oklahoma.
After full flight.
world war. We are all longing for pathizers.
Each marcher wore a
this peace. Until then we are deter- white handkerchief, the Insignia of and Dr. Karl Heine, Social Democrat, Lieut. Col. L. B. Travis, the defender
himof the Alamo.
Copenhagen. The Berlin corresponmined to hold on in firm cooperation the two organizations, tied around bis but that he could not yet free
Brockdorff-Rantzaself entirely from the influences of
between front and homeland."
arm.
Camp Lewis, American Lake, Wash., dents report that Count
right
the Conservatives, who must be di- for troops from
the German minister at
Washington, Oregon,
British Capture Four German Ships.
Flat River, Mo. About 700 foreign-bor- vided before he obtained a free hand California, Nevada, Utah, Idaho, Mon- Copenhagen, has been selected to sucLondon.
The admiralty announces
tana and Wyoming. No namesake an- ceed Dr. Alfred Zimmerman as imlaborers were forced out of the for action. Bethmann-HollweDr. von
said the nounced,
the capture of four German steamers St. Francois county lead belt by Amerperial foreign secretary.
presumably the explorer.
greatest danger was from Germans
by British destroyers in the North ican miners.
National Guard:
who continued to believe in victory,
Sea. The steamers are the Pellworm,
Copenhagen, July 17. Dr. Georg
Camp MacArthur, Waco, Tex., for
and added: "In the best case, It can troops from Michigan and Wisconsin. Michaelis, the new chancellor, will deGuards Gain 86,000 Last Month.
Brletzeig, Marie Horn and Heinz
Blum berg.
The War Depart only be a draw."
Washington.
After Lieut. Gen. Arthur MacArthur, liver his maiden speech in the Reichsment announced a gain of 86,081 re
U. S. A., who commended Wisconsin tag Thursday. The address is expectAliens Hired; American Miners Quit. cruits In the National Guard
ed to contain an announcement of his
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in the Civil war.
troops
AmericanFlat River, Mo. About 200
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Queenstown.
Tex.,
Houston,
Camp
Logan,
-born
miners went on strike at ments 66,252 were in
regiments In to be placed on the graves of the
from
Illinois.
After
Gen.
troops
Maj.
Leadwood because mine operators state Bervice and 19,849 in
Petrograd. The downfall of Chanregiments
victims is an artificial bou- John A. Logan, U. S. V., of Illinois.
there employed foreign-borworkmen. already called Into the federal service.
cellor Hollweg destroys all hopes of
quet of flowers inclosed in a glass
Camp Cody, Demlng, N. M for
of
The gain by states includes the fol case which also contains a woman's troops from Minnesota, Iowa, Nebras- the Immediate democratization
ORDER NOW IN COPPER BELT.
lowing: Arizona, 163; Colorado, 1,197; photograph and small marble cross ka, North Dakota and South Dakota. Germany, in the view of the Petrograd
Kansas, 4,270; Missouri, 6,599; Mon- with the inscription "In memory of After Col. William F. Cody (Buffalo newspapers.
Operators Expect Full Crews at Work tana, 227; Nebraska, 181; New Mex- my
dear
wife, Margaret Butler, Bill), born in Iowa.
in Mines Soon.
American schooner bound for Euico, 126; Texas, 311; Oklahoma, 26; drowned on the Lusitanla.
Vengeance
Camp Bowie, Fort Worth, Tex., for
18.
Blsbee, Ariz., July
Except for South Dakota, 789; Utah, 286; Wyo- is mine, saith the Lord, I will repay." troops from Texas and Oklahoma. rope sinks German submarine, after
is.
the occasional deportation of an In- ming, 695.
This and three rough mounds of earth After Col. James Bowie, killed in the battle at sea. British transport
German
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submarine.
sunk
dustrial Worker of the World member
by
are virtually all that mark the resting Alamo.
or sympathizer who found his way
capture another village in East GaHardy Is Editors' Vice President.
place of more than 1,000 persons who
Camp Kearney, Linda Vista, Cal., licla as Kornlloff forces cut through
Minneapolis, Minn. Herbert C. Ho- past the guards stationed along the
7, 1915, when a German for troops
from
perished
May
California,
Nevada,
German lines along, front of fifty
roads entering the Warren 'copper tallng of Mapleton, Minn., was elected submarine
stunned the world by send- Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mex- miles. New German
forces arrive on
mining district or eluded the roundup, president of the National Editorial As- ing to the bottom of the ocean
twenty-tGen.
ico.
S.
After
W.
Brig.
Kearney,
eastern front but seem unable to
when more than 1,100 men were de- sociation and Little Rock and Hot
from
8.
miles
U.
first
commander
of
the
the
here
A.,
expedition check the advance of the Russians,
ported, conditions apparently were ap- Springs, Ark., chosen as the 1918 con transatlantic
passenger steamship to to California In the Mexican war.
who are pushing toward Lemberg
ventiqn cities at the closing session be sunk
proaching normal in Blsbee.
a
Palo
by
Fremont,
torpedo.
Alto, Cal, for rapidly.
Camp
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Airplanes of allies bring
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Washington,
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pressed themselves satisfied at the ed; Vice president, Guy U. Hardy of
Villa
Idaho
and
Loses
After
Montana,
Wyoming.
Heavily at Parral.
over French solL
number of new men applying for em- Cation City, Colo.; secretary, George
Chihuahua City, Mexico. Latest of- Maj. Gen. J. C. Fremont, U. S. A., exployment and said they expected full Schlosser of Watertown, S. D.; treas
The Reichstag has gone on strike
crews at work before the week was urer, Byron Cain of Belle Plain, Kan. ficial information concerning the bat plorer of the West.
tle at Parral, July 7th, says Francisco
and the members have decided to susover.
Twelve States Yet to Report
Would Save TobaccqyContainers.
Villa led the attack in person; that
pend the labors both of the full houss
M. Preparations
N.
Columbus,
7. With
Washington, July
only and the main committee until the poRepresentative Tay 194 of his followers were killed and
Washington.
were under way for giving military
lor of Colorado Introduced a bill pro- later cremated and the wounded and twelve states yet to report "ready," litical situation is cleared up.. This
training to all of the Blsbee exiles
totalled 200. The Villa col- - War Department officials hoped the leaves the war credit bill in abeyunder 40 years old who are being held viding for conservation of tobacco prisoners now
containers.
Under existing law, ci lumn is
moving south from Par great draft might be held Saturday. ance.
temporarily in the old Mexican refThe Kaiser, has decreed equal votgar boxes and tin containers tor smok- ral toward Durango pursued by the
ugee camp here.
Mrs. Bradford Heads Educators.
tobacco can be used only once. federal troops of Gen. E. Hermandes.
ing
ing
lights and summoned high offimore
lead
Ariz.
Nine
strike
Globe,
to Taylor, this Involves an In northwestern Chihuahua, troops of
Ore. Mrs. Mary C. C. cials as major parties line up for
According
Portland,
Globe-Miaers were jailed in the
enormous waste, amounting to $7,000,-00- Gen. Pablo Gonzales have engaged Bradford of Denver was elected presi- fight.
Dr. von Bethmann-Hollwedistrict Tuesday, bringing the total
a year. Taylor's bill provides for and dispersed the command of Baude-li- dent of the National Educational As holding post pending vote on credit
number arrested to
Uribe.
sociation.
bill.
refilling the containers.
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French Capture German Positions.
Fir Damages Mogollon $50,000,
Insurance Companies Must Quit
Sunk.
Four German
French capture German positions on Warren District Workers Returning.
Sllrer City, N. M Word reached
Bisbee, Ariz. Several of the men
London. Four of the largest most
a mile and half front and to a depth
Washington. President Wilson Isof a mile on the banks deported from the Warren district here of a fire of unknown origin at sued a proclamation prohibiting Ger modern German submarines were' deof
of the Meuse. German counter at- have returned and have been allowed Mogollon, ninety miles north, which man insurance companies from doing stroyed by American warships which
tacks repelled after terrific losses are to remain. It became known, while did damage estimated at $50,000. Sev- further business In marine or war risk were convoying the first installment
Inflicted. Germans destroy French others have been turned back at the eral stores, a telephone exchange and insurance in tho United States and of American troops to France, accords
road. borders of this section by armed other structures were destroyed.
trenches along the
forbidding American insurance com- ing to a report from German sources
with them.
as contained in a Berne dispatch to a
panies from
Persistent counter attacks net victory guards.
Rome news agency.
Trooper Murdered In Copper Zone.
for kaiser in the north of Mont Teton,
'
New
to
Ascends
Record.
Bar Silver
Indians Boy Liberty Bonds.
where his forcea were beaten SaturGlobe, Arts. The body of Hark
Rear Admiral Emery, 71, Is Dead.
New York. Another record point Catfado, United States trooper of
Ashland, Wis. Three hundred and
day. The Russians In Galicla, for
Newport, R. I. Rear Admiral Willstrategical reasons, evacuate town of was reached here July 16th In bar sli- Troop K, Seventeenth cavalry, was forty Bad River Chippewa Indians,
Kaluss and take up positions south of ver, when 8114 cents an ounce was found here lying on the railroad track after holding a council, subscribed iam H. Emery, TJ. S. N, retired, died
near the city limits.
$162,250 for Liberty bonds.
river Lomnica.
hero, aged Tl years.
quoted in the market

Solicitous Inquiry.
Unnecessary Caution.
Mrs. Tearwedd John, when wc
"Charley, dear," exclaimed young
were first married yon used always to Mrs. Torklns, "here's a book that says,
say grace before heals; yon never do 'Uneasy lies the bead that wears a
It now.
crown.' "
Tearwedd I am not so much afraid
"It's perfectly true, Isn't it?"
"Of course. But wasn't It Just a
f your cooking now.
trifle silly for any monarch to go to
bed with his crown on in the first
Knew Their Ways.
Ton must diet, madam," said the placet
doctor firmly.
"And by dieting I don't mean eatDaily Thought
"Grace thou thy bouse and let not
ing leas.- at the table and more in the
that grace thee." Benjamin Frankilr
try- w
-

Belgians See Wild West Scenes.
Cheyenne, Wyo., July 18. Bucking
steers and other
bronchos, long-horlivestock which have been concentrated on ranches near Cheyenne
for the Golden Jubilee and
Frontier Days celebration July
were driven to Frontier Park, where
they were nsed today In a special program of Wild West sports arranged In
honor of the Belgian commission to
the United States, who reached this
city at 11 o'clock this morning and
remained for three boors.

eon-du-

r-

V'nlun News Servlre.

Western

London, July 18. Sir Edward Carson lias relinquished his post as first
lord of the admiralty and Joined the
war cabinet without portfolio, according to an official announcement of
new ministerial
Sir
appointments.
will be succeeded by Sir
Kdward
Eric Campbell Geddes, who has been
director general of munitions supply.
Winston Spencer Churchill succeeds
Dr. Christopher Addison as minister of
munitions, Dr. Addison becoming a
minister without portfolio In charge of
Baron Edward Samreconstruction.
t
uel Montague of Heaulieu, a
minister, is made secretary
for India.
One of the most acceptable appointments, as far as the general public is
concerned, is that of Mr. Montague. He
is one of the very few members of the
Asquith administration, in which he
was minister of munitions, to join the
Lloyd George ministry.
former-cabine-

Miss Marlon Cleveland, youngest
daughter of the late President Cleveland, Is engaged to marry William
Stanley Dell of New York city.

Washington,

The political tur-

16.

London, July
moil which has been convulsing Germany ever since Russia's first startling success on tho resumption of her
offensive has culminated for the present In the resignation of the Imperial
chancellor, Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg- ,
but all Indications serve to
show that his resignation, far from being the last act in the drama, is but
the beginning of
develop
ments which are bound to affect the
fabric of the German empire and have
momentous consequences on the progress of the European struggle.
Dr. George Michaelis, Prussian under secretary of finance and food commissioner, has been appointed to succeed Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg- .

17.

Uncertainty

ered relations with all four of the

cen-

tral powers, but is actually 'in a state
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M. Schlngareff, minister of finance
in the provisional government of Russia, Is a student of economics, a physin
cian and a
authority on
finance.
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(Austro-IIungarla-
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of war with them.
Information has reached the State
Department that the Greek minister
in Paris has notified the French government Greece considers herself a
full belligerent and will act accordingly.
He said it was not necessary to issue a formal declaration of war, as
the government feels it is bound by
the declarations previously issued at
Saionikl by Premier Venizelos, who
took with him to Athens all the responsibilities and commitments of the
temporary Saionikl government.
As a belligerent, Greece is expected
to lose no time lh mobilizing her war
resources and joining effectively In
the common allied operations in the
Balkans. The strength of the Venizelos army is placed at about 60,000 men
and the remnants of the former regular army, while not over 30,000 now,
has at times been mobilized to a total of 200,000 and is capable of reaching 300,000 if munitions are provided.
A Greek mission may be sent to the
United States not only to negotiate
for supplies for this army but also to
present Greece's situation as to the
general world reconstruction after tho
war.
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Monarchist Troops Surrender.
Tien Tsln. Republican headquarters reports that 3,000 troops of Gen.
Chang Hsun, the monarchist leader,
surrendered in the Temple of Heaven
after a fight of two hours. Chang
Hsun bok refuge In the Dutch legation. Fighting continued in the Forbidden City with a remnant of Chang
Hsun's forces.
Chamberlain Quits Cabinet
London. K. Austen Chamberlain,
Secretary for India, has resigned.

Senator Ashurst Injured.
Washington. Senator Ashurst of
Arisona suffered injuries to bis right
arm and shoulder when an awning
being lowered over a sidewalk oat
which bs wss walking fell and
knocked him unconscious.

Liberty Loan Bends Drop.
New York. Further selling of Lib
erty loan bonds' oa the stock exchange
brought their price down to a new low
record.- - Lota of $200, $300 and
0
or a depreciation oa
sold at M 2S-$100 bond of (0 cents.

.Troops Observe French Holiday.
Four Thousand Assemble In Minnesota
Paris. Observaace by the American troops hi France of the French
St Paul, Minn. Approximately
Minnesota national guardsmen as- national holiday was provided in a
'
sembled at the various armories proclamation issued by Maj. Gem.
throughout the state.

Troops Quell Mot at MlamL
Miami, Aria, July It. Assistance of
two troops of United States cavalry
was necessary to ouell a riot whlefc
started la Miami when tho local police) fores was anable to break ay aa
L W. W, meeting.

Favor $5,000,000 to Aid Farmers.
Washington. The House irrigation
committee agreed to report favorably
Representative Taylor's bill for encouraging Increased production oc
reclamation projects uid appropriating $$,000,000 to assist tho farmers in
carrying its provisions Into effect

.
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fruits and vegetables

QUOTA EACH
1

I

STATE
UST RAISE
BY DRAFT FOR NATIONAL

ARMY

Allotment by states of quotas to be raised by selective draft for Uncle
Sam's national army was announced by the war department
The quotas assigned are on a basis of proportionate population of each
state to the population of the nation as recently fixed by the census bureau. In
the allotment each state Is given credit for its total enlisted National Guard
strength, plus the men enlisted In the regular army between April 2 and June

PS the

Gross
Quota

TRAY8 FOR DRYING

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

(From FARMERS' BULLETIN 841, United
States Department of Agriculture.)
One of the most prominent features

of the food conservation program of
European countries has been the universal drying of fruits and vegetables.
The surplus vegetables In the city markets were forced by the governments
Into large municipal drying plants.
Community dryers were established
In the trucking regions and even Itinerant drying machines were sent from
farm to farm drying the vegetables
which otherwise would have gone to
waste. In addition, large quantities of
dried vegetables from Canada and this
country were shipped to Prance during the last two years, and there Is a
possibility that dried fruits and vegetables may continue to be shipped
abroad In considerable quantities to
supplement the concentrated food diet
of the men in the trenches.
The drying of vegetables may seem
strange to the present generation, but
to our grandmothers it was no novelty. Many housewives even today prefer dried sweet corn to the product
and say
canned by the
that dried pumpkin and squash are excellent for pie making. Snap beans
often are strung on threads and dried
above the stove. Cherries and raspberries still are dried on bits of bark
In fact,
for use instead of raisins.
many of the everyday foodstuffs already are dried at some stage of their
preparation for market. The common
dried fruits, such as prunes, raisins,
figs, dates and apples, are staples In
the world's markets, while beans and
other legumes, tea, coffee, cocoa, and
various manufactured
foods, like
starch, tapioca, macaroni, etc., are
dried either In the sun and wind or in
specially constructed driers.
Even though the drying of fruits and
vegetables as practiced a few decades
ago on many farms has become practically a "lost art," the present food
situation doubtless will cause a marked
stimulation gf drying ns a means of
conserving the food supply. This country is producing large quantities of perishable foods this year, which should
be saved for storage, canned, or prop
erly dried. Drying Is not a panacea
for the efctlre waste evil, nor should It
take the place of storing or canning
to any considerable extent where proper storage facilities ore available or tin
cans or glass Jars can be obtained
readily and at a low cost.
Advantages of Drying.
The advantages of drying vegetables
are not so apparent for the farm home
as they are for the town or city household, which has no root cellar or other place In which to store fresh vegetables. For the farmer's wife the new
methods of canning probably will be
better than sun drying, which require a
somewhat longer time. But shorter
methods of drying are available, and
the dried product holds on advantage
In that usually It requires fewer jars,
cons, or other containers than do
canned fruits or vegetables ; also dried
material can be stored in receptacles
which cannot be used for canning.
Then, too, canned fruit and vegetables
freeze and cannot be shipped as conveniently In winter. Dried vegetables
can be compacted and shipped with a
minimum risk.
Special Advantages.
To the housewife In the town the
drying of vegetables and fruits presents special advantages. During the
season when the market Is oversup- plled locally and prices are low she
can lay In a stock, dry It, and put It
away for a winter's emergency without
Its taking np much of the needed small
storage space in her home. If she Is
accustomed to canning her fruit and
vegetables and finds she cannot secure jars or tin cans, she can easily resort to drying.
With simple and Inexpensive facilities, all housewives can save quantities of food which are too small conveniently to can. A few sweet potatoes or apples or peas or even a single
turnip can be dried and saved. Even
when very smnll quantities are dried
At a time, a quantity sufficient for a
meal will soon be secured. Small lots
of several dried vegetables, such as
cabbage, carrots, turnips, potatoes, and
onions, can be combined to advantage
for soups and stews.
Cleanliness Is Big Factor.
Cleanliness Is as necessary in the
preparation of vegetables and fruits
for drying as in their preparation for
canning, perhaps even more so. To
secure a fine quality of dried products
much depends upon having the vegetables absolutely fresh, young, tender,
and perfectly clean. If steel knives
are used In paring and cutting have
them clean and bright so as not to discolor the vegetable. The earthy smell
and flavor will cling to root crops If
they are not washed thoroughly before
slicing, and one decayed root may flavor several kettles of soup if the slices
from it are scattered through a whole
e
batch of dried material.
dried "roof vegetables can only, be
made from peeled roots.
High-grad-

To Dry Irish Potatoes.
Select good, sound,
potatoes.
(a) Wash and boil or steam until
pearly done. Peel and pass through
a meat grinder or a potato ricer. Collect the shreds in layers on a tray
and dry until brittle. If toasted slightly in an oven when dry the flavor
Is improved somewhat
(b) Boil or steam until nearly done,
peel as above, cot into quarter-Inc- h
Slices, spread on trays, and dry until
(brittle.

In the preparation of large quanti
ties of potatoes a peeler may be util
ized. The potatoes are thrown by cen
trifugal force against a rough surface
which, under streams of water provid
ed by the perforated tin container
above, nicks off the outer skin and
leaves only the eyes to be dug out.
Blanching of vegetables is consid
ered desirable by some housekeepers,
although it is not strictly essential to
successful drying. It Is claimed that
the blanch gives a more thorough
cleaning, removes the strong odor and
flavor from certain kinds of vegeta
bles, and softens and loosens the fiber,
This allows the moisture in the vegetable to evaporate more quickly and
uniformly. It also quickly coagulates
the albuminous matter In the vegeta
bles, which helps to hold In the natural
flavors. Blanching consists of plung
ing the vegetable into boiling water for
a short time. Use a wire basket or
cheesecloth bag for this. After blanch
ing the required number of minutes,
drain well and remove surface moisture from vegetables by placing between two towels or by exposing to
the Bun and air for a short time.
Preparing Food for Drier.
In large factories the vegetables are
put through special shredders and
sllcers not adapted for home use,
but convenient and Inexpensive machines which can be used to great ad
vantage are on the market. The meat
grinder with its special disks can be
used in certain cases; the common
kraut sllcer will cut large vegetables
Into thin slices, such as potatoes and
cabbage ; and the rotary hand sllcer is
adapted for use on a very wide range
of material. A large sharp kitchen
knife may be used when a handler
cutting device is not available. Qare
should be taken that the material is
sliced thin enough but not too thin.
From an eighth to a quarter of an
inch is a fair thickness for most of
the common vegetables to be sliced
and dried. Very small slices or strips
dry more quickly because they expose
a greater surface to the air than do
larger cut pieces. But If cut too fine
they are more difficult to handle in
drying, appear to lose somewhat In
flavor,- and cannot be used so advantageously to make dishes like those
prepared from the f sh foods.
The slicing machines are not suitable for children's use, for they wll?
cut fingers as mercilessly as they do
vegetables and fruits, and even adults
should exercise great caution In their
use In the home.
-
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18,900
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13,480
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Good Packing and Storing.
Although not necessary, tin cans or
glass jars make good receptacles for
storage of dried fruits er vegetables.
Pasteboard boxes with tight covers,
stout paper bags, and patented paraffin
paper cartons also afford ample protection for dried products when protected from Insects and rodents. The
dried fruit or vegetables must be protected from the outside moisture and
will keep best in a cool, dry,
place. These conditions, however, are difficult to obtain in the more
humid regions, and there moisture-tigh- t
containers should be used.
If a small amount of dried product
Is put in each receptacle, Just enough
for one or two meals, It will not be
necessary to open a container the contents of which ennnot be consumed in
a short time. The use of the small
container also makes It more difficult
for Insects to spoil large quantities of
dried fruits or vegetables. If a paper
bag is used, the upper part should be
twisted into a neck, bent over, and tied
tightly with a string. If a further
precaution against spoilage is necessary the bag can be coated with paraffin by painting It with a brush which
hns been dipped into melted paraffin.
Another precaution may be taken by
placing the small bags in a tin container with a tightly fitting cover, such
as an ordinary lard can or pail. All
bags should bear a label indicating
what they contain.
If fruits or vegetables are packed in
tight containers immediately upon be
ing dried thoroughly, they will remain
just as brittle as they were when taken from the drier. If, however, they
are not dried thoroughly, they will
"sweat" and soon mold. To prevent
this the material should be examined
within 24 hours after packing, and if
It appears moist it must he dried
further.
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BY PRESIDENT

587,000

Rallies 1,262,985
Around the Flag.
ON

Men

THE FIRST CALL

Official Allotment Shows What Part
of Total Must Be Furnished by

Each State and Territory
in the Union.

Washington. A formal order by
President Wilson, drafting 687,000 into
the military service under the selec
tive conscription law, was promulf
gated by the war department, together
with an official allotment showing what
part of the total must be furnished by
each state and territory.
The only steps now remaining are
distribution
by the governors of
state quotas among the local exemption districts and the great lottery,
which probably will be held next
week and which will establish the
order In which registrants are to pre
sent themselves for service or exemp
tion.
The men summoned for service will
be used to fill the regular army and
National Guard to war strength and
to organize the first 500,000 of the new
national army.
Total to Be 1,262,985.
The total of these three forces will
be 1,202,985 men.
Later another 500,000 will be called
out, supplemented by sufficient men
to make up losses and maintain reserve battalions.
Following Is Secretary of War
Baker's announcement of the order:
"By virtue of the authority vested
In him by an act of congress, entitled
'An Act to Authorize the President
to Increase Temporarily the Military
Establishment of the United States,'
approved May 13, 1917, the president
of the United States has ordered the
aggregate number of 687,000 men to
be raised by draft for the military
service of the United States in order
To Dry Cauliflower.
to bring to full strength the organsmall
divide
in
Clean,
bunches, izations of the
regular army and the
blanch six minutes, and dry two to
organizations embodying the memthree hours at 110 degrees to 145 de- bers of the National Guard drafted
Cauliflower will into the military service of the United
grees Fahrenheit
turn very dark when drying, but will States and to create the national army,
said aggregate
regain part of the color in soaking and and has caused
number to be apportioned to the sevcooking. Dried cauliflower Is especialeral states and territories and the
ly good In soups and omelets.
of Columbia as set forth in
District
Brussels sprouts may be handled in
schedule hereto appended.
the
a similar way, but add a pinch of soda
"The governor of each state and terto the blanching water.
ritory and the commissioners of the
Peeling may be omitted, but the
product will be very, much Inferior in
flavor.
8oup Mixtures.
Each vegetable used in the soup
mixture Is prepared and dried separately. They are put together in
proportions desired, the preferred flavoring vegetables predominating. A
combination of several vegetables
makes the most desirable soup mixture. Those most often used are carrots, cabbage, onions, celery, potatoes,
and oknu
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6,128
3,162
2,722
2,776
639
704
1,659
2,100
865
9,635
2,494
6,808
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30 Reg. Army
117,974
465,985
7.651
1,232
171
998
40
7,15511,786
4,158
6,027
1,015
1,138
7,807
180
1,363,
223
2,860
954
3,788
2,840
8,825
711
2,538
10,997
27,304
0,940
12,409
3,633
12,672
2,688
11,825
7,878
2,276
1,198
4,867
653
5,243
637
7,018
4,965
32,448
13,569
8,906
1,951
8,122
581
6,600
3,984
16,740
982
2,633
5,691
1,853
382
382
346
3,207
4,202
14,896
227
1,557
62,971
12,588
7,471
1,003
353
2,118
6,620
27,586
1,907
4,344
1,974
6,657
13,388
37,248
371
4,465
782
5,040
579
4,125
1,414
7,592
4,347
17,488
1,091
2,566
205
2,188
838
7,522
1,449
5,450
6,721
1,240
1,586
15,274

In life's small things be resolute rfnd
great
To keep thy muscles trained. Know'st
thou when fate,
Thy measure takes or when she'll say
"I

to thee:

And thee worthy,

me!"

SEASONABLE

do this thing for
Emerson.

DI8HE8.

Mushrooms should be found plentiand served In various ways,
which adds a most
delicious dish to
the dally menu.
Curry of MushStew a
rooms.
quart of any kind
and
of
minced mushrooms
in a cupful of
stock or enough to
6398
cover tliein well, add a tablespoonful
3,622
of butter and thicken with a teaspoon-fu- l
1,979
each of curry and cornstarch ; sim1,821
2,722
mer slowly for ten minutes and just
3,151
7,096
before taking from the fire add a half
7,511
20,586
cupful of sweet cream. Serve on
30,291
3,943
rounds of hot toast.
17,854
3,752
Pot Roast
Take a
10,201
3,457
roast of coarse, lean beef and fry In
18,660
7,738
hot
salt pork fat until well browned
592
7,872
on all sides. Cover with chopped onion,
8,185
2,538
a cupful of canned tomatoes, a sliced
1,051
carrot and a sliced turnip. Pour in
1,204
1,272
enough boiling water to ojirae half way
20,665
4,584
up on the meat; cover closely and
2,292
1,239
simmer for two hours, turning at the
69,241
16,888
end of the first hour. Season well the
15,974
3,345
last of the cooking. Take out the meat
8,606
1,486
and thicken the gravy In the kettle
38,773
14,129
and serve In a gravy bo"nt.
15,564
2,004
717
Sour Cream Filling for Cake. Take
2,259
one cupful of thick, sour cream, one
9,732
60,859
1,801
1,916
cupful of sugar, the yolks of four eggs,
one cupful of chopped walnut meats
10,081
'1,796
and one and a half teuspoonfuls of
2,717
2,647
vanilla. Put the cream and sugur Into
14,528
3,917
a saucepan with the egg yolks well
9,794
30,545
812
beaten. Cook until thick, add the nut
2,370
meats and when cool the vanilla.
1,049
1,111
13,795
2,992
Bread Pudding Toast slightly six
7,296
1,764
slices of stale bread, or reserve left9,101
1,482
over toast. Cut each slice Into six
12,876
9,029
squares, after buttering them. Cover
810
304
1,868
1,180
the bottom of a
baking
696
13
13 pan with the toast, sprinkle over a
"142
18
4,397 few raisins or a few stoned dates and
624
624 dust lightly with cinnamon and con12,833
tinue until all the brend is used. Make
District of Columbia, acting for and a custard of one cupful of milk, three
of honey, and a pinch
by the direction of the president and tablespoonfuls
in accordance with said act of congress of salt. Bring to the boiling point In
and rules and regulations prescribed a double boiler and stir In two
Remove from the fire
eggs.
pursuant thereto, shall apportion the
Into the
quota so apportioned to such state, ter- and pour over the bread. Put
oven for a few minutes and serve
ritory or district and shnll communicate to each local board established either hot or cold.
Ginger Squash. Fill a large glass
In such state, territory or district nofull of chopped Ice, add half
tice of the net quota to be furnished
fill the glass
by such board, and such net quotas a bottle of ginger ale and
shall thereupon be furnished by the re- with charged water, stir and serve at
spective local boards as required by once.
said act of congress and rules and regIt U not so much what you say,
ulations prescribed pursuant thereto."
Aa the manner In which you say It;
In computing the number of men to
It Is not so much the language you
be required from the various states
use,
Aa the form by which you convey It.
the government put to the credit of
each state every man It now has In
the National Guard and every man It "UTTING UP FRUITS FOR WINTER
has contributed since April 1 as a
Fruits will keep perfectly well if
war volunteer to the regular army.
canned and sealed without
properly
Computation Method.
sugar. But the experi
Placing on the debit side of the ledence of the housewives
ger the national army of 500,000, the
who thought they were
entire National Guard at war strength
saving by doing so last
and the number of war volunteers
summer and fall was
needed on April 1 last, to bring the
sad, as sugar kept going
regulars up to the war strength, the
up in price even after
was
total
apportioned according
grand
the canning senson.
to population.
Gooseberry Catchup.
This gave a gross quota for each
Pick
over, wash and
comwas
a
net
which
from
state,
quota
drain five pounds of
the
number
of
off
puted by checking
gooseberries, add four
National Guardsmen available for fed- pounds of sugar, two cupfuls of cider
men
eral service and the number of
vinegar, one and a half tablespoonfuls
given by the state to the regular army of cinnamon, one tablespoonful each of
1.
since April
cloves and allspice. Let simmer for
The apportionment was made on the two hours. Fill bottles and seal.
basis of an estimated grand total for
Spiced Currants. One of the first
the United States and Its possessions essentials
In good flavored spiced
of 105,306,056 inhabitants.
So many
fruits Is a good vinegar.
This Is a paper estimate, computed otherwise
fruits are spoiled with
from registration returns, which comes an Inferiorgood
brand. Make your own
within the law requiring distribution
out of the small, unsalable apof quotas by population, but which vinegar
ples, apple parings and cores or from
equalizes In a great measure the burcider. Pick over seven pounds
den that is to fall upon the 4,559 ex- apple
of currants, removing the stems; add
emption districts.
five pounds of sugar (brown), two cupTotal of 1,152,985.
fuls of cider vinegar and three tableEach will furnish under this appor- spoonfuls each of cloves, and cinnamon
tionment the men Its total registration tied la a small muslin bag. Heat the
would indicate as a fair proportion, vinegar with the spices for a few
rather than the number the actual popbefore adding the currants, cook
ulation of the district would Indicate. for a time before adding the sugar.
The total of these gross quotas Is
Then cook an hour and a half. Store
men.
In small Jars, well covered.
Credit Is given to the various states
Pick over six
Raspberry Jam.
for a total of 465,985 voluntary enlistof raspberries and weigh them.
ments in the National Guard and reg- quarts
Heat an equal amount of sugnr. Mash
ulars, making the total net quota for a few of the berries In the bottom of
all states 087,000 men.
the kettle and continue until nil the
Illinois, which was the first big state fruit Is used. Heat slowly to the boilto fill its quota for the regular army,
and add the heated sugar.
reduced Its gross quota of 79,094 to ing point
Again boll and simmer 38 minutes.
51,053.
Store In stone Jars and keep In a dry
place.
Never Satisfied.
Tomato Conserve. The yellow to"That dog of yours bit a piece right matoes
may be used for this recipe
out of my leg."
a most attractive color. Peel
making
never
Tou
satisfied.
"Well, you're
of ripe tomatoes, cut In
were only telling me the other day four quarts
Add six lemons sliced thin,
pieces.
some
could
lose
that you wished you
removing the seeds; two cupfuls of
flesh."
sultana raisins and four pounds of
sugar. Bring to the boiling point and
Too Small For Some Purposes.
simmer one hour. Store In Jelly glass"Nearly all the newspapers are be es. To make mint Jelly, brush a bunch
ing reduced in size, I notice."
of mint through the apple Jelly as It Is
"Yes; It seems to be a lucky thing
cooking until the desired flavor Is
that bustles are no longer fashion reached.
able."
Pickled Cherries. Pit the 'cherries
and Just cover with a good vinegar
and let stand overnight. In the mornBe Ready to Follow.
There are some who are always at ing drain and add an equal measure of
their best when they are allowed to sugar for the measure of cherries.
lead. If they occupy a prominent po- Mix well occasionally for a day or two
Is all dissolved, then
sition, if their decisions settle doubtful until the asugar
covered receptacle.
into
questions, they are ready to work as put
Cucumber Jelly. Peel two cucumhard as anyone. But If someone else
Is leader, their activities are confined bers and cut In slices, add a slice of
to criticism and faultfinding. It Is a onion, half a teaspoonful of salt and a
red pepper. Use lemon Jelly
good thing to be ready to lead whet dash of
mold with fresh slices
you are called to leadership, but it Is after lining the
most unfortunate not to know bow to of cucumber; pour In the Jelly very
take a secondary placet and do youi Jowly. When molded turn out and
serve with French dressing.
part. KTchaaga
fully,

d

four-poun- d

d

well-beate- n

-

Wilson

687,000
13,612
3,472
10,267
23,060
4,768
10,977
1,202
929
6,325
18,337
2,287
61,653
17,510
12,749
6,439
14,236
13,582

30
183,719
2,238

A Patriotic Vision.
Tou do not seem to know that he
the cowardice
must fall who appeals-tof the American people. Step out of
the way of the nation that marches
with firm step and a proud heart after
the martial drumbeat of her destiny.
She feels that the struggle of ages compresses Itself into the portentous crisis
of this hour. It Is for coming centuries she fights; and already she sees
before her what was once a patriotic
dream rise into magnificent, sunlit
tealltrl Carl Schurx. 1804.

'

r?

i

KITCHEN
CABINET l 31

30, WIT.

The following table gives the war department allotment gross quotas, net
quotas and National Guard and regular army credits the total of the latter
two appearing In the final column of the table:

,--

one-thir- d

u

mln-nut-

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Wsstsra Newspaper Union Mews Service.
DENVER MARKETS.

Cattle.
Steers (pulp ted) fair to
choice
ll.00Ols.iC
Steers (pulp fed) good to
lO.OOeHOO
good
Men and women show their charac.1810.H
Heifers, prime
ter In nothing more clearly than by
Cows (pulp fed) good to
what they think laughable. Goethe.
O.OOeiOOO
choice
Cowe (pulp fed) fair to
All things are possible except, per1.2(0
good
never
an
Cows, eanneri and cutters. 4.(00 1.10
haps, losing
opportunity you
Veal calves
11.001100
had.
Bull
0.000
Feeders and stockers, good
CANNING BY FIRELESS COOKER.
MP
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair
7.(0
to
e
(.70
good
One of the first steps In canning by Feeders and stockers, comC.OOe 0.7C
mon to fair
any method Is to see that the cans are
tested and are perfectHogs.
ly alrtlgh., then always Good hogs
14.7(015.45
use new rubbers
and
good, even tops. The Spring lambs
H.(01-712.eo3ll.00
cans should be well Yearling lambs
8.(0
Ewes
8.2(
washed, then put Into Wethers
8.00
0.(0
cold water and brought Yearling wethers
11.00
11.(0
to the boiling ftolnt. The
HAY AND CHAIN MARKET.
rubbers should be dipped
into the hot water to in(F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
sure their cleanliness. All fruit should
Hay.
Prices per Ton.
be of the best, neither over nor under ColoradoBuying
00
upland, per ton. .10.00014.
10.00 021.00
Nebraska upland
ripe.
C010.
Prairie
hay (old crop)
In canning berries or smnll fruits, fill
17.00O10.00
and Neb., per ton
the sterile Jars as full as possible. Fill Prairie hay (new crop) Colo.
17.00ffll8.00
and Neb., per ton
the Jurs with a heavy sirup, using any
82.0024.00
Timothy, per ton
the
of
U. 00
sweetness
11.00
desired,
ton
Alfalfa (new crop) per
proportion
13.00OiS.00
more sugar that is used the heavier South Park, per ton
14.00
.21.00$
Gunnison
ton
per
the sirup. Now place the Jars on a Straw, perValley,
7.00
0.00
ton
trivet In a cooker utensil, fill with boll-luGrala.
2.(0
Neb., 100 lbs., buying
water to the shoulder of the Jars, Oats, Colo.,
2.50
bulk, buying
8.68
boll five minutes, then remove the Oat,
Corn chop, saok, selling
8.6(
In
Corn,
to
sack,
selling
covered
the cooker,
utensil tightly
100 lbs., selling 2.10
and let stand three hours, then re- Bran, Colo., per
more
fill
Floor.
the Jars with
move,
boiling
(!(
sirup, place the rubbers and tops and Hungarian patent
canned
Dresaei Poultry.
seal. When larger fruits are
(less 10 Commission.)21
the snme method Is used, but the
24
fancy dry picked.. 20 022
radiators are heated and the fruit Turkeys,
Turkeys, old toms
17
010
choice
to
six VUrkeys,
stands In the cooker from five
22
20
Hens, fancy
hours.
18 to 20
Ducks, young
14
.
tflt
the Geese
Strawberries. Pack
Canned
14
12
Boosters
fruit into sterilized Jars placed on a
Live Poultry.
i'
cloth wrung out of hot water. Fill
net F.O.B. Denver.) 10 J
the Jurs with a sirup which has boiled Hens, (Prices
17
lb
fancy,
28 010
15 minutes.
Put the Jnrs on a trivet Broilers, lb
8
7
lb
In the tireless utensil, pour around the Hoosters, 10
20
lbs. or over ....18
Turkeys,
of
10
neck
14
to
wnter
until
the
up
Ducks, young
boiling
10 Oil
the Jars and let boil five minutes. Re- Geese
move the cooker, fill the Jnrs to overEgga.
graded No. 1 net, P. O. 29
flowing, put on rubbers and cover and Eggs,
82
B. Denver
Put away In a Eggs,
let stand until cold.
graded No. 2 net, B O.
20
and
B.
Denver
dark place to keep. Raspberries
case count, misc. cases
cherries are canned In the same way, Eggs,
7.(0 0.2C
less commission
minten
allowing the sirup to boil
Butter.
utes.
20
ex. 1st grade, lb.
88
For canning fruit the usual method Creameries,
Creamerlea, 2nd grade, lb. .
86
is to allow two and a half to three Process
80
atock
(net)
Packing
cupfuls of water to a pound of
Fruit.
sugar.
Colo., fancy, box ... .2.50 8.50
Never use a bent cover or one thai Apples,
1.25(91.(0
Chorrles, Colo., pie, cts
bulges up on the top. New rubbers Gooseberries, Colo,, qt. cts. ..2.26 2.60
1.2&
should always be used. If the mason Gooseberries, Colo., pt. cts. . .
home gr., pts. .2.003.2
Jar Is used it Is a good plun to run the (Strawberries,
handle of a knife along the edge of
Vegetables.
.08
05
lb
the cover after It has been sealed as Asparagus,
8.50 0 4.00
Iimi.
20
.85
Beets, Colo., bchs
tightly ns possible.
2.00
1.50
cwt
Raspberries make most delicious Jel- Carrots,
.11
10
lb
Cauliflower,
.28
20
ly combined with a little currant Juice Onions, table, dos
4.00
3.60
Potatoes, cwt
or cooked alone.
.20
15
bchs
dos.
Colo.,
Turnips,
The
HIDES AND PELTS.
Forget what others think. think
thing that matters Is what you
Dry Hide.
yourself and what you believe In,
3
87
Flint butcher, per Id
yourself.
38
30
Flint fallen
10
and stag
bull
Flint
WAYS WITH GREEN PEAS.
18
Flint culls and glue
Salt hides 23c lb. less.
Horsehldes 12 23 price of greea
If we nil do our part In the raising salted.
have
will
of foodstuffs, everybody
Dry Flint Pelts.
of green Wool
plenty
35
84
pelts, per lb
82
30
Short wool pelts
10
No. 1 .
Butcher
Ba
shearlings,
With
Pe"
No. 2 murlan shearlings . .
0(
con- - Cut a iuar"
(otf
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
ter of a pound of
I
I"
Salted Pelts.
1 bacon Into sraull Lamb andGreen
sheep, each ....1.0002.00
B0
75
Spring lambs
10
(0
hot
pan Shearlings
frying
with four small
Calf nnd Kip, Green Suited.
28
26
onions sliced, af Calfskin,No.per1 lb
Horse,
6.000.(0
ter five minutes add one tablespoonful Horse,
No. 2
(.00 5.50
20
18
of flour, stir In a cupful of stock, and Kip
1.50
each
boll eight minutes, then add a quart of Deacons,
70
Slunks
(0
17
shelled pens, cooking with the covet Branded
Glue and Pony
2.002.50
oft the snucepan.
75
50
Colt
Green Peas Souffle. Rub two cupGreen Snlted, Cured Hides, etc.
fuls of green peas (cooked) through a Over 40 lbs.,
18
17
per lb
17
10
sieve. Melt two tablespoonfuls of but- Under 40 lbs
13
Bull
stag
ter In a saucepan and add the puree; Glue and
12
hides and skins
season with salt and pepper and. add
Part cured, lc lesB.
2c
less
lb.
than
cured.
Green,
two
a
one
at
of
the yolks
time,
eggs,
off the fire; add four tablespoonfuls
MISCELLANEOUS MARKET.
beaten
sauce
nnd
the
of white
stiffly
Prices Quoted fur Metals.
New
York. Lead, 11 He asked.
some
pawhites of the eggs. Butter
Cupper
Electrolytic, spot and nearfull.
fill
per dishes and
by, nominal; August and later, $26.00
Green Pea Soup. Cook the pods lit 29.00.
No. 1 Northern. $53.004f 54.00:
from n quart of shelled peas until the No.Iron
1
No.
2, $52.50(6 53.50:
Southern,
No. 2, $49.5050.50.
Reserve
color.
lost
50.00i(61.UO;
their
have
pods
xiii
fui.ou i'iu.
the liquor and cook the pens with four
Copper Casting, $27.87 ft.
small peeled onions, which have been
Bar Sliver SI Vic.
St. Louis
Spelter $8.81 V.
minced and fried In two tablespoonfuls
London.
Bar Silver 41V4d per ot.
of butter ; add a head of lettuce shredBoulder, Colo.
Tungsten concen
Crude
ded, a bunch of herbs, thyme, mint, trates, 10, $17.00 per unit.
ores, 60. $15.00;
$9.40(jri2.00;
"leaf
a
tied
and
bay
together; 10, $8.70(6 10.00 per 25,
parsley
unit.
add a tahlespoonful of rice and cook
Potatoes and Poultry.
all together until the vegetables may Butter, Eggs.
Butter
Creamery, 34 (i
be put through a sieve. Add two cup- 38c.Chicago.
Firsts.
a
31Vi33Vic:
cooked
and
fresh
Receipts
cupEggs
fuls of
peas
firsts, 2931c; at mark, cases
ful of rich milk with a pinch of sugai ordinary
lnciuoeu, iitpsic.
Potatoes
added. The yolks of two eggs added
Virginia, barrels, $5.75 (3
Kansas and Illinois, sacks, $1.85
Just before serving, using care not to 6.25;
1.90; Kentucky and Tennessee, $1.85
overheat the soup so that the eggs will 6 1.90.
,
Poultry Fowls, 18Vic; springs, 22
curdle.
24c.
most
a
Any leftover fish may make
New York Cotton Prices.
appetizing dish by tossing It lightly in
New York. Cotton July, 27.05; Oca saucepan with a little hot fat thor- tober,
25.20: December, 26.12; January,
oughly heated, then surround with 25.18; March, 26.33. Middling, 27.40.
mashed potatoes and garnish with a
Chicago Grain nnd Provision Prices.
few cooked green peas.
Wheat Nos. 2 red, 3 red,
Chicago.
Gypsy Stew, This Is a recipe which 2 hard, all nominal; No. 3 hard, (2.35.
Corn No. 2 yellow. $1.94V4196; No.
has appeared several times, but Is al3 yellow,
$1.941.95; No. 4 yellow,
ways one that Is liked. Cut bits ol nominal.
salt pork In small cubes, fry until
Oats No. 3 white, 74Vs7(c;
brown ; add small new onions, new po- standard, nominal.
Barley $1.25 1.60.
7.50.
tatoes, and peas with a few new carTimothy $ $4,006
2.00 17.00.
Clover
to
In
water
cook
Just
enough
rots;
$40.60.
Pork
keep them from scorching and add a
Lard $20,756 20.85.
Elbs $21. 25 21.75.
quart or less of good rich milk with
serve.
when
to
ready
seasonings
Price of Flax at Dnlutk.
Duluth. Linseed On track and to
arrive, $3.08; to arrive In October,
$3.01 Vi; July. $3.08 asked; September,
asked.
$8.11 asked; October, 13.03V
To Keep Water Cold.
Live
Stock
tenotations.
(tilraae
An excellent way to keep water cold
Hogs Bulk, $14.70015.70;
Chicago.
a long time with little Ice is to take a light,
mixed.
$14.45&
$14.50 15.65;
rough.
pitcher of ice and water and set In the 15.75;
heavy, $14.26 15.80;
pigs, $11.50 14.75.
center of a newspaper ; then, by gath- $14.2514.45;
Cattle Native beef cattle, $8,250
corners
and
at
four
the
the
top
ering
stockers and feeders, $6,209
14.00;
bringing the ends together with a 0.10; cows and14.00.heifers, $5.3511.80;
$9.25
calves.
to
them
band
around
rubber
strong
Sheep Wethers, $7.76010.90; ewes,
hold close together, the air Is exclud- $7.0009.25;
lambs,
9.(0l5.25.
ed. A pitcher of water treated In this
manner will stand all through the
Kansas City Pmduee.
Kansas City. Butter
Creamery,
night with very little perceptible meltfirsts, 34c; seconds, 33c; packing,
ing of the Ice, and even after the Ice to;
33c
a
water
will
cold
does melt the
keep
Eggs Firsts, tic; seconds. 25c
Poultry Hens. 46 He; roosters, life;
lonr time.
Walter. tSe.
-
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NOT TREATING

New Mexico State Record
STATE rUBLUHDM

to the pre reports th
government representative, sent in
to the Gallup coal field to adjust
the differencei between the miners
and the new owners of the Victor-American properties, will insist that
the men now owning- and attempting to operate those coal mines surrender to ihe strikers on the ground
that they should not do anything
to change existing conditions during the time of war. This ij not
treating the new owners of the Gal
lup. properties fairly, because the
Hr. not warrant
:.,-in th
r
the conclusion that the new owners
are doing anything to change any
established conditions, in fact they
are standing firm not to accept the
new doctrine that a contract to do
certain things with the men em-

Managing Editor

Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the post offict
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, under the Act of
March 3,

1879.

to Weekly State Record

Subscription

$1.50 per year

FAIRLY.

Accoding

COMPACT

FRANK STAPLIN

THEM

i

FRIDAY JULY 20, 1917.

will begin boring for oil
casing can be procured.

NEW KEXIC0 NEWS REVIEW
From Special Reports and State Papers
and morgue with all
tures. Lordsburg Liberal

CHAVES
Foraaer

KnUnl
H.

Visits

Roawell

fea-

the city from his home in Colorado
is
his
Springs. He
. . : expectingl. .. brother
- """"
f...
,cw
V"
."'"V"
days. They will look after business
for a Jew days before returning to
their Colorado home. Koswell News.
--

j

New Law Firm.

Two young lawyers, both graduates
of the law school of Valparaiso,
-.
t
I
Ct'

I.-

rVMJC LAND SALE

,

S0C0RP0

Tminnn

STATE (HP MBW MtXICO

soon as

Plenty of Good Water.
Chat. Pine of Obar, has just
nnjsnea a well tor Mrs. Phillips,
northwest of town, having encounter
ed an abundance of water of good
quality at 240 feet.

Crops Well Advanced.
Dr. F. R. Hare, of the Agricultural
College at Las Cruces, who is state
crop reporter visited Silver City this
week and visited the Gila and Duck
Creek valleys as well as the Alma,
district.
Dr. Hare states that the
Grant county crops are as far ad- ivu no an lit llda 3CC ill llf
aiais oiiu in ouiue truus arc iar
ahead of the average.
The promise
of a heavy yield Dr. Hare considers
excellent. bilver City Enterprise,

J. Hagerman is in

it

the thriving town of Magdalena.
Butler & Butler is the firm name
though the partners are not relat- -

VALENCIA

Offics et tbs
Lsnds.

COUNTY

Cossadssloaei

of PobUe

Ssats Fe, New Mexico.
Notice
hereby gives tbst eursasat
to the prmUions of sa Act ol Coaixese,
spproved Juae X, 1910, the laws of the
State of New Mexico sad tbe rules sad
regulation! of the State Laad Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
at public Sale to tbe Hiaheat bidder!
at 11 o'clock A. M. on Tuesday September
25th, 1917. in tbe town of Los Luoaa,
County of Valencia, State of New Mexico,
in front of tbe Court House therein, Ins
following described tracts of laad vis:
Sals No. in. All of Sections a! 4. a. a.

If

10,
34,

12,

14,

18,

, 22, 24,

36,

28,

SO,

ani

32

T. SN
K. 11W
containing 1047.M
acres.
The improvements on this land'
consist of two houses, well and fencine.
There are 600.000 ft. B. M,
value, $740.00.
of Merchantable timber on this land, aatac

gaj
Big Hay Crop.
L. McKinstry and Charley
$900.00.
Cole was up from Hagerman for
TAOS
ployed by one company must follow repairs for the Cole hay baler. McNew Mexico is threatened with a!he theories of the bonehead
Sal No. SIS. EH. EMWK Sec 2. All rt
the property.
Sec. 12. T. 12N.. SL 15W.. All of See. 3k.
bean crop, and the bean jcian or officeholder. The mine
all the farmers are busy
School
Taos.
T. UN., K. 1SW., contatning 1,746.84 screa.
for
is well known, in the west that Kinstry says
High
It
of the southwest
with the second alfalfa cutting and
know these
gives every promise of stay-jc- s
n
In conjunction with the county The improvements on this land consist
ins rifiht up where it is. no matter men, and they have them on the the fnmcr owners ofdidthenot
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to nave no uriner dealings wun ine council ranie wnere win De settled
Company have begun the wrecking
Industrial Workers of the World, or the problems of the war. He will
of the wooden sheds, at the rear of
Write
for fuller information to Santa Fe Realty Company, or
' Buva
srith anv public enemies eo embar- - have to decide whether Secretary I
ReriatareJ Sarin
their big store preparatory, to be- call
B.
on
in
this
B:Ver
s.
Lorin
is
::mcs
of
F. Nott:ngham. has received sixiginnfng work on a new brick
tass
C Collins or Carl A. Bishop at suites 17 or 19 Catron
government
right
denouncing the)
These men have shown their rnrrse which Secretary Lane has registered Poland China hogs frotVtion, SO by 80 feet, at an aggregate
Santa
Block,
New Mexico.
Fe,
sea
wun
ana
it
is
comprom
Boulder, Colorado. They are a jroodirost of CT.00O.
intentions,
u.ken, whether i.ccretary Daniels
nd put back at work would on'y correct in playing a "me too" role start towards building up a ttrofit- - Ti e contract has teen taken by &
oe in a neiter position to reauce tne v,itn Mr. Maker, wnetner Attorney fable ena ot farmings. Mr. Notting Tack Heather, local contractor, and
1 1
volume of production, and perhaps General Gregory is within nis tunc-- ( ham knows how to get the best the work will be finished within fiO
would find some way to more or t.ons in threatening to proceed under. there is in the farm line and. will .days, it is promised. The new
permanently injure the proper- - the Sherman law against all coal make hogs produce the very best idition will contain the offices of the
aoperators who sell coal to the go-- : I figures hence the thoroughbred company, and also the nndertakine
This is no time to experiment with vernment at $3 a ton.
stock. Des Moines Swastika.
parlors, including a handsome chapel; V
4.
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AUDITORIUM HOTEL
'Most convenient Hotel
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Denver for
block
from
Denver
Only
Dry
Company
blocks from Lewis Dry Goods
Only
blocks from Joslin Dry
Only
Only blocks to Daniel Fisher Dry Goods
Only blocks to the main theatres and all the
main picture shows.
TWO NEW MODERN,
GARAGES JUST FINISHED WITHIN ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL
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RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE.
The dinng room attractive and prices
The a
carte menu and table d'hote

t.

7

meals are both used.
Watson Bros, own the Hotel and furnishings.
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GRANT LANDS FOR SALE
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NEW LiEXICO STATE LAUD SALES
STATS OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND BALE

(flee

GRANT COUNTY.'
of the Commissioner el Public Lands,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice it hereby fives that pursusnt
a the provisions ol an Act of Congress,
ol the
approved June 30, 1910, the lewsrules
and
State of New Mexico and the
the
Land
Office,
State
of
the
eegiilations
Cemmissioaer cf Public Landa will offer at
Fnblic Sale to the highest bidder, at
P. M., oa Tnursdsy, Angnst Mth,
I o'clock,
17, in the town of Silver City, County
f Grant, State of New Mexico, ia front
the follow-to- g
f the court home therein, vis:
deaeribed tracta of land,
All of Seel. 7, 8, 9, 10, 15,
Sale No.
M. 17. IS. ST 20. 21, 22, 23, WX Sec. 25;
.
All of Seca. 26.
NWJeSWH,
SyiSp, Sec.
29, All
Sec. '28, H'A.
aov 3i. wj
neuMu,
SKUSEU Sec. 32, E4, EtfWtf, NWXNWjj,
SWiaSWls Sec. 33, All of Sec. 34. 35, 36,
T. 26S., R. 17W., All of Sect. 25, 36, T.
J6S., FL 18W.. All of Sect. 1, 2, 3. 4, EX

ofse"..

walk,

aife H fe

k

5, 12, 13 14. is! 16, S'AWA. S54 Sec. 17.
Sec. 19. EKNWX, EK Sec.
SXNWJg, SW
Set.
.All of
N
SEX. Ni5Wi
23, 24, 25, 26. 27, E4. SXNWtf,
Sees,
30.
Sec.
See.
SJ4
All
of
29,
Sec.
28,
SWX
31, 33, T. 27S., R. 17W., All
of
if Sec.
NWXNEX, NKNWX, SWlJwX.
24.
Stf Sec. 12, SA Sec. 13. All of
if Sec. 25, T. 27S., R. 18W., WNEX. SEX
W
NEXNEX.
Sec.
29.
SX
NEX, NWX.
NWX. SEXNWX, SEX Sec. 33, SWXSWX
Sec. .14, TV2BS., R. 17W.. S54 Sec. . S, All
Sect. 6, 7, a, 9, WJ4WX, SEXSEX Sec.
S3, All of Sec.. 12. 13,
I4Nkx, NWXNWX
17, 21, T. 29S.,
Sec 14. All of Seci. 15, 16, Sec.
1, All of
SEX. SXSWX
. 17W.,
Seca. J, 10,
, 12, 13, 14. 15, 22; 23; 24;
28; 26; 27 : 34 ; 35; 36; T. 30S., R. 1?W.,
48,727.84
containing 53,967.84 acrea, of which
acres were aelected for the R. K. Bond
There are no improvement! on
Pond.

a,

a,

r

tail land.

Sale Ne. (Of, SEkJSEm Sec. ML MM.
NWk WVfNEk, Sec.
NEXNEM Sec H.
frwiiSWU
SWSWX. SEX
a.
,
su
oi
T. an,,
Sec 33.
ijw., aii
W
6? 7
8: 9; 20;
10, 15,
i
UW.. con
a. M, 'si. T.of USwhich 12,169.23 acrei
taining 13,360.23 acre!
wen aelected for the R. R. Bond Fund.
There arc no improvementa oa thia land.
Each of the above deaeribed tracta will
be offered tor aale separately.
No bid on the above deaeribed tracta
ef land will be accepted for less than
the
3.80) per acre .which
Three Dollar!
thereof. And in addition
appraiaed valneancceaaful
nana
bidder
pay
the
thereto
Vr the improvementa that exiet on the
land.
No bid on the above described tracts
f land will be accepted for leas than
Three Dollars ($3.00) an acre, which is the
appraised value thereof.
Except for landa aelected for the Santa
Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund,
the successful bidder must pay to the
STommisaioner of Public Lands, or his agent
pf the
holding such sale,
land, four
price offered by him for the
balance
the
for
advance
in
interest
cent
per
o: such purchase price, the fees for adall
coats
and
and
appraisement
vertising
Incidental to the sale herein, and each and
all of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time of
sale, and which said amounts and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to the State
of New Mexico if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract wumn nuny uya
after it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his option make
paymenta of not less than
f ninety-fivper cent of the purchase
and prior
price at any time ofnfter the sale from
date
to the expir tion
thirty years
and
to
the
of
provide for the
contract,
at the expayment of any unpaid balance
the date of
piration of thirty years from on
deferred
the contract, with interest
cent per
payments at the inrate of four per the
annadvance
.on
annum payable
of contract i.ext foiversary of the date
of
tender.
date
the
llowing
The aale of lands selected for the Santa
Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund
will be aubject to the above terms and
eonditiona except that the successful bidder
must pay in cash or certified exchange at
of the purchase
the time of sale
land, four
price offered by inhim for the
for the balance
advance
interest
cent
per
be rewill
and
of such purchase price
providing fore
quired to execute a contract ot
such
the
balance
of
the payment
annual
price in thirty equal,
with interest on all deferred
at the rat of four per cent per
annum in advance, payments and interest
due on October 1st of each year.
The Commiasioner of Public Lands of
or his agent holding such
New Mexico,
aale, reserves the right to reject any and
Possession
all bida offered at said sale.
sjnder contracts of aale for the above described tracts will be given on or before
October 1st, 191'.
Witness my hand and the official seal
f the State Land Office thia 28th day

lwWu

T
A.lV

f May,

A. D., 1917.
ROBT.

P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication June 1, 1917. 1917.
Last Publication August 3,
STATE

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

SALE

SOCORRO COUNTY.
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice ia hereby given that pursuant
to the proviaiona of an Act of Congreaa,
20, 1910, the lawa of the
approved June Mexico
and the rules and
State of New
of the State Land Office, the
regulation
Commiasioner of Public Landa will offer at
Public Sale to the higheat bidder, at
I o'clock, P. M., on Monday, August 13th,
1917, ia the town of . Socorro, County of
Socorro, State of New Mexico, la front of
the Court House therein, the following
described tracta of land via:
Sale Ne. Til, EX, SEXSWX Sec 9, .SX
WUSWU See. 10. T. 4S.. R. JE..
the improvements!
containing 520 acres.
on thia land consist of houses, Darns,
tanks, and fencwindmills,
corrals, wells,
ing, value $4,716.
HUIU

Sale No. 714, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, NEXNWX,
EtfSWX Sec 31,
VA Sec. 30, Lot 4,
T. IN., R. 18W., containing 961.95 acres
selected for the Santa Fe and Grant County
The improvements on
R. R. Bond Fund.
this land consist of fencing, house, and
corrals, value $1,550.
NK'A, S'NWX, NEtf
Sale No. 715,
NWX Sec. 21, N!4 SWJ4. N!,SLtf. SWj4
SEX Sec. 35, T. IS., R. 8W., containing
There are no improvements
1,200 acres.
on this land.

S,

Sale No.

718,

Sec.

NWXNWX

21,

T. IS.,

8W.,

All

of

Sees.

6,

7,

K'i

Sec.

NWX

Sec.

12,

T. 6S.,

R.

NSEX Sec. 23, NWX Sec. 24, T. IN.. R.
19W., All of Sec. 2, Eyi Sec. 11, NX. SEX.
Sec. iz,
NXSWX
anvvM sec. is.
All
of Sees. 14. IS. 16. SWXNEX. WX
SEX, SEXSWX Sec. 18, T. 2N. R. 19W..
Lota 2, 3, NXNEX. SWXNEX. SEXNVVX
Sec. 7, T. 3N., R. WW., SWX, SXSEX
Sec. 8, SXSX Sec. 9, NXNWX Sec. 15, T.
2N., R. 20W., S'A Sec. 7, Stf Sec. 8, SX
Sec. 1U,
!s ec. II, OVi, nvva
Sec. 9,
Sec. 14, .NXNEX.
NEX ec. 12, NXNWX
SWXNEX Sec. IS, All of Sees. 16, 17, 18.
NXNX Sec. 19, NXNX, SEXNEX. NEX
SEX Sec. 20, SEXNEX, EXSEX Sec. 29.
siSFt R,- - 11 All of Sec. 32. T. 3N.. R.
20W., SEXNEX, SEX Sec. 1, All of Sec.
of Sec. 11, EX. SWX Sec. 12, All
2, All
R. 21W
WX.
of Sees.
13, 14, T. 3N.,
NWXNEX. NWXSEX Sec. 19, All of Sec.
R. 20W., containing 15,200.93
30, T, 4N.,
acrea, of which 800 acrea were selected for
K. k.
the Santa Fe and tirant county
BnnA
VnA
The imorovements on this
land consist of house, well, dam, and fencing, value $18,650.
1
1. All
5 a a
mi.
1C
HL4. vu
-- f
c
SI HbC Ce
it 11 T(
SWX, SEX See. 23, All of Sec. 24, EX.
owse, oec. y, i. 03.,
NX- WX. SWU
TT
B
All
See. 19. .10 T. 6S.. R. 7E..
The improvecontaining 5,483.76 acres.
ments on this land consist of two wells.

nr.,

c.

m

el.

$3,000.

21,

28,

NX.

SWX

SXSWX. NEXSWX Sec.

t.

Sale Ne. 88, An of Sec 12, T. MS., R.
There are ao
640 acrea.
improvementa oa thia lead.
Sale Na. 8S7, NX, SEX Sec. 11, T. US.,
There are no
SW., containing 480 acres.
improvementa oa thia land.

JW, containing

NEX. so

c.Cvl'i VWiiCFU W.UHWM KW
NWXSEX. NXSWX Sec 14, NWXSEX.
Sec. 24,
NEXNEX Sec. 15, SWMSE
NEX. SIXNWX, NXSWXSec JS, NXSX
T.
1551, R. 8W.,
27,
Sec
NXSWX
Sec 26,
The improvements
containing 1,20. acres.
em thia land consist of fencing, value
gjta.
Sale Na. Of, WXSWX. N'XSWX, SEX
NWX Sec 9, T. I8S R. 7W, containing
ISO acrea. There are ao improvementa on
thia land.
Each of the above described tracts will
be offered for aale separately.
No bid oa the above deecrfbed tracts
ol land win be accepted for leea than Three
DolUara (B OO) aa acre, which ia the apAnd ia addition
praised value thereof. bidder
meet pay
thereto the eneeeesfal
for the isapfwvemcata that exist oa the
m

11,

The above aale ef laada wiB be

Wi

abject

successful

bidder

must pay

RR.

the succeasful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Landa, or his agent
ol the
folding such aale,
price offered by him for the land, four
Ihe balance
per cent interest in advance foxfees
for adof such purchaae price, the
vertising and appraisement and all coats
incidental to the sale herein, snd each snd
all of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time of
sale, and which said amounts and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to the State
of New Mexico if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchase! may at hia option make
paymenta of not leaa than
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchaae
and prior
price at any time after the aale from
date
to the expiration of thirty yeara
of the contract, and to provide for the
exthe
at
balance
of
any unpaid
payment
the date of
piration of thirty yeara from on
deferred
the contract, with intcreat
cent per
paymenta at the rate of four per the
annum payable in advance on
of the date of contract next following the date of '. tender.
The aale of Isnds selected for the Santa
Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund
will be subject to the 'above terms and
conditions except that the successful bidder
must pay in cash or certified exchange at
of the purchaae
the time of anle
price offered by him for the land, four
for the balance
in
advance
interest
cent
per
of such purchase price and will be reproviding for
quired to execute a contract of
such purthe payment of the balance
chase price in thirty equal, annual paydeferred
all
payon
interest
with
ments,
ments at the rate of four per cent pir
annum in advance, payments and interest
d;ie on October 1st of each year.
of
The Cummissioner of Public Lands
such
New Mexico, or his agent holding
sale, reserves the right to reject any and
Pos..ssion
all bids offered at said sale.
Irr contracts of sale fnr the abr.ve ns- crihed tracts will be given on or before

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lsnds.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice
is hereby given that 'pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
nnnroved
lune 20. 1910. the laws of the
Slate of New Mexico and Ihe rules and
regulations ol the State Land tlttice, the
of Public Lands will offer at
Commissioner
Puhlic
Sale to the highest
bidder,
si
A. M., on Friday, August 17th,
9 o'clock,
of Drmtng, Lounty
ol
1917, in the town
Luna, State of New Mexico, in front of the
Court
House therein, the following des
cribed tracts of land, viz:
Sec
NXSWX
Sals No. 148. S'NWX.
T. 23S., R. 7W
containing 160 acrea.
The improvements on this land consist
of well,
reservoir, and clearing, value
17,

$550.

Sale No. Me A. SEX Sec.
7W., containing 160 acres.

ments on this
value

18,

land consist

T. 23S.,

R.

The improveof clearing.

$373.

Sale Na. Ml, SX Sec. 3, NWX Sec. 10,
Sec. 12. All of Sec 2. T. 23S.. R. 8W
containing 1,440.48 acres, of which SOD acres
waa selected for the Santa Fe and Gram
The improve
County R. R. Bond Fund.
ments on this land consist oi Dam, wen,
tanks, fencing, ditch, clearing and plowing,
value $2735.00.
Sale No. 842, EXNWX Sec. 18, T. 23S.,
The imR. 8W., containing 80 acres.
provements on this land consist of well,
$280.
value
fence, and clearing,
Sale Ne. 843. NEX Sec. 22, T. 23S., R.
The improve
8W., containing 160 acrea.
mrnts oa this land consist of well, value
$100.

Sale No. 144, SWX Sec.
6W., containing 160 acres.

13.

T. 24S..

a

ap.
day ef Jam) A, D. 817. stock of this company ehafl be eaM
data ol leader,
IBSUIU
binding aa Ihe compeay, aalese aaaaar
REDFATH-BORNKaad recorded oa the hooka
of
CHAUTAUOUAS,
The Commissioner of FuhHe Laada
ndr
New Mexico, or hia agcal balaMag each
llfAJUM at. mains, corporation kept for that pnrpoaa.
By
aale, reserves the right to reject any aad Atteat:
all bida offered at aaid aale. Possession
J. r. RODABAUGH, aWretarv.
which this corperetioa map at any tlsaa
aader contracts of aale for the above desEndorsed: No. 9038 Forciga Cor, Rec'd. tut'lect itaen: enau an exeeea two laarae
cribed tracta will be givea oa or befon
,
ol na paid ap capital stock
Vol. 6 Page 432.
October lat, 1917.
,
ARTICLE VDX
ChautauStatemeat of Redpath-Home- r
Witaeaa my head and the official aeal
The affaire of thia corporation aaal be
ol the State Lend Office this Mth day qua s. Designating character of business,
maaaged and coad acted by a board M
Principal office. Agent, Tic.
with the oftV
Filed in office of State Corporation Com- three directora, together
EOBT. F. ERVIEN,
aa hereinafter
Commissioner of Public l ands, mission of New Mexico, Jane 27, 1917; 11 cers ol the corporation
anecifird.
of
directora
board
aaal
The
A.
M.
Mexico.
New
State of
be
elected by the atockholdera
EDWIN F. COARD.
First Publication Jaae 22, 1917.
If aav va
their owa aamber.
Clerk Bstuna
Last Pablicatioa August 24, 1917.
of df-- .
H. F. 8. to . J, 0.
cancy should occur In aaid board
Compared
the
rectors, the same may be filled- - by aa
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
of the board, such
members
remaining
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Certificate of Compartaoa.
value $500.
pointee to hold office until his successes:
United States of America
is circled as hereinafter provided.
Sale No. $84, SEX Sec. 33, T. 28S., 1
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
as
The first meeting of the etockholdeas
The improve7W., containing 160 acres.
New
shall be on the day of its organization.
of
Slate
Mexico,
on
consist
this
land
of
menta
reservoir,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
the
annexed
that
is
and
It
certified,
thereafter, the regular annual meet
hereby
ditch, and fencing, value $210.
is a full, true and complete tranacript or ing of the stockholders shall be held sit
Sole Ne. 885, SEX Sec. 13, T. 28S., ft
LEA COUNTY
of Artirlea of Incor. the office or said corporation in tne cits
Certified
ihe
Copy
The improve7W., containing 160 acres.
n. am mnrf! nl B IIP AI IS. I If 1H. of Lincoln, Nebraska, on the first Tnef
ments on this land consist of fencing aod Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands, ner CHAUTAUQUAS,
with day in November of each and every vem
9837),
(No.
plowing, value $300.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the endorsements thereon, aa sstne ap- - thereafter, brgiaoing at 2 o'clock P. M. at
Notice is hereby given that pursuant p,.ars on file and" of record in the office which time the hoard of directora aaal
Sale No. tie. SWX Sec 10. T. 28S.. R.
the an
he elected, to hold office until
8W., containing 160 acres. - There are io to the provisions of sn Act of Congress, 0f the Stale Corporation Commission,
approved June 20, 1910, the lews of the I testimony whereof, the State Corpo-Stat- e nual meeting eext ensuing and until
improvementa on tnis land.
of New Mexico and the rules and ration Commission
of New
a
are elected.
The board
ol the Slate
Sale No. 8aT, NWX, EaSWX Sec. 3, T.
of the State Lead Office, the 'Mexico has caused this certificate to be directors shall be elected by ballot.
Spe2SS., R. 8W., containing 242.33 acres. The regulations
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at
by its Chairman and the seal of cial meetings of the stockholders shall he
improvements on this Isnd consist of house, Public Sale to the highest bidder, at signed
th called at any time by the secretary upsaid Commission,
to be affixed at
well, and clearing, value $250.
IB a
of on written request of a maority of the
A. M. on Wednesday, SepCily of Santa Fe on thia 27th day
Sale No 888. NX Sec. 13. NEX Sec. 14. temberclock,
1917, in the town of Loving-to1917.
D.
directora or of the owners of a maojrfty
19th,
A.
June,
T. 29S., R. 7W., containing 480 acres. There
of Lea, State of New Mexico,
of the capital stock, who shall name the
M. S. GROVES,
County
are no improvements on this land.
in front of the Court Houee thesein the
Chairman. oliiect of auch meeting.
Acting
Sale Ne. 80, SEX Sec. 11, T. 29S., R following described trsct of land, vis:
Written notice of the time, place anil
Attest :
7W
EDWIN F. COARD,
purpose of such special meetings shall be
Alt
containing 160 acres. There are no Sale No.
ol sections 13,
8M,
Clerk.
to the stockholders personaly or
14.
given
T. ins.. R. 33E.. All of Sees. 20. 23,
improvements on this land.
by properly addressed and stamped letSale No. 871, All of Sec. 16, T. 25S., R. 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, T. 10S., R. 34E; All CHARLES W. POOL,
e
in Ihe
at leaat
ter
deposited
10W
There are no of Sec. 1; NX, WXSWX Sec 8; NX Sec.
containing 640 acres.
Secretary of State.
ifteen days prior to
the time of such
SEX Sec. 10; All Sec.
9; NX, NEXSWX,
improvements on this lend.
IlUCill L. COOPER,
No
notice
is
required to be
meeting.
Sale No. 871, SWX Sec. 6, l ots 1, 4, SEX 12; WXWX Sec. 17; All Sec. 18; WXWX
Deputy. siven of the regular annual meeting. At
SWX Sec. 7, Lot 1, NEXNWX Sec. 18, T. Sec. 20; All of sections 25, 30, 33 and 34
UNITED STATES, OF AMERICA
each
of the
all mretint-stockholders
R. 9W., SX Sec. 1, All of Sec. 3, T. US., R. 34E., All of sections 5, 66, 7,
20S.,
(SEAL)
slockhoM.-shall be entitled to one vote
35 snd 16, T. US., R.
23
18,
12,
8,
14,
of
All
Sec.
Sec.
10, NX,
FEE $3.25 Paid.
4,
EX, EXSWX
him.
held
each
share
of
for
stock
by
SWXSEX Sec. 11, NWX, 35E., containing 19,328.22.
State of Nebraska.
SWX, NXSEX.
Stockholders may vote their stock in perSec. 12, Eyi
SEXSWX
The improvements on this Isnd consist I, Charles W. I'ool, Secretary of Slate, son or by proxy,
NXNEX,
SXSEX,
in writauthorized
duly
Sec. 13, SXNEX, NWX of fencing valued at $1500.00.
of the Slate of Nebraska, do hereby cerWXNWX
NEX,
than 30 days
ing and dated not( more
NWX Sec. 14, T. 20S., R. 10W., EXSEX Sec.
No bid on the above described tract of tify that the attached ia a true and cer- prior to r tic meeting at which voted.
33. SX Sec. 34, All of Sec. 35, T. 19S., R land will be
Articlrs of InIX.
ARTICLE
fur less than Five tified copy of Original
accepted
The im- Dollars ($5.00) per acre which ia the ap- corporation of Western Redpath Chautau
10W., containing 4,660.10 acres.
The officers
of said corporation
shall
a sec- And in adJition qua System, as receivtd anil filed in thisli,,
provements on this land consist of well, praised value thereof.
a
one
on lune 15, 1908 and record ,vreiarv president,
lepartnu-n- t
windmill, and fencing, value $1,075.
and a treiurcr who shall be stock
thereto the successful bidder must pay ed
in Book 1.?, Miscellaneous Incorporaholders of the corporation.
Sale No. 873, SX Sec. 19, T. 26S., R. 8W., tor the improvements that exist on the
The office ol
tions, at paRe 609; and of Amended Ar- secretary and treasurer may he filled by
containing 322.68 acres. The improvements Isnd.
ticles
as rrceived uti'l filed for record one and the same person. The officers
to
the
on this land consist of two wells and
The successful bidder muat pay
Mis-cel- .
Hook
19111,
in
recorded
16,
shall he chosen by the board of direcCommissioner of Public Lands, or his agent June 11,
clearing, value $1,324.
Incorp. at page 532, and of Amended tors and shall hold office for one yesr
of the
Sale Ne. 874, SWX Sec. 4, T. 26S., R. holding such sale,
as received and filed March 31st, and until their successors
are
elected,
Selected for price offered by him for the land, four Articles
I0W., containing 160 acres.
interest in advance for the 1913 and recorded 470.in Book 21, Miscel., subject to the power of the board of dithe Santa Fe and Grant County R. R. per cent
Incorp. at pase
time. They
rectors to remove at any
Bond Kurd. There are no improvements balance of such purchase price, the fees
hereI
In Testimony
have
Whereof,
shall perform
such duties as are specifor advertising and appraisement and &II
on this land.
set my hand and affxied the Great fied in these articles and such additional
incidental to the sale herein, and unto
Done at duties as may he imposed upon them by
Sale Ne. 818, Lota 16," 17, 18 Sec. 19, Lots costs
Seal of the State of Nebraska,
be
of
aaid
all
amounts
unit
and
ea:.i
3, 4, S Sec. 30, T. 23S., ft 7W., containthis 10th day of March in the the board of directors. The board of dideposited in cssh or certified .exchsnge Lincoln,
Thousand Nine rectors may also appoint such other subing 196 acrea. The improvementa on thia st
of ssle, and which said amounts year of our Lord One
land conaiat of well aad clearing, valae sndtheall time
Hundred and Seventeen, and of the In- ordinate agents .and
forfeiture
to
of
are
them
employees as the
subject
$2501
of
Ihe
United
States the One business of ihe
ancceaaIf
Mexico
dependence
New
the
to the State ef
may require.
Fortieth and of thia State Compensation of corporation
oil officers and emploSale Na. 878, NX Sec 3,T. 24S.. ft 11W., ful bidder does not execute a contract Hundred and
.
yees shall be fixed by the board of direccontaining 319.36 acrea. There are ao im- within thirty daya after it has been mailed the Fifty-firstW.
CHARLES
POOL,
(SEAL)
The
board of directors shall have
tors.
provementa oa thia land.
lo him by the State Land Office, aaid
Secretary of State. full power and authority to make all
Sale Na. 877, NXSEX. SWXSEX .Sec 30, contract to provide that the purchase may
s
120 acrea. at hia
T. 24S., R. 11W., eoataiaiag
Deputy. rules and
for the proper governmake payments of not less
option
ment and control of Ihe business affairs
The improvements oa thia land consist ihsn
of ninety-fiv- e
ARTICLES
per cent
OF INCORPORATION.
of
of well, windmill, troughs, aad corral, value of the purehsse price at any time after
the
and
corporation ami may alter
Notice is hereby given of the incorpo. amend the
same at pleasure.
the sale and prior to the expiration of ration of the
$2,000.
Western Redpath ChautauX.
ARTICLE
of
from
date
the
contract,
T.
No.
Sec
laws
J6S.,
ft
in
878, NWX
Sale
accordance with the
thirty yeara
qua System,
QW
rnntaininv Iff) acrea. J,The imorove- - and to provide for the payment of any of the State of Nebraska, and we, the These articles of incorporation may be
at any time
two.thirds
by a
ments on this land consist of well, feac-- ' unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty undersigned stock holders adopt the fol- amended
vote of
the
stockholders.
And when
of
with
from
date
the
the
contract,
articles of incorporation:
years
ing, and clearing, value $512.
lowing
amended
it shall be the duly of the dithe
rate
on
deferred
st
1.
nUrest
ARTICLE
payments
26.
T.
28S.,
Sec
ft
Sale Ne. 878, NEX
rectors of the corporation to
The improve- if four per cent per snnum payable in The name of this corporation shall he- acknowledge, record
7W., containing 160 acres.
and publish the same.
ol ine date, joi the
Wr.STKKN
Kr.lM'ATH
(IIAUTAi;ments on this land consist of house and advance on tne anniversary to
he
CERTIFICATE.
credited
(
SVSTKM
contract,
payments
partial
n!,
plowing, value $200.
We
the
01
undersign d directors of the
on
2.
ARTICLE
anniversary 01 ineof naie
Sale No. Ut, NWX Sec. 26. T. 28S., R. next inefollowing
K,,!,';"11 ' haulauqu.-tender.
the date
Ihe'vVi'
i"
System a
The principal place of conducting
The improveof
7W., containing 160 acrea.
of Public Lands
Commissioner
of
The
certify
said corporation shall be
.'"'''ration do hereby
,sin,.Sf
' '
almvr and foregoing
ments on this land consist of well, and New Mexico, or his agent, holding such (.ok
amended arof NeLancaster
State
,
C.nmlv,
fencing, value $329.
.
incorporation were duly adopted
,"'
lale, reserves the right lo reject any and ,raska
tne
o;
said
storklioldera
R.
com,,
ratio
7W., ill bids offered at said sale.
Possession
Sale No. 881, SX Sec. 25, T. 28S.,
ARTICLE 3.
a
The improvements under contracts of sale for the above
meeting ol the stockholders
flie- - cener.il
containing 3J0 acres.
purpose of this coiporati'.n 'I'll Vspec;,!
called and held af the office of said
on this land consist of house, barn, well, leacrihed tracts will be given on or be-- i sjan
he t,,. organization,
management
in
ihe cily of Lincoln, Nefore October 1st, l'17.
Assem- - corporation
and fencing, value $.145.
of Chaulaii'ina
..nduetine.
:in
at
P. M., on tile 10th
my hand and the official seal hlics: the management of Chautauqua Ire- - braskaof l lun o'clock.
Sale No. 882, All of11 Sec. 36, T. n25S., R. f Witniss State
louary 1910.
Land Office Ibis loth daytmres cM.,iners,
the
and
T p;ci
concern Companies 'lay
low..
ViKWn.
In wi'u-swe l.avi
Klorttd
hereunto
1917.
al
necesall
land
of
other
doinir
the
June,
The
things
improvements
containing 720 acres.
. .,, ihe . arrvim,
to be af- ,!
,,
ROBT. P. F.RVTF.N
mil of set ourthe hands and have caused
Ol
wen, wiuumtii,
Ill tins lal'.d Consist
five,!
n( an'.A
rnrnfinil.
ol
-rninic
and
Linus,
Commissioner
vnnH
general r"rP?f:...
reservoirs, trough, fencing,
.
'lion this Mill .lav of
ngine,
State nf New Mexico.
olearing, value $5.
''this
Vaw.cr, Chas. F.
22, 1017.
Publication
June
The
of
stock
Fiist
Corporation
capital
Each of the above described tracts will Last Publication
is berebv hs.d at Twenty Thousand Ool- - Hl",ur', J; ,R' ,Sm,th'
September 7, 1917.
he offered for sale separately.
into shares of State of Nebraska,
lars (Mlmaun) divided
No bid on the above described tracts
is-as
ten d'dlnrs earh. no slock shall be
'
less than
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
if land will be accepted forwhich
s'l.fl unless paid up and shall be non- - Lancaster County.
is Ihe
Three Dollars (S3 .00) per acrt
e
FOR PUBLICATION
On this loth day of February, 1910,
NOTICE
of
a complete record
and
the
assessable,
And in addition
appraised value thereof. htdd.
and delivery of said stock shall he ,crc the
public,
undersigned, a notary
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
r musi. pay
hereto the successful
commissioned
and qualified for aod
duly
hook
a
in
for
the
that
kept
by
secretary
for the improvements that exit on thrj
ROOSEVELT COUNTY
residing in said county and state, per- purpose.
,an'1'
Keith Vawter,
Chas.
5.
ARTICLE
sonally
appeared
(Kepublication)
of Public Lands,
The existence nf this corporation shall '' Horner and R. R. Smith to mc well
F.xcept for landa selected for the s mla (,,;,.,. 0; tnc f
Bond Fund,. Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Fe and (irant County If. R.
on the 27th day of February known to be the identical persons whose
eminence
the successful bidder must pay lo the
that pursuant A. I). 1!W, and continue for a period of names arc affixed to the foregoing amend-twentticc is hereby
given
articles of incorporation and they tev-elissnlv-icof Puhlic Lands, or his agenl l(1 (tle j,Iovisions of an Act of Congress,
Commissioner
five years unless sooner
of
ll" ,,
the execution of the
of the
lerally aeknowhdKcd
20, 1910, the laws
June
ioldirg such sale,
according to law.
same to he their voluntary act and deed.
6.
ARTICLE
of New Mexico and the rules and
price offered by him for the land, tout
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto
No assignment of anv nf the stork nf
0( the State Land Office, the
per cent interest in advance for the halaner n .guiajr
Her! thia Company,
shall be valid or binding, subscribed my name and affixed my of- veltisiug and appraisement and all costs t iui,ijc gale to the highest bidder, at on the company, unless propetly made and octal seal ine nay anu aate last ariove
incidental to the sale herein, and eacn ami 2 o'clock. P. M.. on Thuraday, beptember recorded on the books of the Company written.
(SEAL),
all of aaid amounts must be deposited in 20th, 1917, in the town of Portalra, County of kept for that purpose.
w
J
L1NSEY, N.uarv Pubhc.
cash or certified exchange at the time ojiRoosevelt State of New Mexico in iront of!
ARTICLE 7.
' ,I;'r
The hiehest amount of indebtedness to! vv,M
expires, Sept. 6th. 1913.
ale, and which said amounta and all or,jle (;nurt House therein, the following des- State
Ihe
to
forfeiture
to
them are subject
Iwhtch tins corporation may at any time
oi land vn:
cribed
tracts
.'
I.INSEY.
"
twoof New Mexico if the successful bidder does
exceed.
suhicct itsclt, shall
nol
t
not execute a contract within thirty days
Nebraska, Secretary s Office,)
Jtatc
Sale No. 77$ All of Section 16 T. 4S., R. .thirds of its paid up capital slock. "
Received
and filed for record
lune 11.
8.
ARTICLE
after it has been mailed to him by Ihe 3(,K containing 640 acres. The improvements
in Book
Ili, MiscellaThe affairs of this corporation shall be l'HO and recorded
Slate Land Office, said contract to provide on this land consist of fencing, value $300.00.
make
532.
neous
hi
cho-peat
5
iess
than $10.50 conducted by a hoard of
Incorporations
directors
page
that the purchaser may at
option
No bid will be accepted for
CEO. C. JUNKIN,
sen by the" stockholders, a majority of
acre which is the appraised value.
payments of not less than
of ninety-fivwhom shall be a quorum for the tran-Th- e
Secretary of State.
purchase
per cent of the and
ADDISON
WAIT.
prior
above sale of lands wfll be subject Uac tion of business, said directors shall
price at any time after the aale
Denutv.
terms snd conditions, he chosen at the first meeting of the
to the expiration of thirty yeara from date to Ihe
following
Be it known that on the 22nd day of
of
nd to provide for the
of the contract,
at the exshall .January 1913, a meeting of all the atock- the said directors
The successful bidder must pay to the said Company;
payment of any unpaid balance
the date ol Commissioner of Public Lsnds, or bis agent immeiliately elect the olticers ol this cur- i"e Tvesicrn neopain
piration of thirty years from on
of
deferred holding such sale,
Vice- - ma System, a corporation,
was held at
the poraiion who shal I he President,
the contract, with interest
office
of
the
the Company in Kansaa City,
rent
of
manfour
lour
per
rate
for
the
the
and
General
offered
land,
him
per
at
President.
by
Secretary
price
payments
the
for the aircr, and Treasurer, who shall be quali- - Mo., for the purpose of increasing
in advance
annum payable in advance on the anniinterest
cent
per
s
of capital stock of the company from $20.- versary ol the date of contract next fol- halan.ee of such purchase price, the fees (ied and remunerated as the
000.00
of
which
to
he
$65,000
00,
$60,000
to
and
of
all
shall
tender.
fully
for advertising and appraisement
this Company
lowing the date
provide.
9.
ARTICLE
The sale of lands selected for the Santa costs incidental to the sale herein, snd
jpaid, and the balance of $5,000.00 to beFe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund each and all of said amounts must be
This Corporation shall have a corporate treasury stock. Said
meeting was atall
of
and
of
tended
said
the stockholders
by
will be subject to the sbove terms
deposited in cssh or certified exchange scal on which shall be enscri'ied the name
conditions except that the successful bidder at the time of sale, and which aaid amounts of the corporation, its principal place of company and who own all of the said
said company, and notice of said
and
the words
must pay in cash or certified exchange at and all of them are subject to forfeiture business,
"Corporate stock of was
of the purchase to the State of New Mexico if the success- Seal"
duly waived in writing by
meeting
the time of sale
'he aaid atockholders. That aaid- meet- F. HORNER,
CHARLES
price offered by him for the land, four ful bidder does not execute a contract
the balance within thirty days after it has been mailed
"K- was organized by the selection of R.
KEITH
VAWTER,
per cent interest in advance for will
be re- to him by the State Land Office, said
C. E. VAWTER.
Smith, a director and stockholder, as
of such purchase price and
and Chaa. F. Horner a director
chairman,
providing for contract to provide that the purchaser may Sine of nenrasna,
,
as
quired to execute a contract
,i,...nr
the payment of the balance of auch pur- at his option make paymenta of not less Lanrasler Countv,
,.,.i.,.j,.
A
was duly made, seconded, snd
motion
e
annual
in
paycent
D.
of
ninety-livchase price
fin this 3rd Hav of
Fehruarv. A.
than
per
thirty equal,
.
.D..KH- - j..i- carried that the name of said corporaments, with interest on i. deferred pay ot the purchase price st any time after tf i...f
Chani i:
... tion'1 be changed theto 'Kedpatli-Hornci
er cent per the sale and prior to the expiration nf
'.j . i'
ments at the rate of four
capital slock of said
that,
annum in advance, payments and interest thirty years from date of the contract, peared Charles V. Horner, to mc known
due on October 1st of each year.
and to provile for the payment of anv o be one of the persons who executed the f'S.OOO.IX).Lv The '""cased from $20.000 00 to
amount ol the capn.jl stock
The Commissioner of Puhlic Lsnds of unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty foregoing instrument and he acknowldgd
which
New Mexico, or his agent
holding such years from the date of the contract, with the said instrument lo be his voluntary act ?f ,a!d company is $20,000.0
v
and
Pai'1
the
to
rate
reserves
at
deferred
on
any
sale,
reject
interest
, .
and died for Ihe purposes therein expres- ,!tT.;"
thj tight
payments
Poasession of four per cent per
ill bids offered at said sale.
annum payable in sed.
The amount of its
liabilities ia $9246.93
under contracts of sale1 for the above des- advance on the anniversary of the date of (SEAL.
Commission
ixpircs June 11, and the amount to which
the
cribed tracts will be given on or before contract, partial payments to be credited 1"12.
capital
stock is to be increased is $05,000.00 diOcober 1st, 1917.
on the snniversary of the date of contract
O. W. MEIIJ, Nolary Public.
650 shares of the par value of
vided
into
Witness my hand and the official seal next fnllnwinr the date of tender.
of Illinois,
ss
State
92.4-1SiO0O0
each.
of
That
cent
said
per
of the State Land Office thia 28th day
Tne Commissioner ol ruDltc
oir k t ounty.
01
stocK nas neen
of May, A. D 1917.
New Mexico, or his agent, holding such
()n this 21st dav of Fchruanv A n urna increase
:capital
r it-i- .-j
U..1..1
"
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
.'" .'
me , notary public Tiuly commis- - J."1"
sale, reserves Ihe right to reject any andiDffor.
, II1C V
pll!
I lie I let HUB
it I1H
Ui
Commissioner of Public Lsnds, all bids offered at ssid sale. Possession eioned and qualified
" r'n said
.
appeared
company. San
State of New Mexico. under contracts o sale for the above jKcith Vawter, ami C. personally
E. Vawter to me!'"
First Publication June 1, 1917.
described trscts will be given on or be- - k,mn )u he Ihe identical persons who CIC!I
capital stock bcina subscribed
as tcmovvs:
Last Publication August 3, 1917.
fore October 1st, 1917.
excculeM the
foregoing instrument and Vamc
Residence No. nf Shires
Witness my hand sna tne ollicisl eeaii,my acknowledged
the said instrument
567
of ihe State Land Office thia 11th dav he tlinr voluntary art and deed for the Charles F. Ilornfr, Kansas City, Mo.
R.
R.
Smith.
30
Kansas
1917.
City, Mo.,
of July, A. D.,
therein exprenseil.
Iurp'.e
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
3
Mo.,
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
j. i.. Horner, Kansas City,
(SEAL.
R. R. SMITH,
of Public Landa,
H
Commissioner
JAMES
STANSFIELP,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Chairman.
State of New Mexico.
Notary Public, j AttcBt . ? L. HORNKR.
First Publication July 13, 1917.
(("HAS. F. HORNER.
Stale of Nebraska.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Secretary.
Last Publication September 14, 1917.
ss
Subscrihid and sworn to heforr me this
Lancaster Countv.
4th day of February Vil3.
My commission
LEA COUNTY
f!
Filed for record in the Clerks office
expires November 10th, 1915.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
i
siuu
w
'.(.st,AI.)
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
o ciock ami
ANNIE L. GREER.
minuiri r. in., anu rccuru- Certificate af Comparison.
Ssnta Fe. New Meaico.
ed in Book H, of Jn corpora at page 142.
Notary Public
Notice ia hereby given that pursuant
W. L. DAWSON,
C1rk.
Count
County
son
Jack
y. Mo.
of
an
Act
of
of
America
States
Congress,
United
the
to
provisions
H. E. WEI.LS, lcputy.
aa
20, 1910, the lawa of the
STATE OK MISSOURI,
approved June Mexico
of
State
Nebraska,
and the rulee and State of New Mexico.
State of New
Secretary's ol'fire rreeiveil and filed for COUNTY OF JACKSON.
regulations of 'he Stste Land Office, the It is hereby certified that the annexed
June 15, 108, and recorded in Hook On this 4th
?
Commissioner of Puhlic Lsnds will offer at ia a full, true and complete transcript of record
day of Febrac-- y 1QU,
1? miacellaneyus incorporations
at pac
me personally appeareu R. R. Smith,
Chaa 609
Public Sale to the higheat bidder, at the statement of Redpsth-Horne- r
Geo. C. Junkin, Secretary of State.
10 t'clock;
me known to be the person described
A. M. on Wcdneeday, Septem- tauquas.
to
Designating character of busiAddison
Wait, Deputy.
By
No.
executed the foregoing inber Sth, 1917, in the town of Lovington, ness, principal office. Agent, etc
ARTICLES
OF 1NCORFOR - n and who
in 9038), with the endorsements thereon, aa AMENDED
strument and acknowledged
that he exeCounty of Lea, State of New Mexico,
TION.
name
the
as his free act and deed,
cuted
front of the Court House therein, the fol- tame appears on file and of record in the
HorRe it known that we Charles F.
thereof I have hereunto set
office of the State Corporation Commis
lowing described tract of land, vis:
Vawter and C E. Vawter, k in testimony
Keith
ner,
hand and affixed my Notarial Seal,
'
nereny, in pursuance oi me .laiuu i oi my
Sale Ne. 88$, All of sections 35, Twp. sion.
State Co
the day and year above mentioned. My
In testimony .whereof,
cases commission
tate
Nebraska, in such
JOS., R. S3E., 19. 24 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36
of
State
of
Commission
ration
expires Nov. 10th, llS.
snd
Ives
33
made
and
enrs
associate
31,
provided,
Twp. 10S., R. 34E; 6, 7, 13, 19,
.
Mexico nas canseo una cemncaie to V ,nn,.K,r
(SEAL)
a Kl
35, Twp. ilS, R. 34E; Lots 1. 2. 3, 4, SEX.
ANNIE L. GREER,
chamnan and the aeal ol amid
its
h'frein.
by
gned
purp'OM.
f
17.
d
h
r
11.
th(.
15,
of
All
1:
Sec.
sections
SXSWX
to be affixed at the
Notary Public,
after mentioned.
22V 25, 27, 29, 30. 31. 32, 33, 34, Twp.
IIS., commission,
u
u.
lackson
on
re
tma
County, Mo.
hanta
cay oijone,
L
ivi, i
ARTICLE
R. 35 E., containing 17,865.64 acrea.
OF MISSOURI,
STATE
name
nf
.halt
te
said
The
corporation
Jl
Chairman.
consist
laad
on
thia
TAlTActing
REDPATH
CHAC
The improvements
(hp WESTERN
STATE OF MISSOURI.
'A tVaWrw
of fencing veined at $2250.00.
SYSTEM.
KVTA
The above named R. R. Smith, Charles
F, COARD,
No bid oa the above described tract of
ARTICLE II.
F. Horner and J. L. Horner, being duly
Five
.
the sworn
- .
land will be accepted for less than
. The principal
. place of conducting
That they
of FofTis corporation.
Statement
upon their oath state:
be
in
Dollara ($5.00) per acre which la the apcorooratjOII
,haU
.
are all of the atockholders and directors
Know all meat Dy tneae presents : inai .
And ia additioa
thereof.
cntintm
c,att n Nl. of
praised value euceeeafo!
the Western
Redpath Chautauqua
bidder mast psy Redpath Horner Chautanquaa a corporation hraska.
thereto the
Sy stem holding all the capital stock of
ARTICLE III.
for the improvementa that exist aa the organised and existing under and by virtue
sna
matters
of the lawa of the State of Nebraska and
Thr central nature of the business 0f,aid corporation; tnat tnemwwz
.
iwic- 'Tne successful bidder must eev ta the desiring to transact its business in the laid
sei iorin in win
he
shall
the
organisation, inmRS statements
corporation
are
make
true.
New
doth
of
Mexico,
or
his
Slate
hereby
agent
of Public Landa,
Commiasioner
and conducting of Chautau going
re an. lament
Test imony Whereof, I have hereun
of the the following statement in accordance with
Assemblies; the mnagement ot Lhau toIn set my
holding such ssle,
hand and affixed my Nota- for the land, four the nrovisiona of Section 936. N. Si.. Sta trucua
and con
entertainers
lecturers,
price offered by inhim
WIS:
Seal
on the 4th day of Feb. rr. 19 5.
of
t
advance for the balance tutea. Codification
of all other "al
and the doin
nce cent interest
commission
My
The amount of ita capital atock it IB.- - rhmiricompanies
expires Nov. 10th. 191$.
carof auch purchase price, the fees for ed- and
incident
the
to
necessary
L. GREER.
ANNIE
....
I
issued IS
,(,;.
1
..J .univmral and all costs intfl.m and the amount actually
Notary Public
IV.
ARTICLE
incidental to the aale herein, and each and IMOOOO.
Ma
which
ft
the
of
j
Jarkson
nnsiness
County,
in
chsractrr
The
i
be
must
MiH
said
amounts
deposited
all of
The rapi
corporation
,)oc, n(
of Nebraska, Secretary's
Office.)
cash or certified exchange nt the time of is to transact in the State of New Mexico ,
Twenty Thousand OX. State
fil.j divided
filed for recorrt Marcn II,
and
Received
cnsntaDle
For
ol
all
and
is:
amounta
educational,
benevolent,
of
which
said
the
nnd
into
shsres
sale,
Ooiurs,
in Rook 21 Miscella- recorded
1913 anil
scientific purposes, by the ornanira. mg0)Ta,oe
ihem arc subject to forfeiture to the Slslejand
T(.n
,ach. The
.o(
1. .t.ii K
.1 thr neeesaful bidder does lion and maintenance of a system ot lec - i!.
V
l a contract
i,.i
ADDISON
and
educational
AIT,
other
and
courses
dava
withm
lure
thirty
aot execute
.ribM ,nn
upon the orgaof S,i,fc
m the various e
S.,c.r0'",T
of ,h, Vrporatiou and no stock
after it has been mailed to him by the artistic entertainments
CEO. W.
of New Mexico.
,,,,
f
tie. in the Stale
State Land Office, said contract to provide
be
h1
np ,n) .h,i!
pid
j
T- office
the
of
in
make
The
its
principal
location
hat the purchaser may at hia option
complete record
. ,A
.
.
FOREIGN.
Now 9037.
State of New Mexico is designated as Suite . ron.,,wlbir,
ENDORSED:
of ,tii ,lock
payments e of not less than
.
.
. .. .
m
re.
t.atron
4J2.
Bloca.
mexim.
CeruRed
Vol.
ninetv-fivcent
Rec'd.
Pace
Cor.
the
book
a
sisii
fh Secretary in
tnf I tiAnmnrifirm m
per
purctiase,!
jf
1ms
A
a
,
and the agent upon
after the aale- and... prior
price. . et any time
r
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CHAU- the corporation may be served is r. J.
lamrnded. of REDPATH HORNER
V.
"
to T ne rxpiraitua wi1
article
of
full
reason
actnallv
a
natural
age
the
Ivaw
shall J TAVQUAS.
f the contract, and to provide for
trncc. o( ,h
thc State of New Mexico, wbose
at the ex- resident
f
State
office
in
Filed
of
27th
Corporation
T
on
February,!
payment of any anpaid balance the
tb,
. BrTI
date of place of abode is Santa re. N. M.
of New
June 33,
Mexico,
a period of Commission
D. , " m .
(or
piration of thirty yearn from em deferred
. AimnlmA
.
In witness whereol, tne said neuparn
.e IVI7: ll A. a.
the contract, with interest
T
'
awonaa has ranaed its name
Chant
Homer
cent
COARD,
EDWIN
F.
of
four
rate
the
per
per
at
paymenta
'
Clerk,
ARTTCLF VI
annum payable in advance em the anni- Is be hereunto subscribed and ita corporate j ""'""
H. F. S. to J. J. O.
ilremde-TmCompared
versary of the date of contract, partial
aJ
aa
credited
the
to
strsKats ta
aiieraary

IT.

R. WW,
am No.
W fcc. There tM.,
are aa
eoataiaiag tM acrea.
aa this lead.
Sale Na am, NEM Sec 13, T. MS., ft
UW
containing MO acrea. The Improve'
sist ol feaciag,
meata oa thia land
valae, CB.
No.
Salt
881, NX Sec I. T. 28S.,' ft WH
containing 340.11 acrea. The imorovements
on this land consist of hoaae, barn, well,
windmill, aad fencing, valae tJaU.
Sale No. to, SX Sec L T. 2tS., ft iW.,
The imorovements
acrea.
oontaiaing
on this land coaaiat cf feaciag, aad clearing, valae $321.
Sale Ne. 88J, SWX Sec 10, T. 3SS., ft
The im6W., containing 163.01 acrea.
provements oa this land coaaiat of a well,

at Ihe data ef eaatraet mm fonowmg tax SeereUrv, thia
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LUNA COUNTY.

R.

There are no
improvementa on thia land.
Sale No. 845, SWX Sec 33, T. 24S., R.
8W., containing 160 acres, aelected for the
Santa Fe and Urant county k. h. sono
Fund.
Th. imnroraaestta oa thia lead COtUMSI
of two wells, aad feaciag, valae $650.
ft
Seta No. 848, SWX Sec a, T. 34S
10W., containing 160.60 acrea. . The . invappraiaed value thereof. And ia
eoaeaat of tetKlead
this
thereto the successful bidder most pay rprovemeata oa
:
rus
i .i
for the improvementa that exist oa the
land.
NEXNEX
WXNEJ4.
No.
847.
NWX.
,.
Sab
Aelected
lor the Saata
t Uada
280
Fe aad Grant County R. R. Bond Fund, See. II, T. 24S., R. 11W., eoetaraiag asm
oa
thia
The
acrea.
to
the
must
improvements
pay
the successful bidder
Commissioner of Public Lends, or his agent consist of fencing, valae PUB.
ol the
holding each aale,
T. 25S., ft
Sale Na. 848, NEX Sec
lead, four
price offered by him for the
Tne
the
balance 8W containing 162.97 acrea,
for
ia
advance
iatereat
ceat
per
ef house
coexist
land
oa
thia
ad
of auch purchase price the leea for
coats and fencing, valae $180
vertiaing and appraisement aad all
no.
am,
sale
each
and
and
aale
swaaea, wrsonja,
incidental to the
herein,
all of aaid amouata muat be deposited ia SWX Sec 20, T. 25S., R. W., containing
The improvementa on thia
cssh or certified exchange at the time ot 160 acrea. of
land
house. weR, teak, clearing,
consist
sale, and which aaid amonnta aad all of
th-r- a
are aubject to forfeitare to the State and fencing, valae $557.50,
does
bidder
successful
if
Mexico
the
of New
.
Sec
not execute a contract within thir'v days Sale Ne. R.tst, SEX Sec 18, NEX
25S.,
MW, containing 320 acrea,
sfter it has been mailed to him by the T.
Grant
Fe
end
for
Santa
selected
County
State Lead Office, aaid contract to provide R. R. Bond Fund. There are ao
improve,
that the purchaser may at hia option make
menta oa thia lead.
paymenta of not less than
of ninety-fiv- e
per ceat of the purchase
and prior Sale Na. an, NEX Sec f7,T. 851, ft.
price at any time after the aale from
date 10W., containing 160 acrea. The improveto the expiration of thirty years
of the contract, and to provide for the menta oa thia land consist of house, stable,
wed, windmill, pumping plant, repayment of any anpaid balance at the of corrals, aad
servoir,
feaciag valae 19201
ol thirty yeara from the date
deferred
oa
with
interest
the contract,
Sale
Ne.
aa, WX Sec 20. T. JJS, ft
paymeata at the rate of four per ceat per 10W, containing
320 acres selected for the
annum payable ia advance oa the anniGrant County ft. ft Bond
and
Fe
Saata
folversary of the date ol contract next
There are ao improvementa oa
Fund.
tender.
of
date
the
lowing
thia lead.
The aale of- - landa aelected for the Santa
Grant Conatv R. K. Bond Fund Sale Na. 883, EH See. 27, T. 2SS., ft.
P.
will be aubject to the above terms and 10W.,
320 acrea.
The improveeonditiona except that the successful bidder ments containing
on thia land conaiat of pumping
mnet pay in cash or certified exchange at plant, we", and fencing, "value $1,750.
h
of the purchase
the time of aale
lend, four
Sale Ne.
EX Sec J. T. 25S., ft UW..
price offered by him for the
the balance containing 884,
322 acrea.
The
per cent interest in advance for will
be re- - on this land consist of two improvements
of auch purchase price and
wells, ditch,
a coniraci providing v and
$665.
value
quirra to exccuie
fencing,
the payment of the balance of each purannual
in
paySale' No. 85$, SWX Sec 35. T. 26S., ft
chase price
thirty equal,
menta. with interett on all deferred pay- 9W., containing 160 acrea.
The improvements at the rate of four per cent per menta oa thia land consist of well and
annum in advance parmenta and interest fencing, value $493.
due on October 1st of each year.
The Commissioner of Public Lands of Sale No. tst, WX Sec 28, T. 26S.. R
The improveNew Mexico, or his agent holding anch 9V., containing 320 acrea.
well, fencsale, reserves the right to reject any and ments on this Isnd consist of
Possession ing, clearing, and plowing, valne $1007.50.
all bids offered at said sale
desof
above
aale for the
under contracts
Sale No. tS7. SEX Sec 28, T. 26S.. R.
cribed tracts wilt be given oa or before
The improve-ment9W., containing 160 acrea.
October 1st, 1917.
on this land consist of well,
Witness my hand and the official aeal
nnd
value
plowing,
clearing,
fencing,
28th
of the State Land Office thia
day $561.50.
of May. A.. D, 1917.
ROBT. P. ERVTEN,
Sam No. tst, SWXNEX. WHS EX. SEX
SEX Sec 26, T. 26S, R. 9W, containing
Commissioner of Public Lands
State of New Mexico. 160 acrea. The fmprovemeata oa thia lead.
consist ef two wells, bam. feaciag, dear-iagFirst Publication Jaae a, 1917.
aad plowing, vataa $578.
Last Publication August J, 1917.

un.,

Sale No. 8J1, EXEJ4 Sec. 8, All of Sec
ENEX, NHSEX. NWXSWM Sec. 17,
NEXSEX Sec 18, T. US., R. 7W., containimprovementa on
ing 1,040 acrea. ofThe
reservoir and fencing,
thia land consist
S42S.
value
Sale Ne. 832. NWX Sec 2, T. MS., It 2W.,
containing 1S3.45 acrea. The improvementa
em thia bud consist of house, corral, well,
windmill, tank, fruit trees, and fencing,
value 81,500.
Sale Ne. 838, SX, NWX Sec. 3, T. 15S.,
There
ft. jW containing 470.77 acrea.
arc ao improvements oa thia land.
Sale Na. 8J4, .WJ4NWX See. IS. T. 16S..
ft. 8W containing 80 acres. The improvements on this land consist of fencing,
value tea
WX. SEX.
Sale Ne. OS. SWXSEX Sec
R.
17S.,
WXNEX. SEXNEX Sec 24,
The ImproveW. containing 640 acres.
consist
el
land
reservoir,
menta oa thia
ditch, plowing, and fencing, value $1,000.

the

1,

El

9.

thereto

for the improvementa that exist on the
land.
Except for lands aelected for the Santa
Bond Fund,
Fe and Grant County

13.074.03

20.

Sale No. Da, Lots 2, 3 Sec 3, T. 13S., R.
There are ao
CW., containing 78.97 acres.
improvements on thia land.

Each of the above described trscts will
be offered for sale separately.
No bid on the above described tracts of
land will be accepted for less thsn ($5.00)
Five Dollars an acre, which is the appraised value thereof. And in' addition

12W.,

Q.t. V. m. SFtf

FOR PUBLICATION

Sale No. 884, All of Sees. 2, 3,' 4, EX
Sec. 5, EX Sec. 8, All of Sees. 9, 10, WX,
Sec.
NWX
14,
Sec.
11,
WXNEX
NX Sec. 15, All of Sec 16, EX See. 17,
T. 12S., R. 32E., containing 5,693.09 acres,
for
of which 4,409.45 acres were selected
the Santa Fe and Grant Con ty R. R.
The improvements on this
Bond Fund.
land conaiat of house, well, windmill, and
value $4,000.
fencing,

All of Sec.

9,

T. 6S., R. 11W., E'i Sec.

WXNEX.
containing
acres.
Ihe improvements on this
land consist of well, windmill, tank, trovghs,
.ind corrals, value $2,000.
Sale No. 719, WXNWX, SWX Sec. 15.
NEX, NEXNWX Sec. 22, W'A, S.NEX.
16,

Sec. 19. All of Sees.
Sec. 29, SEX, SEX
30, All of
Sees? 31, 32, 33, T. 5S.. R. 12W.. All of
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Seca. 24, 25, 36, T. 5S.,, R. 13W., SWX
Sec. 3, WX, SEX Sec. 4, EX, SWX Sec.
SIERRA COUNTY.
5, All of Sec. 6. Lota 1, 2, NEX. NEXNWX
10.
Mfice of the Commissioner of Public Lands, Sec. 7, All of Seca. 8, 9, WX Sec. Sec.
T.
Mexico.
6S., R. 12W., All of Sees. 2, 3, EX
New
Sjnts Fe,
SWX
Sec.
9.
of
All
Sec.
10,
EX,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant 4.
of Congress, Sec 12, SEX Sec. 11. NEX. EXNWX, SWX
to the provisions of an Act laws
Sec. 1J,
C5t ec is, i. oa., k.
of
the
the
1910,
20,
June
approved
The improvements
13,620.84 acres.
State of New Mexico and the rules and on this land consist of house,
corrals,
regulations of the State Land Office, the
and windmill, value $5,000.
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at troughs, well,
Public Sale to the highest bidder, at F.ch of the above deaeribed tracts w
o'clock, P. M., on Tuesday, August 14th, be offered for sale separately.
1M7, in the town of Hillaboro, County of
Vn hid on the above described tracts
Sierra, State of New Mexico in frontof
will be accepted for lesa than
the Court House, there'll, the following des- of landDollara
($3.00) per acre which la the
Three
cribed tracta of land, vis:
addition
NOTICE

Office of the Commissioner el Public Laada,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice .it hereby givea that pnrauaat
to the provisions of aa Act ol Congress,
61 the
approved June 20, 1910, the lawa
State of New Mexico and the rules aad
the
Land
Office,
State
ol
the
regulations
Commissioner ol Public Landa will offer at
Public
Sale
to. the highest bidder, at
9 o'clock, A. Tl., on Thursday, August
23rd, 1917, in the town of Lovington, County of Lea, State of New Mexico, in front
of the Court House therein, the following described tracts of land, vis:
Sale Ne. 883, NXNX. SEXNEX, SWX
NEXSEX
SXSX.
NWXSWX,
NWX,
Sec 23, All of Sections, 24, 25, 26. 36,
T. 10S., R. S3E., All of Sees. 21 and 22,
T. 10S.. R. 34E., Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SXSX,
NEXSEX Sec. 2, All of Sees. 3, 4, S, 11.
R.
14, 23, 24, 26, 27, 2B, 29, 36; T. 11S.J
34E., Lots I, 2, 3, 4, SWX, SXSEX Sec.
2, All of Sees. 3, 4, 9, 10? II, 16, 19, 20,
R. 35E., containing
21, snd 28, T. IIS.,
on this
The
17,711.37 acres.
and
land consist of nine' wells, windmills,
value
$14,300.
fencing,

The imcontaining 40 acres.
provements on this land consist of house, October 1st, 1917.
value $27.00.
well, and windmill,
Witness mv nana and the official seal
of the Slate Land Office this 2Kth day
Sals No. 717, All of Sec. 7, Lots 2, 3, 4, of May, A. D., 1917.
11,
12, 13, 14; 15; 16; NX.
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
Ktitll. f. f.KVir.iN,
NEW, SEXNEW, SE'4 Sec. 18, All of Sees.
Commissioner of Public T.:im!s,
R. 11W., All of Sees.
19, 30, 31, 32. T. 5S.,
State of New Mexico.
15, 22, 23, WyS, SKX;
10,
11, 12, 13, 14,
First Publication June 1, 1917.
Wy,NZi, SF.J4NEX Sec. 24, T. 5S., R. 12W., Last Publication Aucust 3, 1917.
R.

value

OF NEW MEXICO

LEA COUNTY

to tke following terms and esadhloaa,
viat
The successful bidder saaat pa ta the
Commissioner ef Public Leads, a hie egeet
af the
holding each aale,
price offered by him for the lead, lew
per cent iaterest in advance for the balance
of each purchase price, the fees for advertising and appraisement aad all coats
incidental to the aale herein, and taeh aad
all of aaid amounta must be deposited in
cssh or certified exchange at the time of
ssle, and which said amonnta and all of
them are aubject to forfeiture to the State
of New Mexico If the successful bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to I im by the
State Land Office, aaid contract to provide
that the purchaser may at hia option make
payments of not less than
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase
price at any time after the aale and prior
to the expiration of thirty years from date
of the contract, and to provide for the
payment of any unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty years from the date of
the contract, with interest on deferred
per
payments at the rate of our per centanniannum payable in advance on the
versary of the date of contract next following the date of tender.
The Commissioner of Public Lands of
New Mexico, or his agent holding such
sale, reserves the right to reject any and
all bids offered at said aale.
Possession
under contracts of sale for the above described tracta will be given oa or before
October 1st, 1917.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office this 28th day
of May, A. D., 1917.
ROBT. P ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public
State of. New Mexico.
First Publication June 1, 1917.
Last Publication August 3, 1917.
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undoubtedly hud come to see for
themselves, and, out of pity or conHe told
tempt, hadn't told him.
her how he'd felt, sitting there In
He accused her lis his
the theater.
wrath burned brighter, (if having selected the thing to do that would hurt
him worst, of huivjng home u grudge
against hlui and aVonged It.
It was the Ignoblest moment of his
life, mid he knew It. The occiish-Hon- s
he was making against her were
nothing to those that were storing up
in his mind against himself.
IIi didn't look ut her ns he talked,
and she didn't Interrupt ; snld no word
of denial or defense.
The big out'
hurst spent Itself. He lapsed Into an
uneasy silence, got himself together
again, and went on trying to restate
his grievance this time more reasonHut under
ably, retracting a little.
her continued silence ho grew weakly Irritated again.
When nt last she spoke, he turned
his eyes toward her and saw a sort of
frozen look In her dull white face that
lie had never seen In It before. Her
Intonation wns monotonous, her voice
scarcely audible.
"I guess I understand," she said. "I
don't know w hether I w ish I were dead
or not. If I'd tiled when the babies
were born.
.
Hut I'm glad I
,
,
came awuy when I did. And I'm glad,"
she gave a faint shudder there at the
alternative, "I'm glad I've got a job
and that I can pay back that hundred
dollars I owe you. I've hail it quite
a while.
Hut I've kept It, hoping you
might find out where I was and come
to me, as you did, and that we might
have a chance to talk, I thought I'd
tell you how I'd earned It, and that
you'd be a Utile proud with me
about It, proud that I could pay it
back so soon."
She smiled a Utile over that, a smile
he had to turn away from.
"I sup-- l
pose I'll be glad, some day, that
It all
happened; that I met you and
loved you and had the babies, even
though it's all had to end," she shuddered again, "like this."
It wasn't till he tried to speak that
her apparent calm was broken. Then,
with a sudden frantic terror In her
eyes, she hogged him not to begged
lilin to go away, if he had any mercy
for her at all, ipiiekly and without a
In a sort of daze he obeyed
word.

In front of her boudoir Are, look- tioned It," she said, "but that was beRose Aldrich. And 1 want yoi tr
ing down on her os she sat In her flow- fore I knew what she was talking let us help you to get a better
DIPPING FOR SCAU HELPS QONTROL TICKS
ered wing chair, an enormously dis- ubout And of course I couldn't go
than this, that Is, if you haven't
tended
pillow beside her back and ask. Daphne something, I changed your mind about being on the
knees waiting for him to drop down think, It sounded exactly like a chorus stage; a position that will have more
(From the United States Department of mal, but it cannot be depended on to
on when he felt like it, he began name, anyhow." And then:
"Well, hope and promise in it. I want you to
Agriculture.)
destroy those in the pupal stage, In
how
to
her
be
ubout
tell
whut
the
It? Will you play
rather cautiously
feel that we're with you."
There is some danger, according to which they are protected by a hard
wanted.
"Who are 'we?'" She accompanied agricultural authorities, that the
game?"
sheep shell. In this shell the tick remains
"I'll tell you the reason why I've
"Oh, yes," he said, with a docility that question with a strulght look into tick
may become a source of consid from 19 to 24 days. A second dipcome to you," ho began, "and then that surprised Frederlca. "I'll pluy It. his eyes.
erable loss to farmers and stockmen ping, therefore, 24 days after the first
you'll see. Do you remember nearly two It comes to exuetly the same thing,
"Why," he suid, "the only two peo- in those localities in which the dipping will find these Insects in an
unproyours ago, the night I got wet coming what we both want done, and our
ple I've talked with ubout It Fred- practiced for some years in order to tected state,
having emerged from the
for doing it are Importunt to no erlca and Harriet. I thought you'd be elimlnute
here to dinner the uiglit you were
sheep scab has been largely pupal shell in the interval between the
e
body but ourselves."
going to marry me off to
glad to know that they felt as I did."
discontinued.
Dipping for scab has
She turned to Frederlca. "You, too,
We hud a long talk
Woodruff?
The first flash of real feeling she IKflped to control the sheep tick in dippings.
Effective Solutions.
By
nfterwnrd, and you said, speaking of Freddy?" she asked. "Will you give hud shown, was the one that broke those localities, which consequently
There are a number of solutions
took getting mar- your moral principles a vacation and through on her repetition of the name have been
chances
the
people
Webster
Kitchell
Henry
comparatively free from this which are effective in destroying sheep
ried, that It wasn't mo you worried take Rod's message to Rose, even "Harriet I"
pest for a number of years. Now, ticks. Among these, coal-ta- r
creosote,
about
he
he
for
and
about, hut the girl, whoever she might though you may think It's Quixotic
"Yes,"
had,
said,
however, it appears that sheep ticks
nonsense?"
ten seconds, the misguided sense of di- are becoming a nuisance in the areas cresol, and nicotine dips may be purbe, who married me."
chased
The
Tbv
Uoiupunr)
iCopyrlgbt
"I'll see Rose myself," said Rodney alectical triumph.
The little gesture she made admit"I know a little where systematic dipping was formersolution can be made' at
ted the recollection, but denied Its quietly.
how you feel toward her, and maybe ly carried on, and they are likely to
CHAPTER XX Continued.
but it Is difficult to prepare and
home,
She'd
huve
sold
she's justified it. But not in this cuse, cause a great deal of damage if
14
something
relevancy.
steps Its poisonous qualities necessitate spe
He was standing near the foot of the Because it was Hurriet who made me are not taken
to that effect, but he prevented her.
to control them.
Presently slic Mime. A buffet of
cial precautions in its use. Complete
a
came
stairs
with
she
when
he
wasn't
"it
"No,"
down,
see that there wasn't anything dis
Insisted,
wind struck her ii h kIii! closed (he ilnor
just
8heep Are Restless.
details in regard to the various kinds
n
on
Aftwisted
raincoat
and
in
wns
It.
talk.
There
newspaper
something
behind her, uml whipped tier unbutgraceful about your going on the
The sheep tick is a wingless para- of
and the most effective methods
terward, when wc were engaged, two up In his hand, and at sight of her, he stage. It was ber own idea that you sitic fly which spends its entire life on of dips
toned Ulster about ; but she did not
administering them are contained
or three times, you gave me tips about took off his soft, wet hat, and crushed ought to use your own name and give the sheep. It obtains Its food
cower under it, nor turn uwuy stood
by punc- in a new publication of the United
things. Anil since we've been married it up along with the newspaper. He us a chance to help you. She'll be turing the skin and feeding on the States
there, finely erect, confronting It.
of agriculture,
department
.
,
Well, somehow, I've had the moved over toward her, but stopped only too glad to help."
Tfrere was sonielhing ulert iihout her
blood and lymph of the animal. The Farmers' bulletin 798, "The Sheep
tooling that you were on her side; two or three feet awuy. "It's very
the
short
she
let
while
f jki he couldn't see her face distincthus
During
elapse irritation
caused, especially in Tick."
that you saw things her way things good of you to come," he said, his before she spoke, his conviction-ca- r
'
the case of lambs, is greut, and the
tlythat suggested she was expecting
Cost of Dipping.
that I didn't see."
And then, not aloud, hut
ebbed
statement
of
somebody.
this
constnnt
drain of blood may in time
rying power
The
cost
of
consider
varies
dipping
"Little things," she protested; "litvery distinctly :
somewhat, though he hadn't seen yet become serious. Infested sheep are so ably, depending upon the cost of labor.
tle tiny things that couldn't possibly
whut was wrong with it.
"Roddy," Klie said.
restless that they do not feed well and fuel and material.
g
In the
mutter tilings that any woman would
!li tried to speak her name, hut Mis
"Yes," she said at last, "I think I are In genera less thrifty than tick-fre- e
sections of the West, however,
on
be
us
another
woman's
It
Me
side,
you
throat
utterance.
denied
dry
can see Harriet's view of it. 'As long
flocks.
These conditions hamper it may be estimated at from 2 to 3V4
say, about."
began suddenly to treuihle. lie came
us Rose had run away and joined
Hut she contradicted this statement
forward out of the shadow and she
fifth-ratmusical comedy in order to
at once. "Oh, I did love her!" she said
kiiw him n ii
came to meet lit ill, and
be on the stage, and as long as every
"Not
loved
because
she
his
fiercely.
name
just
spoke
ugaln.
body knew it, the only thing to do was
"I saw you when you went out," she
you, hut because I thought she was alto get her into something respectable
I
It.
adorable.
"I
couldn't
was
said.
afraid you mightn't
together
help
so that you could all pretend you liked
I hurried as fast as I could.
And of course that's whut makes me
v.nlt.
It. It wus ull pretty shabby, of course,
so perfectly furious now that she
I've
so long. Lunger than
for the Aldriches, and, in a way, what
to
u
should huve done
thing like this
you."
you deserved for marrying a person
Me ninnngcil at last to speak, and,
you."
like thut. Still, that was no reason for
"All right," he said. "Never mind
lis lie did so, reached out and took her
not putting the best face on It you
"Come home," he
about that. This is what I want you to
hy the shoulders.
could.' And that's why you came to
"You must come home."
said.
do. I want you to go to see her, and I
una me!
At that she stopped hack ami shook
want you to ask her, in the first pluce,
"No, it Isn't," he said furiously. His
Hut he had discovered,
her head.
lo try to forgive me."
elaborately assumed manner had brok
while his hands held Ik r, that she
"What for?" Frederlca demanded.
en down anyway. "I wanted you to
was trembling too.
"I want you to tell her," he went on,
know that I'd assent to anything, any
The Mtitgo door opened again to emit
"that It's impossible that she should he
sort of terms you wanted to make that
0 group of three of the "ponies."
more horrified at the thing I did, than I
didn't involve this. If it's the stage,
am myself. I want you to ask her, whatThey stared curiously at Pane and
all right. Or if you'd come home to
the liig in
who stood there with her,
ever she thinks my deserts are, to do
the babies. I wouldn't ask anything
then scurried nwny down the alley.
Just one thing for me, and that is to
for myself. You could be as Independ
"We can't talk here," he said. "We
let me take her out of that perfectly
out of me as you are here. , , ."
must go somewhere."
hideous place. I don't ask anything
He'd have gone on eluboruting this
She nodded assent, and they moved her.
else hut that. She can make any terms
program further, but thut the look of
The tardy winter morning, looking she likes. She can live where or how
oft side by side after the three little
blank Incredulity iu her fuce stopped
through her grimy window, found her she likes. Only not like that. Stay- girls, bul slower. In an accumulation
him.
of shadows, half way down the alley, sitting there, Just as she'd been when In? it's n deserved
punishment, but I
"I say things wrong," he concluded
he gripped her arm tight and they both he closed the door.
can't stand It !"
with n sudden humility that quenched
stood still.
The next moment, and
There wus the crystallization of
the spurk of unger In her eyes. "I
CHARACTERISTIC SCAB LESIONS IN EARLY STAGE.
without a word, they moved iui again.
CHAPTER XXI.
w hat little
thinking he hud managed to
wus a fool to quote Harriet, and I
J
Finally "Are you all right Roddy?
do in tlie two purgatorial days he'd
the
of wool and In general low cents a head for each dipping. Where
growth
haven't done much better In speaking
And the hahies?" she managed to say.
Frederica's Paradox.
e
er
hotel In the In- His Eyes Didn't Once Seek Her Face, for
the
market
value
spent in a
of
the
a
few sheep are kept, a portable
sheep. only
myself. I can't make you see. From a
Two days later Rodney walked in tervals of
"It's n good many days since I've
fighting off the memory of voice lacking a little of the ridiculous
purely economic point of view, galvanized Iron vat may be used, or a
heard from I'oiila." And then, sud- - on Frederlca at breakfast, alone.
tin? dull, frozen agony he'd seen in stiffness of ills
Is
a
therefore, dipping
canvas dipping bag.
profitable
Where large
words, not much. "Is
"Oh, I can see plainly enough
ilc uly: "Was It because anything had
"Hello!" Frcdcrica said, holding out Hose's fuce as he left her.
there some place where we can talk a Roddy," she suid with a tired little
flocks are cured for, however, or where
a blind to him, but not rising. "Just
gone wrong that you came?"
Frederlca, nutyrully, was mystified. little more privately than here? I grimace thut was a
a fanner is in the sheep business perNecessary Dippings.
sorry reminder of
"I didn't know you were here until in time.
Two dippings are regarded as neces manently, It Is best to
"That's absurd, of course, Roddy," she shan't keep you long."
her old smile. "I guess I see too well.
provide proper
I saw you on the stage." he said.
Don't ring," he said quickly. "I've said
"You
huven't
on
done
uccount of the life hubits of facilities for the work, and a permagently.
"There's a room here somewhere," I'm sorry to have hurt you and made sary
This was all. In words, that passed had all I want. My train got In an
to Rose to be forgiven for."
the tick. The first dipping will de- nent dipping vat is the
she said.
only practical
you miserable. I knew I wus going to
mull he looked about him in a sort of hour ago and I had a try at the stu
"You'll Just have to take my word
The room she led hlni to wns an ap- do thut, of course, when I went away, Btroy all the mature ticks on the anl- - solution. .
dazed bewilderment w hen she stopped, tlon restaurant."
for It," he said shortly, "I'm not propriately preposterous setting for but I
hoped thut, after a while, you'd
at last, at the stoop before her door.
sit down,
"Well,
anyway," salt exaggerating,"
the altogether preposterous talk that come to see my side of it. You can't
"Here's where I live," she said.
Frederlca. She reached out a cool
"Hut, Roddy!" she persisted. "You ensued between them. It had a mosaic ut ull. You couldn't believe that I was IMPORTANT TO FEED
WORLD NEEDS WOOL
"Where you live!" lie echoed! soft Imnd ami laid it on one of Rod must he sensible. Oh, it's no wonder! floor
with a red plush enrpet on it, two happy, thut I thought I was doing
ney's which rested limply on the table You're all worn out. You look us if stained-glas- s
blankly.
windows In yellow und something worth doing; something
WORK HORSES WELL
TO MEET SHORTAGE
"Kver since I went away to Cali- There was rather a long silence ten
you hadn't slept for nights. What if green, flanking an oak mantel which that wns
me more nearly a
fornia. I've been right here where 1 seconds, perhaps,. Then:
you were angry and lost your temper framed an enormous expanse of mot- person youmuklng
could respect aud be
"How did you find out about it?' and hurt her
could almost see the smoke of your
Heavens! tled purple tile, with a diminutive gas-lo- friends with.
feelings?
Some Good Suggestions Offered Retention of Entire Lamb
Rodney asked.
chimneys. I've a ipteer little room
Weren't
entitled
to, after what
A
in
you
the
middle.
Crop of
"So I guess," she concluded after a
I only pay three dollars a week for It
They were both too well accustomed she'd done? And when she'd left you ouk table
of
most
the
room,
by Oklahoma Expert Alfalfa
occupied
mis
Until
Will
1918
the
for
"that
silence,
but It's big enough to be alone In." to these telepathic short-cut- s
you
spring
ouly
thing
to take to find It out like that?"
and the chairs that were crowded in to do Is to
Is Great Bone Producer.
go home and forget about
"Itose , . ." he said, hoarsely.
Assist Greatly.
any note of this one. She'd seen that
tell you, you dou't know the first around It were upholstered in highly
"I
me as well as you can and be us little
A drunken man I'tiuie lurching pitibe knew, Just with her first glance nt thing about it."
horse-hide- ,
with miserable ubout
polished
me as possible. I'll
There was a time when anything
ably down the Ntreet. She shrank Into him there In the doorway; and some.
MARION WELLER, Minnesota Exbeat
don't
"I
did
ornate
nails.
suppwse you
her,
very
tell you this, that may make It a little was good enough for the horse. Agri- (By
the angle of the slops, and Itodney fol- thing a little tenderer and gentler
periment Btatlon.)
?"
"It's dreadfully hot in here," Rose ensler; you're not to think of me as cultural conditions are
lowed her, found her with his hands, than most of her caresses about this you
The world needs wool as never begradually
It
whs too Infuriating, having hi m said. "You'd better take off your coat."
unor
or
even
and heard Iter voice speaking breath- one. told him that she did.
miserable,
starving
changing. With the increase In farm fore. A British authority recently
meek like this!
She squeezed iu between the table and comfortable
for want of money. I'm values, the increase in cost of grain, made the statement that
"llarrlel's hack," she said. "She got
lessly, in gasps. He hurdly knew what
d
of
His reply was barely audible: "I one of the chairs and seated herself.
to live on, and I've got und the increased cost of producing the wool supply wns going Into unishe was saying.
In day before yesterday.
Constance might hetter have done It."
down his wet hut, his earning plenty
threw
Rodney
I know
over two hundred dollars In the bank." feed grains as well as roughage, the forms. Now that the United States
"It's been wonderful
said something to her about It, think
Frederlca sprung to her feet. "Well, newspaper, and then his raincoat, on
we haven't talked : we II do that sitfiic ing she knew. They've thought all
There was a long silence while he question of feeding the horse Is be- has entered the war the proportion
I'll tell you!" she said. "I won't tin? table, and slid Into a chair oppo
then,
other time, somewhere where we can along that you and I knew, too." And
snt there twisting the newspaper in coming more Important all the time, going into uniforms will be still larger.
to her. I'll go if you'll give me a site her.
go
.
.
.
Hut tonight, walking along then: "How did you find out about It,
W. L. Blizzard of the department This will mean less wool for the civilfree hand. If you'll let me tell lier
"I want to tell you first," Rodney his hands, his eyes downcast, his face says
like that. Just as . . . Tomorrow, l(o lily? Who told you?"
How is the wool
I think of whnt she's done und said, und his manner was that of a dull with the look of defeat thut hud of animal husbandry' at Oklahoma A. ian population.
what
I shall think it was all a dream."
und M. college nt Stillwater.
"No one," he said. In a voice un the
shortage to be met?
not
she's
to his teacher nn settled over It.
It
done
way
you
schoolboy
letting
reciting
"Hose . . ."
In the security of his averted gnze,
The question of combining feeds
It can be met in part, says the livenaturally level and dry. "I went to know not giving you a chance. But apology which has been rchenrsed nt
The only sound that came in an- see the show on !!.. recommendation
to
I home under the sanction of puternul she took a long look at him. Then, that are economical Is nrohnhlv the stock subcommittee of the state comand
her
go
beg
forgive
you,
swer was a long, tremulously Indrawn of a country client, and there she wus
most Important question at this time. mittee on food production and conwith a wrench, she looked nwuy.
won't."
authority "I want to tell you how
breath. Hut presently her hand took on the stage."
"You will Ut me go now, won't On most farms some or all of the fol- servation by the retention of the entire
All right," he said dully. "You're deeply sorry I am for . . ."
the one of his that had been clutching
"oh!" cried Frederica a muffled. within your rights, of course."
He hud his newspaper in his hands you?" she usked. "This is hard for lowing feeds are available for the lumb crop of this spring until 1918, in
her shoulder mid led him up the steps. barely audible cry of
passionate sym
The miserable scene dragged on a again and was twisting It up. His eyes us both, und it isn't getting us any- work horse: Cora, barley, oats, kaflr, order thut the wool clip may be in.She opened the door with a latchkey,
Frederica cried and didn't ouce seek her face. But they where. And and I've got to ask you bran, cottonseed meal, linseed oil menl, creased. It can also be met in part by
little longer.
and then, behind her, he made his
and stormed without moving might have done so in perfect sufety, .not to come bnck. Because it's impos- alfalfa buy, oat straw, sudun hoy, the use of the shoddy made from displeaded
two
narrow
of
way up
stairs,
flights
carded clothing, clippings from the
He seemed distressed ut because her own were fixed on his sible, I guess, for you to see the thing prairie hay, timothy und clover hays.
lij in at all.
whose faint creak made all the sound
A few suggestions by Mr. Blizzard clothing factories and rags that con
her grief, urged ber to treat his re hands and the newspaper they crum- my way. You've done your best to, I
there was. In the black little corridor
can see that."
for combining these feeds for horses tain wool.
j
quest as If he hadn't made it; but he pled.
at the top she unlocked another door.
In other countries this latter source
work horses or others are as fol
He got up out of his chair, heavily,
He
to
didn't
unswered
none
forask
of
her
explained
presume
nothing,
"Walt till I light the gas," she
of wool supply is regularly counted on.
her questions.
giveness, he told her. He couldn't ex- put on his raincoat, and stood, for a lows:
breathed.
Corn and alfalfa hay are a good Remnants such as those mentioned are
his
soft
his
was
moment,
hut
in
It
an
nt
not
to
enormous
at
He
relief
crumpling
least
pect
present.
that;
her,
She turned and looked into his face,
She combination, but have a tendency to baled and sent to shoddy mills, where
and, sh funded, to him, for that mut- went on lamely, in broken sentences, hands, looking down nt her.
her eyes searching it as his were
after
what
In hadn't risen. She'd gone limp all at heat the animal during hot weather. they go through a machine that pulls
a
he'd
said
when,
knock
ter,
repeating
already
premonitory
searching hers, luminously and with a
at the door, Harriet walked in upon still more inadequate words. He was once, and was leaning over the table. Oats or bran will counteract this ten- them upart and delivers the fiber in a
swiftly kindling fire. Her lips parted
"Good-by,- "
he said at last
them.
unable to stop tulking until she should
dency. Corn, barley or kaflr will give fluffy muss. This fiber is carded again,
a little, trembling. There was a sort
"Good-by- ,
The situation didn't need much ox- - say something. It hardly mattered
Roddy." She watched him better results if combined with bran spun into yarn and woven Into cloth.
of bloom on her skin that became
plnlning, but Frederlca summed it up whut. And she was unable to say any- walking out into the rain. He'd left and cottonseed meal or oil meal. Oats Sometimes it is blended with new wool
more visible ns the blood, wave on
his newspaper. She took it, gripped added to any of these feeds will in for the better fabrics, or may be mixed
while the others exrtinnged their cool- thing.
wave, came Hushing in behind it.
Oats alone is with cotton for the cheaper fabrics.
The formality of his phrases got it fn both hands, just as he'd done; crease their efficiency.
ly friendly greetings, with the state
As for Rodney, he was the same
ment :
stiller and finally congealed into a then, with an effort, got up and mount- a better feed than either corn, kaflr or
mini who, an hour ago. In the theater,
ed the stairs to her room.
"Rod's been trying to get me to go blank silence.
barley. Oats and bran combined half WEEDS TAKE MUCH MOISTURE
had raged and writhed under what he
and half, are especially well suited for
to Rose and say tnut it was all his
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Flnully she said, with a gasp: "I
felt to be an Invasion of his propribrood mures and growing horses.
have something to ask you tb forgive
fault, und I won't."
In Dry Seasons Crops Deetary rights in her.
not?" said Harriet.
"What me for. That's for leaving you to find TRAINING SCHOOL FOR WIVES Bran is a good conditioner. Cut straw, Especially
Why
mand More Water Than There
lie wouldn't have defined It that
or
sudun
alfalfa
out
I
where
hay,
was, the way you did.
hay
prairie hay
earthly thing does It matter whose
la Stored In Soil.
way. to be sure, in n talk with Harry
fault it Is? He can huve It his fault You see, I thought at first that no one Unfortunately, However, This Club can be added to a grain mixture and
Lake; would have denied, with Ihe
25 pounds
20
to
should
constitute
from
If he likes."
would know me, made up and all. And
No Weddings in
Has
Produced
There Is no question but that too
of them, that a husband had any
of
combination. These hays
You know it isn't," Frederlca mut when I found out I would be recogFive Years' Life.
proprietary rights In his wife. Hut
when cut and mixed with the grain add much seed will sometimes spoil the
tered rehclliously.
nizable. It was too late to stop or at
season by calling for
crop In a
the Intolerable sense of having
Ilurriet seated herself delicately and least it seemed so. Besides, I thought
To fit themselves to be wives for bulk to the ration and reduce the cost more water dry
than there Is to spare. If
an object of dcrlsiou or condeliberately In one of the curving ends you knew. I saw Jimmy Wallace out men whom they have not yet found, The mixture should be dampened with this be true of the
temptuous pity, of being disgraced
h
grain itself, how Imwater before feeding.
of a litlle Victoriun sofa, and stretched there the opening night, and saw he the members of the Josephine club
and of her being degraded, couldn't
Alfalfa Is a great bone producer. portant It Is that worthless moisture-takin- g
her slim legs out in front of her.
me, and I thought he'd are preparing to take courses in
recognized
l,
weeds should be gotten rid of
derive from anything else but Jusf
"Certainly I don't care whose fault tell you. And then I kept seeing other
in first aid to the injured, In When it Is used, the amount of bran whenever
that.
possible.
can be reduced in a ration. It is a
it Is," she said, "l'ou never get any people out in front after that people literature and gymnastic work.
"Have yon anything here," he asked
one
to
where by trying to decide a question we knew, who'd come to see for themmistake
feed
and
alfalfa
day
The organization Is composed of a
her dully, "besides what will go in
BAD ROADS COST MILLIONS
like that. What I'm Interested In Is selves, and I thought, of course, you large number of girls, all of a mar- some roughage the next
that trunk?"
A
knew. And I suppose I was a cow- riageable age, who are In the business
work horse should rewhat can be done about It. It's not
It was the surliness of his tone,
ard I waited for you to come. 1 world. Every member Is unmarried ceive 15 pounds of the grain mixture Amount la Placed at $280,000,000 by
very nice situation. Nobody likes it
rather than the words themselves,
nt least I should think Rose would wasn't as you thought trying to hurt with the exception of Mrs.
when at work, and about twelve
Highway Economist in the Office
Josephine daily
that startled her.
be pretty sick of it by now. She may you. But I can see how it must have Conn, the founder and
of Public Reads,
pounds of hay. He will not need so
Presently She Came.
offipresiding
"No," she said, puzzled.
"Of
much hay If cut hay Is supplied in his
have been crazy for a stage career, but looked like that"
cer
club.
of
the
course not."
pnthy. Then: "You've seen her oft she s probably seen that the chorus of
He sold quickly: "You're not to
Bad roads cost this country,
The club is five years old, and dur- grain mixture.
"Then throw them Into it quickly." the stage talked with her?"
Under no circumstances should a
a third-rat- e
musical comedy won't take blame at all. I remember how you of- ing the period ' there have been no
a year, according to J. E. Pen
he said, "and well lock the thing np.
"I didn't ask her to explain," said her anywhere. The thing'o simply a fered to tell me what you intended to
he
will
all
eat
horse
work
have
the hay
nypacker, highway economist In the
marriages of its members. The aims
Do you owe any rent?"
s
to
Rodney. "I asked her to come home mess, and the only thing to do Is to do before you went away, and that I of
roughage-seemUnited States office of public roads.
the club are formally expressed His capacity for
"Itoddyl" she said. "What do you and she wouldn't"
may do himself According to his figures our annual
clear It up as quickly and as decently wouldn't let you."
thus: "The social, moral and physi have no limit and be access
in pan?"
unto
It's
an
she
wicked!"
cried. "It's as we can and it can be cleared
"Oh,
Silence froze down upon them cal aavancemenc is to De accom- injury If allowed free
If
haulage la 350,000,000 tons, averaging
"I mean you're going to get out of the most abominably selfish thing I we go at it right. Of course the up
limited supply.
eight miles.
thing again.
plished by means of gymnasium work
this beastly place now tonight We're ever beard of I"
to do Is to get her out of that horrible
"I can't forgive myself," he said at to be undertaken, shortly. First-ai- d
can
home.
We
leave
an
address
going
"Pull up, Freddy !" he said. Rather
rate.
as soon as we can. And I sup- last "I want to take back the things work is already being taught by- - Dr.
A Secret of Success.
for the trunk. If It never comes, so gently, though, for him. "There's no place
The country town, with Its commuOne of the greatest secrets in being
pose the best way of doing it will be I said that night about being dis Amelia A. Dranga. The
much the hetter."
good going on like that And besides to get her into something else take graced and all. I was angry over not is being Inculcated Into the mem- nity life, is the bulwark of the nation, successful with the family garden la
Again alt she could do was to ask . . . Too were saying Harriet would her down to New York and work her
having known when the other people
when necessary, in devious ways. and the farmer who would destroy It to provide an abundance of plant food
with
a
bewildered
him,
stammer, what do anything In the world for me. Well, Into a small part in some good com did. It wasn't your being on the stage. bers,
Indeed. Then let's in a form readily available to the
"We do not want to take a course is
be meant.
there's something yon can do. You're pany. Almost anything. If It came to We're not as bigoted as that
growing plants. On this little plat of
In courting until we have made our- all, farmers, merchants, professional
"Because," she added, "I can't go the only person I know who can."
that "o long as it wasn't music. Oh, "I've come to ask a favor of you. selves efficiently acceptable to hus- men and town laborers, work together ground intensive cultivation Is brought
home yet, I've only started."
Her answer was to come around be- and have her use her own name, and though, and that is that youll let me band," one member
and make each community one of the to the highest state of perfection.
explained. She
"Started
he echoed. "Do you hind his chair, put her cheek down let ns make as much of it as
we can.
let us all help you. I can't bear added that if "one of the girls" (eta best In the land.
think Ta going to let this beastly beside his, and reach for his hands. Face
It oat Pretend we like It I having you live like this,
Humus..
married she will not be put ont of the
farce go any further?"
"Iet's get away from this miserable don't say it's ideal, but it's better than about like this, where all knocking
8wat the Rat.
Humus enables the soil to store)
sorts of club. Pittsburgh Dispatch.
And with that he told her what breakfast table," she said. "Come
Is
one
to
be
said
There
to
rat
more
every
up this."
moisture. Increases Its tempera
things can happen to you. And going
had hnpjwned In his office that after- to where I live, where we can be safeacre of land In England and Wales, tare, makes It more porous, furnishes
own name?" he echoed blank
'Her
an assumed name. I've no
under
Avoid
Confusion.
noon, told ber of the attitude of his ly by ourselves; then tell me about
ly. "Do yon mean she made one up?" right to ask a favor, I know, but I do.
Work will be saved by keeping things causing an annual loss to fanner that plant food, stimulates chemical action,
friends, how they'd all known about It"
Is estimated at $73,000,000.
and fosters bacterial life.
Harriet nodded. "Constance men I ask yon to take yp'ir own name again In order' as yon
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STARTLING EXPOSURE OF INNER LIFE OF KAISER AND CROWN PRINCE AS
TOLD BY COUNT ERNST VON HELTZENDORFF TO WILLIAM LEQUEUX

about twenty-foufairWilliam
wko eere chrualelea for hla hatred and extremely
friend. Con at Braat roa HeltseBdern",
Miss King, I learned, was an Eng
the lattrr'e revelatlona of tha laacr
Ufa of (he Imperial Carman court, baa llsh glrr who some years previously
loan- keen rcroa-alactaroncaoat Ka- had gone to America with her people,
roo as tha possessor of Ita iaaermoat and by the
heavy traveling coat and
eeerete.
hat she wore I concluded
The Knallsh "Wko'l Wko" aers of
him i "He baa InUmate knowledge of that she hnd just come off one of the
a
tha aeeret aervlee of Coalaeaal
Incoming liners.
and la eonaldered by the njovera-mrOne thing which struck me as I
(of Great Brltala) aa aataerltr aa
each matter. Another aatboritr aarai looked at her was the brooch she wore.
Ftw people have been more closely
It was a natural butterfly of a rare
with or kaow more of tbe
tropical variety, with bright golden
aatoandlac Inaer machinery of
wings, the delicate sheen of which was
thaa he."
aonreea
more
protected by small plates of crystal
i,e4aeua probably haa
of aeeret Informatloa at hla command one of the most charming ornaments I
than nay rootemporary la civil life, aad had ever seen.
for the laat ill yeara tbe Brltlah
As I URhered her In she greeted the
haa made valuable uae of hla
vast atore of aeeret Information tbronajh crown prince as "Mr. Richter," being
a apeelally oraraalaed department with
which Lequeux worha aa a voluntary apparently entirely unaware of bis
real identity. I concluded that she was
aealatant.
Count too HeltaeadorH became aa
somebody whom his highness hnd met
of LeQueux several yeara prior In Germany, and to whom he had been
to tha outbreak of tbe wart ha haa been introduced
under bis assumed name,
llvtna; la retirement In Prance alaca
"Ah I Miss King!" he exclaimed
Aucuat, 1M4, and U waa there that !
ttueu received from the crown prlnee'a
In his excellent English,
late personal adjutant permlasloa to pleasantly
make public theae revelations of the shaking hands with her. "Tour boat
Inner life of the Hohensollerns that should have been In yesterday. I fear
the demoeraclea of the world might you encountered bud weather chT"
come to know the real, but heretofore
"Yes, rather," replied the girl. "But
hidden, personalities et the two dominant members of the autocracy they are It did not trouble me much. We had
almost constant gales ever since we
now arrayed against.
left New York," she laughed brightly.
She appeared to be quite a churming
little person.
British Gif I Balks
"Heltzendorff, would you please bring
me thut sealed packet from your dis
The
patch box?" he asked suddenly, turn'
Ing to me.
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvtvvmvvvvvvv
The sealed packet! I had forgotten,
OW completely we have put
to sleep these very dear all about It ever since he had handed
me at the door of the Mnrmor pal
cousins of ours, the Brit It to
ish !" His Imperial highness, ace. I knew that It contained some
the crown prince made this remark secret reports prepared for the eye of
to me as he sat in the corner of a the emperor. The lutter had no doubt
seen them, for the crown prince had
s
compartment of an express
brought them with him from Berlin.
that had ten minutes before left
As ordered, I took the packet Into
station for the West of Engthe room where his highness sat with
land.
The crown prince, though not gen- his fair visitor, and then I retired and
closed the door.
erally known, frequently visited Eng"I Can't; It Would Be Dishonest!"
land and Scotland incognito, and we
were upon one of those flying- visits on
Hotel doors are never very heavy, as
that, bright summer's morning as the a rule, therefore, I was able to hear
express tore through the delightful conversation, but unfortunately few
The Interview
English scenery of the Thames vulley, words were distinct.
with the first stopping place at Ply- had lasted nearly half an hour. Find
Ing that I could hear nothing, I con
mouth, our destination.
The real reason for the visit of my tented myself In reading the paper and
young
imperial master was holding myself in readiness should "Mr.
Richter" wont me.
concealed from me.
,
Four days before he had dashed Into
Of a sudden I heard his highness'
my room nt the Mnrmor palace at Pots- voice raised in anger, that shrill, highdam. He had been with the emperor pitched note which Is peculiar both to
In Berlin all the morning, and had mo- the emperor and to his son when they
tored back with all speed. Something are unusually annoyed.
had occurred, but what it was I failed
"But I tell you, Miss King, there Is
to discern.
He carried some papers no other way," I heard him shout. "Jt
In tbe packet of his military tunic. can be done
quite easily, and nobody
From their color I saw that they were can possibly know."
secret reports those documents pre"Never !" cried the girl. "Whnt would
pared solely for the eyes of the kaiser people think of me?"
and those of his oldest son.
"You wish to save your brother," he
He took a big
envelope said.
well, I have shown you
and, placing the papers In it, carefully how "Very
you can effect this. And I will
sealed It in wax.
to the terms
"We are going to London, Heltzen- help you If you agree
find out what I want to
dorff. Put that in your dispatch box. If you will
I may want It when we are In Eng- know."
"I can't!" cried the girl In evident
land."
"To London when?" I asked, sur- distress. "I really can't! It would be
H
prised at the suddenness of our jour- dishonest criminal
"Bah ! my dear girl, you are looking
ney, because I knew thut we were due
at the affair from far too high a stand'
at Weimar in two days' time.
"We leave ait six o'clock this, eve- point," replied the man she knew as
"It is a mere matter of
ning," was the crown prince's reply. Richter.
You ask me to assist you
"Koehler has ordered the salon to be business.
attached to the Hook of Holland truin. to save your brother, and I have simply
Hardt has already left Berlin to en- stated my terms. Surely you would
gage rooms for us at tbe Kits, In Lon not think that I would travel from Ber
lin, here to Plymouth in order to meet
don."
"And the suite?" I asked, for it was you It I were not ready and eager to
one of my duties to arrange who trav help youT"
"I must ask my father. I can speak
eled with his Imperial highness.
"Oh ! We'll leave Eekhardt at home," to him In confidence."
"Your father!" cried Mr. Richter.
be said, for he always hated the sur
veillance of the commissioner of se- "By no means. Why, you must not
cret pollca "We shall only want Schu-lebreathe a single word to him. This
affair Is a strict secret between us.
my valet, and Khof."
We never traveled anywhere with- Please understand that" Then, after
out Knot, the chauffeur, who was an a pause: "Your brother is, I quite adimpudent, arrogant young man, in- mit, in direst peril, ond you alone can
save hlra. Now, what Is your detensely disliked by everyone.
So It was that the four of us duly cision?"
landed at Harwich .and traveled to
The girl's reply was In a tone too
London, our Identity unknown to the low for me to overhear. Its tenor,
jostling crowd of tourists returning however, was quickly apparent from
from their annual holiday on the con- the crown prince's words:
tinent.
"You refuse! Very well, then, I canAt the Rltz, too, "Willie" was not not assist you. I regret. Miss King,
recognized, because all photographs of that you have your Journey to England
him show him in an elegant uniform. for nothing."
In a tweed suit, or In evening clothes,
"But won't you help me, Mr. Richhe presents an unhealthy, weedy, and ter?" cried the girl appeallngly.
somewhat insignificant figure
"No," was his answer. "I will, howHis Imperial highness had been on ever, give you opportunity to reconYou are, no)
the previous day to Carlton House ter- sider your decision.
race to a luncheon given by the am- doubt, going to London. So am L
bassador's wife, but to which nobody You will meet me In the hall of the
wan ir.vlted but the embnssy staff.
Carlton hotel at seven o'clock on ThursThat same evening an imperial day evening, and we will dine tocourier arrived from Berlin and called gether."
.
at the Rita, where, on being shown
"But I can't I really can't do as
Into the crown prince's sitting room, he you wish. You surely will not compel
handed bis highness a sealed letter me to to commit a crime!"
from his wife.
The Crown Prince's Threat.
"Willie," on reading it, became very
"Hush!" he cried. "I have shown
grave. Then, striking a match, be lit you these papers, and you know my InIt, and held It until It was consumed. structions.
Remember that your faThere was a second letter which I ther must know nothing. Nobody must
saw from the emperor. This he
suspect, or you will find yourself In
also read, and then gave vent to
equal peril with your brother."
an expression of Impatience.
For a
"You you are cruel!" sobbed the
few minutes he reflected, and It
girl.
was then he announced that we must
"No, no," he said cheerfully. "Don't
go to Plymouth next day.
cry,
please. Think It all over. Miss
On arrival there .we went to the
and meet me In London on ThursKing,
Royal hotel, where the crown prince day night"
registered as Mr. Richter, engaging a
After listening to the appointment, I
private suite of rooms for himself discreetly withdrew Into the corridor
and his secretary, myself. For three on
pretense of summoning a waiter,
days we remained there, taking motor and when I returned tbe pretty English
runs to Dartmoor, and also down Into
girl was taking leave of "Mr. Rich-- J
Cornwall, until on the morning of the ter."
fourth day the crown prince said:
Her blue eyes betrayed traces of
, "I shall probably have a visitor this
emotion, and she was, I saw, very
morning about eleven o'clock a young pale, her bearing quite unlike her attilady named King. Tell them at the tude when she had entered there.
bureau to send her up to my sitting
Miss King," said his
"Well, good-broom."
her hand. "It was
At the time appointed the lady came. highness, grasping of you to call. We
really awfully good
I received her In the lobby of the
shall meet again very noon eh? Good-H-e'
flat, and found her to be
EDITORIAL
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A LETTER FROM THE CROWN PRINCE'S PER80NAL ADJUTANT
TO WILLIAM LEQUEUX, POSSESSOR OF THE

8ECRET8 OF EUROPE.
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February 10th, 1IT.
My dear LeQueux'
I have lust flnlsbed readies the proofs of your articles deaerlblaat
my life aa an official at the Imperial court at Potodam, and the two or
three amall errors you made I have daly corrected.
The arose araadala aad wily latrlaruee wblch I have related to you
were many of them known to yourself, for. as the Intlmnte friend of
I.ulsa, the
prlnceaa of Saxoay, you were, before the war,
closely aasoclated with many of tboae at court whoae names appear la
these articles.
Tbe revelatloaa wblch I have made, aad which you have recorded
here, are but a tithe of tbe disclosures which I could make, and If the
world deslrea more, I aball be pleased to furnish you with other aad
even more atartllns details, which you may also put Into print.
My aervice aa perseaal adjutant to the German crown prince la, bap
plly, at an end, nnd now, with the trrnchery of Germaay against
Blaiiaa-lrevealed, I feel, la my retirement, no compunction la
exposing all 1 kaow eooceralas; the secrets of the kaiser aad bla aoa.
With moat cordial greetings from
Your slacere frlead,
(Sigurd) KH.NST VON HELTYlSNDOItFP.
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Then, turning to me, he asked me
to conduct her out.
On returning to the crown prince, I
found him in a decidedly snvoge mood.
He was pacing the floor Impatiently,
muttering angrily to himself, for It was
apparent that some plan of his was being thwarted by the girl's refusnl to
conform to his wishes and obtain certain information he was seeking.
The crown prince, when In a foreign
country, was never Idle. Ills energy
was such thut he was ever on the
move, with eyes and ears always open
to lenrn whatever he could. Hence
it was at two o'clock Hint afternoon
Knof brought round a big gray open
enr, and In It I sat beside the emperor's son while we were driven
around the defenses of Plymouth, Just
as on previous occasions we had inspected those of Portsmouth and of
Dover.
On the following Thursday evening
we had returned to London, and the
crown prince, without telling me
where he was going, left the Ritz hotel,
merely explaining that be might not be
bnck till midnight. It was on that occasion, my dear LeQueux, you will
remember, thut I dined with you nt
the Devonshire club, and we afterward
spent a pleasant evening together at
the Empire.
I merely told you that his highness
was out at dinner with a friend. You
were, Ixerurally, inquisitive, but I did
not satisfy your curiosity. Secrecy was
then my duty.
A 8ample of German Preparedness.
On returning to the hotel I found
the crown prince arranging with Knof
a motor run along the Surrey hills on
the following day. He had a large
map spread before hlra a German
military map, the curious marks upon
which would hove no doubt astonished
any war office official. The map Indicated certain spots which had been secretly prepared by Germany In view of
the projected Invasion.
To those spots we motored on the
following dny. His Imperial highness,
at the Instigation of the emperor, actu
ally made a tour of Inspection of those
cunningly concealed points of vantage
which the Imperial general staff had,
with their marvelous forethought nnd
"bold enterprise, already prepared right
beneath the very nose of the sleep
ing British Hon.
From the crown prince's Jaunty man
ner and good spirits I felt nssured that
by the subtle persuasive powers he pos
sessed towards women he hud brought
the mysterious Miss King into line
with his own plans whatever they
might be.
We lunched at the Burford Bridge
house
hotel, that pretty,
beneath Box hill, not far from Dor
king.
After our meal In the long public
room, we strolled Into the grounds for
a smoke.
"Well, Heltzendorff," he snld pres
ently, "we will return to the conti
Our visit hns not
nent tomorrow.
been altogether abortive. We will re
main a few days in Ostend, before we
return to Potsdam."
Next afternoon we had taken up our
quarters at a small but very select hotel on the Digue' at Ostend, a place
called the "Beau Sejour." It was
folk, an
patronized by
wun wen Known lucre.
nerr
There may have been some who sus
pected that Richter was not the visit
or's real name, but they were few, and
It always surprised me how well the
crown prince succeeded In preserving
his Incognito though, of course, the
authorities knew of the Imperial visit
The English Girl Again.
The following day, about three
o'clock, while the crown prince was
carelessly going through some letters
brought by couriers from Potsdam, a
waiter came to me with a message that
a Miss King desired to see Mr. Richter.
In surprise I received her, welcom
ing her to Ostend. From the neat dress
of the pretty English girl I concluded
that she had Just crossed from Dover,
and she seemed most anxious to see
I noted that she still
his highness.
wore the beautiful golden butterfly.
When I entered his room to an
nounce her the crown prince's brow
knit and his thin lips compressed.
"H m I More trouble for us, Heltzen
dorff, I suppose 1 very well, snow
her In."
The fair visitor was In the room for
long time Indeed, for over an hour.
Their voices were raised, and now and
then, curiously enough, I received the
Impression that whatever might have
been the argument the pretty girl had
rained her own point, for when she
came out she smiled at me In triumph,
and walked straight forth and down
uii-iiie- r
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faction. Towards me he never wore
a mask, though, like Ids father, he In--

oa

variably did so in the presence of
strangers.
"Those accursed women!" he cried.
"Ah, Heltzendorff, when a womnn is
in love she will defy even satan himself!
And yet they are fools, these
women, for they are In lgnerance of
the Irresistible power of our Imperial
house. The enemies of the Hohenzol-- I
ems nre us a cloud of gnuts on a summer's night. The dew comes,
ore no more.
It is a pity. Hns not
one of our greatest German philosophers written : 'It Is "no use breathing
against the wind?"'
"True," I sold. "But, surely, It Is
a nuisance to be followed and worried
by that little English girl !"
Yes. You are quite
"Worried!
But I
right, my dear Heltzendortr.
do not mind worry, If It Is1 In the Interests of Prussia, and of our house
of Hohcnzollern. I admit the girl,
though distinctly pretty, Is a most Irresponsible person. She does not appeal to me, but I am compelled to humor her, because I huve a certain object in view."
I could not go further, or I might
have betrayed the knowledge I hud
gained by eavesdropping.
"I was surprised thut she should
turn up here, in Ostend," I said.
"I had written to her. I expected
her."
"She does not know your real rank
or station?"
"No. To her I am merely Herr Emll
Richter, whom she first met away in
the country. She was a tourist, and I
was Captain Emll Richter of the Prussian Guards. We met while you were
away on a holiday at Vienna."
I was anxious to learn something
about Miss King's brother, but "Willie"
was generally discreet and at Jhat moment unusually so. One fact was plain,
however, thut some secret report presented to the emperor hnd been shown
to her. Why? I wondered If his high
ness hnd been successful In coercing
her Into acting as he desired.
Certainly the girl's attitude as she
had left the hotel went to show that,
In the contest she had won by her
woman's keen wit and foresight.
A fortnight afterwards we were bnck
again at Potsdam.
A 8urprlte Package for "Willie."
About three months passed.
The
crown prince hnd accompanied the emperor to shoot on the Glatzer Geblrge.
that wild mountainous district beyond
Bresluu. For a week we had been
staying at a great high-uprisoulike
schloss, tbe unrest nil home of Prince
Ludwlg Llclitentiu, In the Wolfels-grtinand-the-

y

The emperor nnd his suite had
left, and our host had been suddenly
called to Berlin by telegram, his
daughter having been 111. Therefore,
the crown prince nnd we of the suite
hnd remained for some further spdrt.
On the day after the emperor's departure I had spent the afternoon in
a small paneled room which overlooked a deep mountain gorge, and
which hod been given up to me for
work. I was busy with correspondence when the courier from Potsdnm
entered and gave me the battered
leather pouch containing the crown
prince's letters. Having unlocked It
with my key, I found among the correspondence a small square packet addressed to his Imperial highness, and
marked "private."
"Now, fearing bombs or attempts by
other means upon his son's life, the
emperor had commanded me always to
open packets addressed to him. This
one, however, being mnrked "private,"
and, moreover, the Inscription being
in a feminine hand, I decided to await
his highness' return.
When at last be came In, wet and
muddy after a long day's sport, I
showed him the packet With a careless air he said: "Oh, open It Heltzendorff. Open all packets, whether
marked private or not"
"I obeyed, and to my surprise found
within the paper a small
Jewel case. In which, reposing
upon a bed of dark blue velvet was
the beautiful ornament which I had
admired at the throat of the
British girl the golden butterfleather-covere-

d

fair-hair- ed

ly.
I handed It to his highness just as
he was taking a cigarette from the box
on a side table.

The sight of It electrified him. He
held his breath, standing for a few
seconds staring at It as though he
were gazing upon some specter. His
countenance was as white as paper.
'When did that arrive?" he man
aged to ask. In a hoarse voice, which
showed how completely sight of It bad
upset him.
"This afternoon. It was In the cou
rier's pouch from Potsdam."
"If the Truth Cam Out."
i
He seemed highly nervous, and at
I
I the same time extremely puzzled. Re

ceipt of that unique and beautiful
brooch was, I saw, some sign, but of
Its reul significance I remained in entire Ignorance.
That it had a serious meunlng I
quickly realized, for within half an
hour the crown prince and myself were
In the train on our
Journey
back to Berlin.
On arrival bis Imperial hjghness
drove straight to the Berlin Schloss,
and there hud a long Interview with
the emperor. At Inst I was called Into
the familiar
room, the kaiser's private cabinet, nnd nt once suw
that something untoward hud occurred.
The emperor's face was dark and
thoughtful. The crown prince, in his
budly creased uniform betruylng a
long journey bo unlike his usual
appearance, stood nervously by as the kaiser throw himself Into his writing chair with a deep
grunt and distinctly evil grnce.
"I suppose It must be done," he
growled to his son. "Did I not foresee thut the girl would constitute a serious menace? When she was In Germany she might easily huve been arrested upon some charge and her
mouth closed.
Hah our political police service grows worse nnd worse.
We will huve It entirely reorganized.
The director, Luuhuch, Is fur too sen"
timental, fur too
As he spoke he took up his pen nnd
commenced to write rapidly, drawing a
deep breath as his quill scratched
upon the paper.
"You realize," he exclaimed angrily
to his son, taking no notice of my
presence there, because I was pnrt nnd
purcel of the greut inuchlnery of the
court, "you realize what this order
means? It is a blow struck against our
muse struck by a mere slip of a girl.
Think, If the truth came out! Why,
ull our propaganda In the United
States and Britain would he nullified
In a single day, nnd the 'good relations' we are now extending on every
hand throughout the world In order to
mislead our enemies would be exposed
In all their true moaning. We cannot
afford that. It would be far cheaper
to pay twenty million marks the annual cost of the whole propaganda In
America
than to allow the truth to be
known."
Suddenly the crown prince's face
brightened, ns though he hod had
some Inspiration.
"The truth will not be known, I
promise you," he said, with a strange
I knew that expression, in
grin.
meant that he had devised some fresh
plan. "The girl Is defiant today, but
she will not remain so long. I will
tuke your order, but I may not have
occasion to put It In force."
"Ah ! You have perhnps devised
something eh? I hope so," said the
emperor. "You are usually Ingenious
In a crisis. Good I Here Is the order: act Just as you think fit."
"I was summoned, your majesty," I
said, in order to remind him of my
presence there.
"Ah! Yes. You know this Miss
King, do you not?"
"I received her In Plymouth," was
my reply.
"Ah
then you will recognize her.
Probably your services may ba very
urgently required within the next few
hours. You mny go," and his majesty
curtly dismissed me.
I waited In the corridor until his
highness came forth. When he
did so he looked flushed nnd teemed
agitated. There had, I knew, occurred
a violent scene between futher and
son, for to me It seemed us though
"Willie" had again fallen henenth the
Influence of a pretty face.
He drove me in a big Mercedes
over to Potsdum where I had a quantity of military documents awaiting attention, and after a change of clothes,
I tackled them.
Yet my mind kept constantly reverting to the mystery surrounding the
golden butterfly.
A Note From Miss King.
After dinner thnt night I returned to
my workroom, when, upon my blotting-pad- ,
I found a note addressed to me
in the crown prince's sprawling hand.
Oiienlng it, I found that he had scribbled this message:
"I have left. Tell Eekhardt not to
trouble. Come alone, and meet me
tomorrow night at the I'alast hotel.
In Hamburg.
I shall call at seven
o'clock and ask for Herr Richter. I
shall also use that name. Tell nobody of my Journey, not even the
crown princess Wilholm, Kronprlnz."
I read the note through a second
time, and then burned It
Next day I arrived at the Palast
hotel, facing the Blnnenalster, In Hamburg, giving my name as Herr Richter.
At seven o'clock I awaited his highness. Eight o'clock came nine ten
even eleven midnight but though
I sat in the private room I bad engaged, no visitor arrived.
Just after twelve, however, a waiter
brought up a note addressed to Herr
Richter.
Believing It to be meant for me, I
opened It To my great surprise, I
found that it was from the mysterious
Miss King, and evidently Intended for
the crown prince. It read :
. "My brother was released from the
Altona prison this evening I presume, owing to your Intervention
and we are now both safely on our
way across to Harwich. You hsve evidently discovered at last that I am not
the helpless girl you believed me to be.
When your German police arrested my
brother Walter In Bremen as a spy
of Britain I think you will admit that
they acted very Injudiciously, In face
of all that my brother and myself know
today. At Plymouth you demanded,
aa the price of Walter's liberty, that I
200-mil- e
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should become attached to your secret
service In America nnd betray the man
who adopted me nnd brought me up as
his own dnughter. But you never
dreamed the extent of my knowledge
of your country's intrigues; you did
not know that, through my brother
and the man who adopted me as his
daughter, I know the full extent of
your subtle propaganda. You were, I
admit, extremely clever, Herr Richter,
and I confess that I was quite charmed
when you sent me, as souvenir, that
golden butterfly which I returned to
you as a mnrk of my refusal ond defiance of the conditions you Imposed
upon me for the release of my brother
from the sentence of fifteen years In
n fortress.
This time, Herr Richter, a
woman wins.
Further, I warn you
thnt If you attempt any reprisal my
brother will nt once expose Germany's
machinations abroad. He has, I assure you, many good friends, both in
Brituln and America. Therefore if you
desire silence you will muke no effort
to trace me further. Adieu !"
Twelve hours later I handed that letter to the crown prince In Potsdum.
Where he hud been In the meantime I
did not know.
He rend it through;
then he crushed it In hla ltnds and
tossed It Into the fire.
(CopyrlBht, 1917, William LeQueux.)
No Place for Women.
Underwriters nt Lloyds in London
were shocked to leurn thnt the military tribunal had suggested the assign-men- t
of woman workers to replnce
men fit for service there. There wus
even talk of a strike.
Edward E. Nlcholls, a member of the
directing committee, replied: "The
trlbunul doesn't know what It Is about
If It Indorses this suggestion. Anyone
who knows how business is conducted
at Lloyds knows thut It Is a seething
mass of struggling people. No woman
could decently take part In such work.
"Underwriters nre already employing women ns clerks In their offices,
nnd they are doing excellent work.
This, however, hus been carried nbout
as far us It cun be. It tukes a lifetime
to truin men to work on the floor nt
Lloyds. If more men ure tuken from
us, It will simply become Impossible to
Insure ships."
How Coffee Got Its Name.
Coffee takes Its name from Kaffa, a

district of Abyssinia where It came
from and where It still grows In a
wild state. The story goes that In the
fifteenth century an Arnb herder of
goats, having noticed that his animals,
after browsing on the leaves and berries of certain bushes, became exceedingly lively and playful, was prompted
by curiosity to chew a quantity of
He found them of
these berries.
pleasing tnste and thnt they had the
same refreshing and stimulating effect
upon him. Having told other herders
of this, they tried them In various
ways, until It was Anally discovered
that the best results could be obtained
by making a strong Infusion of the
rousted beans In boiling water, which
yielded an aromatic beverage of pleasing tuste, which greatly refreshed and
stimulated.
Navy Older Than Government
The United States navy has the distinction of being somewhat older than
the government Itself, for nine months
before the actual Declaration of Independence congress authorized tbe construction of two "nntldnnl" cruisers
nnd nppolnted a committee to purchase
vessels to form the nucleus of a fleet.
Within three months of Its appointment this committee got together 14
armed vessels and appointed a personnel of officers, nmong whom was the
famous old sea dog, Paul Jones. During the war of the revolution the Infant navy captured as many as 800
prizes, but suffered so heavily that by
the time peace was declared It had almost ceased to exist. A new stnrt on
a more ambitious scale was made In
1794.

How Strawberry Got Its Name.
Two reasons obtain as to the origin
of the name of the strawberry, one
thut the name was bestowed because
of the long stems which resemble
straws, and the other because of an
old custom of stringing the berries on
straws. The strawberry succeeds from
Florida to Aluska, and while It does
best on a moderately Yleh loam soil.
yet it is susceptible to cultivation in
nearly all temperate or tropical climates. The principal wild strawbera
ries of the United Stntes are the
virglnlana" and the "Frnguria
The everbearing type,
americana."
"Fragaria vesca," Is native to Europe.
Garden varieties of strawberries have
been derived chiefly from the Chilian
strawberry, '.'Frnguria chiloensis," and
the Virginia species.
"Frn-gort-

Warned.
"Henry," said Mrs. Nnggles, Impressively, "I've decided to take up lecturing."
"Nonsense!" said her husband.
"I mean It Henry. I have talenta
that require a wider scope. My mind
Is quite made up."
"Well, my dear. If you will, you
will," he said resignedly. "But I'll tell
you one thing. You'll never get the
public to sit up till one and tw o'clock
to listen to you the way I do."
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LESSON TEXT-- II
Kings 19:20-2OOI,Lp;N TEXT God Is our refuge and
a very present help In trouble.
strength,
Psa. 40:1.

Lost week's lesson was a great

picTo-

ture of the reform of the nation.

day we have another picture which
needs to be carefully put before the
children. It Is n notional picture of a
ruler and the Invuslon of ills country.
In reality It reveals the principles
which are the same today, und which
affect the lives of boys und girls as
well us men ; the dangers, temptutlons,
the need of prayer, the need of a Ufo
of faith In God, the care of a heavenly
futher, deliverance nnd victory. It Is
a great thing for any notion or any
Indlvlduul to huve such a marvelous
experience of God's salvation. It occurred probably B. C. 701, the latter
purt of Hezekluh's reign. Assyria on
the north was enlurging Its borders
nnd seeking to overcome Judea. Rend
parallel uccounts In II Kings 18; II
Chron. 32 and Isa. 30:37. We huve on
the Taylor cylinder an account by Sennacherib of the victory over Hezeklah,
found In Nineveh in 1830 and now in
the British museum.
I. The Situation.
When the great
Snrgon died ut Nineveh, the Syrlun
governments sought to assert their Independence. It wus a good time for
Hezeklah also to ussert his Independence. Accordingly they refused to puy
the customary tribute to Assyria. For
a time Sennacherib wus too busy attending to other portions of the empire to puy much uttentlon to the city
of Jerusalem. Later, however, he subdued the cities on tbe const und threatened Egypt Itself. While besieging
Lnklsh he sent a lurge body of troops
to conquer Judea and tuke the city of
Jerusalem for it wus not safe to leave
such a lurge fortress behind him on
his march Into Egypt.
II. The Supplication (vv.
God does things because we pray.
There was more power In Hezekluh's
prayer than there was In his nrmy.
Through his prayers he laid 185,000
of his enemies in the grave. Hezekluh's
God saved his people out of the hand
of Sennacherib (v. 10), God did It. One '
great reason why he heard Hezekluh's
prayer was because It was for God's
own glory thnt Hezeklah asked (v. 19).
One great reason why so many of our
prayers nre not answered Is because
they ore selfish seeking our own
gratification and not God's honor
(James 4:3 It. V.). Heading his
clothes and putting on sackcloth, Hezeklah went to the house of God while
his messengers sought out the prophet
Isaiah. From II Chron. 32 :20 we Und
that Isaiah Joined with Hezeklah In
his earnest prayer (Matt 18:19, 20),
thus the king nnd prophet worked as
well as prayed. They showed their
faith by their work (James 2:17, 18).
At the same tUfie they waited upon
God for an answer, not because God
was unwilling to bestow good things,
or must be importuned, but thut his
gifts may bring the grenter benefit
He sometimes delays his answer,
thereby fitting us to receive them because of the Intensity of our desire
and to appreciate the things he has
to bestow. God is as ready to say to
us as to Hezeklah, "Thy prayer is
heard," If we will not meet the conditions of prevailing prayer (I John
3:22; I John 6:14; Rom. 8:20.27).
III. God's Glorious Deliverance (vv.
God permitted the Assyrians
to attack ond they thus imagined they
were having their own will and coulii
do as they pleased, but when his "rod"
had done Its work, they found tbe deference. The God against whom titer
raved guided them as with a "bridle"
and turned them back to Assyria. Sennacherib considered himself more than
but
a match for God (Ch. 18:23-25- )
had to return like a conquered beast
of burden with God's "hook" in his
nose and bridle on his Hps. God allows the enemies of his people to go a
certain length in order that his people
may be humbled nnd seek him. Then
he puts forth his hand end soys, "This
far and no further." Jehovah gives us
the suine promise he guve Hezeklah,
"I will defend this city." Is not the
city of Jerusalem that God defends
more safe than a city defended by an
army? (Pea. 46:5, 6; 27:1). God hud
promised David thnt his kingdom
should not perish, for in it lay the
hope of the world and his plans for
the redemption of mankind. Not
of the people did God defend the
city, but because of his outh. This is
a most dramatic picture, the mysterious destruction of the Assyrian
army (vv. 35. 30). The Lord sent his
angel, literally his "messenger," who
applied his own plnn for the accomplishment of his purpose. In Psa.
104 :4 the "winds" nre said to be God's
messengers nnd in II Sam. 24:10, "the
plague." Whatever the means of destruction, it was of God, and when it
smote the camp of the Assyrians "behold the devastation, behold they were
all dead corpses." How empty was Sennacherib's boast and how potent were
Hezekluh's prayers. Noiselessly, all
unseen, the angel of Jehovah moved
through that Assyrian camp "that
night and when the survivors awoke
In the morning, behold tile devastation." Jehovah had kept his word
and manifested his power. It Is a dangerous thing for men to trifle with
This Is but a faint
God (Psa. 70:5-7)- .
foreshadowing of the Judgment which
must soon come upon all who defy
).

).

Sectarian Selection.
She (to the bank clerk) I wish to
get a war bond as a present for my
husband.
,
God.
Clerk What denomination, pleaset cylinder to which reference has been
a
She Oh, he's Presbyterian.
made. Why? Because It was a great
crisis In Israel's history like the exodus
Both Cant Be Ahead.
"His wife dresses right up to tha and the return from captivity. It is a
great thing for any nation or any indiminute."
to have such a marvelous expe"Yea, but she keeps him tores vidual
rience of God's salvation (see Psa,
months behind on hla bills."
46).

I

Among the tourists "visiting the
Rito de los Frijoles recently were,
Mr. and Mrs. Tyler and family of
Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Ab-

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

bey and children, of Genoa, Nebraska, and Mr. and Mrs. Van Alen
Harris, of Germantown, Pa.

General and Personal
Miss Charlotte Ross, MUs
Judge John T. McCIure was a
Hines and Mrs. Norman Kin?
Roswcll visitor during the week.
returned to Santa Fe frogi an
to California, Salt
The State Tax Commission is in land tri
session at the capitol this week.
City tnd Denver.

number of Santa Feans and
tourists who are summering' here,
will visit the annual Hopi anake
dance in Arizona next month. The
weird and interesting ceremony, like
the corn dances at Santo Domingo,
Cochiti and Santa Clara, is a form
of worship of these peculiar people
embodying a prayer for rain.
A

Mary
have
over
Lake

Dr. Lewis F. Murray has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Paul F. G:?r. v,n
from a professional business call to have been in business with the Monarch Grocery for several months,
Albuquerque.
left Monday morning by motor for
R. P. Barnes, Albuquerque
Attor- San Francisco, California.
ney is in till' city oa business for
his clients.
I'rof. Roscoe R. Hill, head of the
i
history department of the state
I.i. h Callaher left Sunday to t.r, v, las recently been elected
in
visit relatives
Harrisbtirsk fa, for nrrsi,', t of the
a few weeks.
N'onntl School at F.l Kito.

t
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FflwHi RATE

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,
Here and There Orer the State
Unanswered Yet?
Unanswered yet? The pray'r your
Ups have pleaded
In agony of heart these many years?
Does faith begin to fail, is hope de-

200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.

Civic Department.
The Civic department of the Santa Woman's Clfrb, met Monday with
Mrs. W. E. Twitchell
to discuss
plans for the insuing years' work.

400K.W. 5cperK.W.,
fa exceM of the above at 4c per K. W.
Special Rate for Cooking.

AH

s

parting,

And think you all in vain those Navy A axillary Masting.
The Santa Fe Chapter of the Nafalling, tears?
tional Navy League Auxiliary met
Say not the Father hath not heard
afternoon with Mrs.
Wednesday
your pray'r;
Ross W. Fort, chief clerk of the
Charles. Cockran
on Washington
Paso del Norte hotel at Fl Paso, You shall have your desire, some- avenue.
time, somewhere.
cann tip to visit State Game Warden Theodore Rouault Jr., and en'oy Unanswered yet? Tho when you Union Meeting.
the cool and invigorating Santa Fe
first presented
The Woman's Union of the Preselitnr.te for a few weeks. He left This one petition at the Father's
byterian church will meet with Mrs.
Wednesday with .Messrs rrRouault and
thron,
A. E. James. Santa Fe avenue this
II.
seemed you could not wait the afternoon.
inr jNoriijern
hui cuumy
inenin
The aid department will
Mr. and Ml , Cfnianvn F. Pankey,
)
where they will spend several days.
time of asking,
,riii number of til'
of the program.
charge
jtehavc
to
ma
of La ;ny arv spetidMig a few days in ,
So
was
conn-heart
eotiimitt ee of the state
your
urgent
t!ie city ti:i; wee';.
it
known.
and
"stato disbursing)
Mrs. Ruth Miller, state industrial
,rj f,f
Wagnr Coulter.
offieer, returned from K'owell the Is iperv'sor, returned during the week Tho' years have passed since then, Miss Onofre
Wagner of this city
Mr. I'rrinV An-Iand fami'y latter part of last week.
do not despair;
if Mm T.as Oruces.
She was accom- of Cleveland,
tli e'r trip .to
.r.e r ,;n
li
The Lord will answer you, some and Harold Coulter
In C,n! 17.
U.rt,
two
Ohio, were married in Albuquerque
C Iif.
somewhere.
time,
house
Miss
Mi
Martraret
and
Miss
owilk
diiii'liters
li'scpliine
Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Coulter will
r Mrs. S. rri-i.h Miller, her mother Mrs. A. A. Una nswered vet
are lier m
Nay, do not say reside in m raso wnere Mr. tomt- d.
and hei' sisl'f Mrs. S. Klaft- - ( '..'unan and her niece Miss Alice
:
er is engaged in business.
unpranted
Kan- a
lit vi.it her er. uf ( liic.ieo, vli
w II spend the Koijf r.
Pcihaps your part :s not yet wholly
M.l I lie sumiin r Here.
rem umlt-- r
done ;
For Red Cross Benefit.
Oi'nie Warden Rouault and
he work began when first yo'ir
A total of $55.50 was cleared at
11 If:.
.,( I as!
Fir' nic SwarU T'.:li'irit v Manarrer Hening left
i A. Keep
was
uttered,
Ithe entertainment arranged and giv
prav'r
s
in tile ri;y on lumu
Criu e
Col- I.. I.i infill idejje
J. Crasner, of !nP.-,aTaos
for
and
northern
he
finish
what
hasi
will
God
And
en by "My America Club" for the
It. (vr.se
v:!'i Hi
;(
(up were l",o lurwjf the week.:, ; counties to look after affairs
betrtin.
benefit of the Red Cross Friday
on business.
of
returned
their
They
incense
the
If
will
respective
departments.
burning
keep
you
night at the residence of Mr. and
At!, ii .'ie
ran! C. Clieetlidin, I', Wednesday afternoon.
They were accompained by Ross W.
Mrs. R. C. Ely. The entertainment
there,
S CiillUPi.s' one r of Taos,
arrived
Fort, chief clerk of the Hotel Del His glory you shall see, sometime. was a decided success.
T aesl.u on legal business.
Miller, auditor for the tax- - Norte of El Paso who socnt the
somewhere.
has reti rnedmast week as the truest of Denutv
I'l
association,
Attention Ladies.
District Attorney and Mrs
from Roswell where he audited the iOame Warden Irwin on the Pecos. Unanswered? Faith cannot be unanP Owen, of Los Ltinas were
Recently in a certain city a man
swered;
hooks, the Roswell The party will be away about ten
county
on the obtained
in the city this week.
t ;r
a divorce
because
his
Icitv books and the books of the days.
Game law violators better Her feet were firmly planted
brunette wife decided to change the
Rock;
district.
notice
and
have
their
take
drainage
money
Mm. Kdward P. Da vies and little
Amid the wildest storm pray'r stands color of her hair and enjoy being
ready to buy a license, or if over
a decided blond. Really some wo
undaunted,.
daughter Winifred, have gone to
Mrs. C. L. Stepheson of 13f. Hill-- , burdened with cash be ready for a
California for a few weeks.
Nor quails before the loudest thund- men just can t stays the way nature
side avenue is enjoying a visit with fine and trimmings.
made them.
And you can't blame
er shock;
lfnrnrha iron
l,f,p moflmi Vfra P f
has heard a man either for getting mad when
Georae R. Craig, district Attorney
hc
three si,t,rs the Misses.
E. C. T. Pelham and W. G. Ed- She knows omnipotence
he leaves a pretty brunette wife
her pray'r
the second judicial ilistnct came irr, i,n
f Pnrt Madison.
Towa. wards of El Paso passed through
up from Albuquei iiic Tuesday.
who will spend several weeks here. the c'ty Monday on their way to And cries, "It shall be done, some- at home when he goes to his office
in the morning and discovers that
the Chama and Brazos where they time, somewhere."
-A- NON.
M'S. John H. McMairt.s ant two
she has turned into a freakish lookiAshley Pond and C. V. Shearer have will spend one month fishing. They
Mrs.
Charles
daughters lire visiting
ng! blond when he returns home
returned from a business trip to stopped
in
at Game Warden
Roehl of AlbtnpicTnue this week.
that evening.
A number o"f very fine cat- Rouault's office and secured
Raton.
Saturday Bridge Club.
Mrs. Edmund C. Abbott entertle were
licenses which they paid $30
by the gentleII. Gerard, sheriff of Conejos coun- men to be purchased
Sunday Musical Program.
on the Los Alamos for gladly as good sportmen always tained the Saturdey Bridge Club.
placed
The twelfth in the series of Sun
ty Colorado, was here from Antoni-t- grant.
do.
the action of
They
regard
on business during the week.
day afternoon musicales will be given
certain employes of the reclamation Guild Meeting.Guild of the
Episcopal
The
reAlter
a
of
Las
Jack Stewart
Vegas,
Sunday July 22 at J o clock in the
service and a few citizens of K'. Paso
U. S. District Attorney Summers
church met Tuesday afternoon with auditorium
of the Scottish Rite
of Gross Kelly and com- in
license
of
avoid
to
presentative
payment
trying
Buckhart of Albuquerque, was here pany, was a business visitor the lat fees
Mrs. R. J. Palen on Palace avenue. Cathedral by Miss Ramona Beckner,
do
not
a
symas
and
joke
u"i leyji bu.iness du'itii: the week. ter part of last week. Mr. Stewart
organist, assisted by Miss Florence
pathize with them in their attempts Woman's Rifle Club.
was accompained to the city by his to be slackers.
Ormsbee, contralto.
auxiThe Santa Fe Merchants' associaA meeting of the Woman's
July 29
tion held a meeting at the Chamber family.
Club
Rifle
The concert next Sunday will close
liary of the Santa Fe
of Commerce office Tuesday night.
ar
the
thisl
will be held
evening
the series at which time Miss BeckMr. and Mrs. Eugene S. Blasdell
ner will be assisted by Mr, Frank
and family, of Amarillo, Texas, pasArmory.
T.
law
J.
Mabry,
partner
Attoney
sed through the city Sunday
(Burton, whistler. The organ numbers
Alan
was
Isaac
.Senator
Rarth,
Club.
j
to the Pecos where they will
Friday Bridge
win, consist entirely ot requested
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES.
buquerque visitor the first of the enjoy a few weeks of real out door
Mrs. H. C. Yontz was hostess at selections. Any
requests are asked
limited neriod. the last
For
AUTO TRACTOR i
week
of
the
Friday
to be sent to Miss Beckner at 131
meeting
hie.
wr offpr the agency for the moit wonder
L.
Robert
Mrs.
CoopClub.
Don
on
Ave.
tne
not later than
AutomoMIe
ful
Tractor
market. Bridge
Gaspar
We have received thous- er won the club prize.
$1!)S.0(I
Byron O Reall, of the state tax
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Carlisle of Al- - Conta hut
Tuesday
evening.
to
of
and
and
ordrra
appointed
agency
commission who spent a week with
and we will give him those ordera in hia tervisited
The program for this week folrelatives
his family at Roswell has return- buquerqtie.
lows :
Mrs. ritory: a hia; commission; tour methods Fortnightly Dane.
friends in the city Sunday.
him
atock
ed to the city.
and free
a jolly crowd spent Overture
profit; advertiae for
Noon and
to Morning
Carlisle was formerly Miss Dorothy of
If you are a dealer or a Monday night
in our
delightful evening at a dance giiv-e- n Night
Safford of Santa Fe until recent desire tocompany.
Suppe
go in businesa youraelf and make
R. C. Reid, legal advisor to Govhall.
the
.
Library
bifr mony, write or wire Lace Auto Power
Miss Beckner
by Mrs. Test at
ernor W. F. Lindsey and federal d;s- - ly.
Tractor Co.. 55 Liberty St.. N. Y.
furnished
Miss Garrishs' orchestra
Cowles
Crossing the Bar
PERSONAL
, nursing otiieer made a trip to ai- - p T Lonergan, superintendent of
the music for the occasio.i.
The Earth It the Lord's .... Lynes
"week.
of
this
the
first
MARRY
hundrada
aura
auccaaa
for
buqucrque
S. Industrial Indian School
the
Miss Ormsbee
try bie
wealthy wishing early marriage; yeara in Heln The Red Cross.
at Albuquerque, spent a few hours husiness;
Reverie
Ashford
.. .
. XT
,.
T
most reliable strictly confidential
faiththe
to
'
most
was
It
'
his
on
Matins
Graham
Li
Mra.
gratifying
1
here during the week
Succeaaful Cupid
free;
trip particulara Home
a
w
757 Oakland, ful workers and those interested in
i from
Box
Maker.
sumoiicu
The
mcxieo i,.i,u,,a,;
Cappel,
Indian
the
northern
visiting
Group of Favorite Hymns
No. 23.
Calif.
in Santa vjuages,
work to note the
Cross
Red
Sunday
spent
Albuquerque
the
Lead
Kindly Light
"
Fe
MARRY IF LONELY
for results, try me; splendid attendance Monday at the
My Faith Looks Up To Thee
best, most successful; hundreds rich wish
Woman's
the
hall
from
Rock
of Ages
Library
George H. Van Stone, state ex marriage aoon; atrictly confidential; moat
Miss Grace Ravlin, a New York
of the Presbyterian church.
Nearer My God to Thee
reliable; yeara experience; deacriptiona free.
aminer and L B. Gregg, assistant "The
,
has
several
the
Box
Succeaaful
556, Oakland, More than twenty ladies were pre-days
spent
Club",
artist,
past
Miss Beckner
week sketching at San Felipe and tate examiner left Sunday for sec- Calif.
sent and worked the entire after Four Leaf Clover
Brownell
tions in the southern part of the
REAL ESTATE WANTED.
Cochiti.
the
to
ship
noon, making it possible
Smith
If I But Knew
state on official business to be gone
cross
sup- Thou'rt Like Unto a Lovely Flower
WANTED Full details and descrip- first consignment of Kea
DenFormer Governor Herbert J. Hagcr-ma- about two weeks.
the
Fe
to
leave
Santa
tion regarding large cattle ranches plies to
bmith
formerly of Roswell, now of
in New Mexico. No. 20. Care State ver, headquarters. The call for Red
Miss Ormsbee
Van Rechem, Record.
Colorado Springs, was a guest at the Rev. A. Hubert
Cross supplies to be sent immediate- Pastoral Symphony, from the! Mes
De Vargas hotel during the week.
pastor of the St. Anthony's Catholic
FOR SALE.
REAL ESTATE
Handel
ly have been urgent. Several ladies siah
church at Okmulgee,
Oklahoma,
of the different church societies here Japanese Love Song
FOR
SALE
Ranch
under
Kroeger
fully
irrigation
a
in
hours
the
few
Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Griffin, spent
city the equipped. 664 acres in all; US under cul have been doing splendid work every Spirit of Spring
Cadman
of Ramah, visited Mr. and Mrs. first of the week on his way to tivation. 40 in alfalfa, rine buildings etc.. day at the Library.
Even visitors Prayer, from Lohengrin ..
Wagner
and ideal location.
Price $12,000.00 Terma in our
Warren E. Rollins of this city a few the coast.
Miss Beckner
city are kindly assisting.
if deaired.
Addreaa
Charlea B. Barker,
the
week.
days during
There is a great deal of work to be
Santa Fe, N. M.
Miss Norma Fiske the attractive
reach us that
The Government needs Farmers as done and when reports used
Information and terms
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter lef . Mon- daughter of Mrs. Eugene A. Fiske
in place WANTED
well as Fighters. Two million three newspapers are being
to ranch of 5,000 to 10,000
in
a
week
to
at
Otowi,
of
Mrs.
H.
spend
this city, accompained
day
of bandages in the trencnes, aue relative
&
of
hundred
thousand
acres
Oregon
the Pajarito cliff dwelling section D. Sears east as far as St. Louts,
we should acres with plenty of stock water.
California Railroad Co. Grant Lands. to inadequate supplies
No. 16. State Record, Santa Fe, N. U
north west of Santa Fe.
Mo., where she will visit relatives Title revested in
not allow this condition to exist
United States. To when
bounds
to
within
our
is
it
r.KJA M"u!.t!-K.r.M.!T"J"?-- .
opened for homesteads and sale.
E. E. McClintock, district manager IOJ
.... remedy this almost incredible sit- M'FIE EDWARDS & M'FIE
w IU uuiivne, nj mine ce win
f fc,.f
of the Western Union Telegraph visit home
folk until fall.
How can any real true-blu- e
sV :..
uation.
c...-..Zl
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAl
j"
company at Denver, was a here this
American woman in the U. S.
ed
land
sections
showing
Map,
by
OFFICE
week on business.
D. A. McPherson. manager of the and description of soil, climate, rain- A. spend hours at card tables day
in and day out. or enjoy even more Corner Palace Jr Washington, Asm
Morning Journal, was fall, elevations,
etc.
Albttouerque
temperature
and
Sheldon
Parsons, artist,
a visitor in Santa Fe Sunday and Postpaid One Dollar. Grant Lands frivlous affairs and never find a day
Santa Fe, New Mexiae.
daughter Miss Sara Parsons, ha-- e again on Wednesday stopping over Locating
to give only one single hour of
Co., Portland, Oregon.
returned from a camping trip to on his
a cause which is the
for
time
her
from
and
the
to
way
Upper
the La Joya Valley.
can EDWARD R. WRIGHT
Pecos where his family is spending
INVESTMENTS
El Paso real es highest form of charity. How
fail to
woman conscientiously
summer.
any
the
Increawell.
investments
tate
pay
ATTORNEY AT LAW
George Emory Moore, who visited
this noble work and help
sing values. Future assured Some assist in behind
Maxwell City, Colfax County, the
American flag?
the
the boys
SpHs BaJUsng
on
Indicate
site
hand.
good
Commissioners,
things
Hugh
Corporation
latter part of l?st week hat returnits only a matter of Saata Fe,
Now
Williams and Bonifacio Montoya, of contemplated investment and send When perhaps,time
ed to the capital city.
Our
when
a
short
Boys,
very
and assistant highway engineer L. for list. McCutcheon it McCutctteon
cousins,
lovers,
husbands,
brothers,
815
Mills Bldg. El Paso, Texas
Former Attorney General Frank J- Charles, have returned from Pol- and friends will be on the
F. MURRAY, U. D.
vadera, Socorro county, where they FOR SALE Best sheep proposition nephews
our
Cancy who was suddenly taken ill went
PHYSICIAN A SURGEON.
to inspect a deficient bridge in New Mexico for sale, including battlefront fighting toourprotect
several days ago is reported much
.
I
country.
flag, our honor and
i
i
nA, ewes, wun
Saturday.
tamos, liny ducks
CITY PHYSICIAN
i,wu
improved and able to ait up.
ffli1ra
an,1
inma rat&trA
Red Cross Nurse.
X. RAY
Frank Curry, bailiff of the state and outfit, fine 240 acre ranch with She will come with kindly greeting.
George L. ITlrlck, of Carriioio,
Phone BL
member of the tax commission ar- supreme court, is now on the job good paid up water rignt, iou acres She will smooth the aching brow
rived Monday to attend a meeting as supreme court clerk, during the in alfalfa, 48 in oats, buildings, Of some far away mother's darling, Office First Dear West of PeateMes
outfit: also in
of the commission.
absence of Col. Jose D. Sena who machinerv and full
Be he ever so tall and brown.
-New
Saata Fe,
ange rights and
left Saturday to spend bis vacation cluding summer
wen
as
as
leases
leases.
winter
rerange
Mrs. Emmet J. De Arcy who
in southern California with his fam$50,000. cash will handle, balance
cently underwent an operation is ily who proceeded him.
time. Aztec Keaity
Aztec, H.
steadily improving, and a speedy reM.
No. 25.
covery is assured.
Prof. W. O. Connor Ir., superintendent of the New Mexico Deaf FOR SALE Garage Fine opporW. H. Tyler and daughter Miss and Dumb school here returned this tunity in garage business, well esAlice lyier, ot jonnstown, ra. lett
v frnn1 the pa).t where hf attend tablished, big repair storage and
Sunday for their eastern home after H ,h, prand ,0(1je of ,he B. p. o. auto livery business, fireproof build-in- ?
50X60. business growing rapidly.
a yery pleasant weeks
visit here j? he
in B0ton.
Prof. Connor,
wuh Mr. Tyler of Zook s Pharmacy. j;, f1ie
, cxae(1 rul.r of the Santa will sell business and rent building
or sell building also. Good reason
lFf loBcc...
1for selling. This is a fine opportuI rt III IILIMI11,
XVCV. it tr it
j )ltWI tI c.
Ol.
for the right man. Aztec Realty
nity
John's M. E Church left Tuesday
Mrs. Frank E. Andrews and two
night to spend a month's vacation in charming littte daughters of Albu- - Co., Aztec, N. M. , No. 24.
Los Aneeles and San Diego, Californiiernue ar the house rniests of
nia.
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SUMMER TOURIST
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CLASSIFIED
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CALIFORNIA

.

$SC.7t

$tl.7t

Visit the GRAND CANYON, $7.50 additional cost for side ride, Williams to
Grand Canyon and return.

EASTERN TOURIST RATES
M.1S

DENVER, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS

n,

....

$46.05

or Salt Lake
Portland
via
or Seattle
Returning
On Sale June ISth to September 30tb, H17.
Return Limit October 31st, 1117.

Returning via Ogdea

'
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San Diego

$46.05

$56.05
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Los Angeles,

San Francisco.

'
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CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

ILL.

SMS
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NEW YORK, N. Y. (Standard)
NEW YORK, N. Y. (Differential)
BOSTON, MASS. (Standard)
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I7JS

MASS. (Differential)
WASHINGTON, D. C(AII Una)
BOSTON,

Date of Sale, Jnae 1st to Septeanber Mtk, INT. Limit for reran
passage, October Slat, 1117, except that tickets to Now Yerk anal
Boston at above rates, goosl far M days front state of sale, aet ta X
exceed October 31st lf!7.
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In This Crisis
Our Country s Greatest Need
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LotiTs A. McRae, a prominent de- Mim Inez McCormick of Decatur. mncr9t of
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Albuquerque was
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is visiting
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Iv arr,o;nfr(1 hv Governor W. E.
Edwin F. G.rd. Miss McCormick ufoev a member of the board of
will spend the remainder of he reevnts of the State College of
here,
'culture and Mechanic Arts, to suc- jreed R. L. Putney of Albuquerque
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Mrs. I lant will be in operation by fall
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Warren ia on the job and will not enabling .the high school pupils to
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Everything that yon buy
t our (tor is a, bargain, not
that it ia marked at a low prica,
but becaaae of the high standard of quality that it contain.
Wo have and always will
give our patrons the best merchandise obtainable. The price
on everything will be the lowest

posaible.
But how can we sell the best

quality of merchandise cheaper
than anyone else? That ia easy.
We do not have to pay high
rent, and we are satiafied with a
small margin of profit. t
When yon sum up all of
these facts, yon will plainly see
that we are trying to ran tbii
store on
basis,
sharing the greater percentage
ensteaa
enr
of ear profits with

era.

MI Saa
St,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
PreueeJae

Trained Men and Women

Not only during this war but after It la over this need will Increase.
The Universities of the United States are the great recruiting and
training stations for the national aervtce of the future. For the
young men and women of New Mexico not already at the front THE)
H1GHKST PATRIOTIC DUTY IS TO PREPARE TO SERVE YOUR
COUNTRY EFFICIENTLY WHEN YOUR COUNTRY CALLS.

The University of New Mexico
At Albuquerqne

a

eager to give YOU that training which
will make you most efficient and useful to yourself, your state and
your country.
You have ample time to arrange attendance this year. The Unicollege year
versity will open for the

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
T. & S. F. DEPOT
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Monday, October 1st
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Make These Hot Days Enjoyable
There is Nothing More Refreshing
when one is hot and "dry and fatigued
than a drink of cold, sparkling beverage.
Gingerale

CLIQUOT

Sarsaparilla
Root Beer
Lemon

Ia fully equipped, ready and

1817-19-

YARD

CAPITAL COAL

Te

Sour

Orange Phosphate

Birch Beer
WE HAVE THEM ALL
KAUNE'S ' Phone 26

Writ today for detailed infornuttloa to David R. Boyd, President.

University of New Mexico, Albuqaerqaa, K. U.
Wfttck thla aweppar. It will glra yom facta prosing your Stat
University more effleleat la war tkam la oaoo.
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